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« Challenger

350

 ith modern avionics, more
W
powerful engines, and cabin
improvements, Bombardier’s
super-midsize model builds
on the attributes of the
popular Challenger 300.
A transcontinental trip shows
why this airplane delights
pilots and passengers.
Read the pilot report on page 30

Industry
Signs of improvement in
first quarter page 10

UAVs
New tech requires policy
changes page 50

Safety

Restrictions possible at HTO

NTSB tackles loss of
control page 36

by Kerry Lynch
East Hampton, New York officials are
weighing a variety of options under a formal
FAA Part 161 study process to curb operations and/or shutter East Hampton Airport
(HTO) altogether. The town board agreed to
move forward with the Part 161 process last
fall after the U.S. Supreme Court declined
to overturn an earlier ruling against East
Hampton’s effort to impose curfews and
certain other “noisy” aircraft restrictions.
These court decisions essentially provided the town no other option but to undertake a Part 161 study if it hopes to impose
certain operational restrictions in the short
term. However, the process is so costly and
involved that only a handful of communities
have gone that route, mostly without success.
The town retained the California-based
law firm Cooley LLP to undertake the study
with the hopes of having it prepared for
public comment by the fall. “This seems to
be quite an aggressive time frame,” said Jol
Silversmith, an attorney with Zuckert Scoutt
& Rasenberger, which represents NBAA on

such issues. “Part 161 studies are fairly rare
and those that have been conducted in the
past have taken quite a bit of time.”
Following the comment period on such
a study, the FAA would still have to accept
it and review the study before it must
undergo a second public comment period.
In a recent update before town officials,
Cooley attorney Bill O’Connor outlined
options for restrictions, including a blanket curfew from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m.; designated curfews for weekends (7 p.m. to 9:30
a.m.) and weekdays (8 p.m. to 8 a.m.); a
requirement for prior permission to operate during designated hours; a combination of a curfew with extended hours that
applied only to so-called “noisy” aircraft; a
noise quota system for limits; a ban on the
noisiest aircraft; or closure of the airport
after the federal grant period ends in 2021.
Officials stressed that these options can be
combined, and the presentation included
alternatives for variants based on whether
an aircraft was noisy.

Silversmith notes that the presentation
doesn’t yet provide details on data that justifies the restrictions, and adds that the FAA
has “set a very high bar” requiring the justification for Part 161. But Silversmith concedes
that NBAA and other business aviation
advocates have long been concerned about
the possible closure of the airport. The town
stopped taking grants for the airport in 2001,
opening the possibility for closure.
continues on page 42

Read Our SPECIAL REPORT

Aircraft Insurance
With low premiums and high payouts,
the insurance sector faces typical
challenges, but new technologies and
markets—such as cyber, space, and
drones—could spell opportunity.
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As We Go To Press
NBAA ASKS JUDICIAL PANEL
TO VOID FAA’S SMO AGREEMENT

A lawyer representing NBAA and other
parties on May 14 urged a three-judge
panel at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit to void the
January 2017 agreement between the FAA
and city of Santa Monica, California. The
deal allows the city to shorten the runway
and provides the option to close the
Santa Monica Municipal Airport (SMO)
after 2028. Before the agreement, the
agency had maintained that the city’s
obligation to preserve SMO lasted in
perpetuity. NBAA said the FAA offered
no explanation for the agreement; failed
to engage the public; did not comply
with the Airport Noise and Capacity
Act of 1990; and violated several other
statutes. The appeals court panel is
expected to issue a ruling later this year.

BIZAV LEADERS LAUNCH
ALTERNATIVE FUELS INITIATIVE

A group of leaders from across the
industry unveiled a plan at EBACE 2018 to
advance the development and adoption
of alternative fuels. The initiative is part
of the industry’s commitment to reducing
emissions, with goals of achieving a
2-percent improvement in efficiency
per year from 2010 until 2020, carbonneutral growth from 2020 onwards,
and a 50-percent reduction in carbon
emissions by 2050, relative to 2005.

DOT WATCHDOG TO REVIEW
ADS-B, NEXTGEN EQUIPAGE

Citing concerns that only a “small
fraction” of U.S. aircraft operators
are prepared for the FAA’s Jan. 1, 2020
ADS-B Out mandate, the U.S. DOT
Office of Inspector General (OIG) will
be conducting a review of equipage
rates and plans for meeting that
deadline starting this month. It will have
three primary objectives: determining
equipage rates for ADS-B and other
NextGen technologies, ascertaining
reasons behind equipage decisions, and
assessing the FAA’s and operators’ plans
to meet the ADS-B Out deadline.

JETSUITE PLANS A FUTURE WITH
HYBRID ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT

JetSuite will be the launch customer
for Zunum Aero’s 12-passenger hybridto-electric aircraft, the companies
announced May 21. Through the
partnership, JetSuite plans to add
up to 100 Zunum Aero aircraft to
its fleet. The aircraft, the first of a
planned family of regional platforms,
will be available for delivery in 2022,
following the start of flight testing
next year, according to Zunum. The
company said its aircraft have ranges
up to 1,000 miles and a maximum
cruise speed of 296 knots, and can take
off using just 2,200 feet of runway.

4

BACA, EBAA UNITE IN FIGHT
AGAINST GRAY CHARTER

BACA-The Air Charter Association is
teaming up with EBAA to fight illegal
charter. Under the joint effort, the
organizations will collect data on the
breadth and scope of “gray charter”
practices—those involving the transport
of paying passengers in aircraft that
have not been approved for commercial
operations. Association members
are being asked to help the effort by
reporting suspected incidences of
illegal activity. The goal is to gather as
much evidence as possible on where
gray charter is most present and who
are the frequent offenders, they added.
The associations hope that by building a
database regulators will have more ability
to deal with and ward off this activity.

DALLAS SET TO IMPLEMENT
GA LANDING FEE AT LOVE FIELD

The city of Dallas plans to implement
a new landing fee for general aviation
operations at Dallas Love Field (DAL)
starting July 1 under a recently adopted
ordinance. Approved by the Dallas
city council on April 25, the ordinance
specifies a fee based on a formula
that factors aircraft weight and airport
maintenance costs. Under the formula,
80 percent of the fee will be based
on airport upkeep costs that are
attributable to general aviation landings
and 20 percent will be calculated using
an aircraft’s landing weight. According
to city documents, the fee could be
as much as $5.80 per 1,000 pounds
in the first year. Commercial carriers
currently pay $2.20 per 1,000 pounds.

FLEXJET BOOSTS PAY FOR
RED LABEL PILOTS

Fractional provider Flexjet announced
“substantial salary increases” for Red
Label pilots on May 18. Under the
new pay scale, Flexjet said, firstyear pilots using the preferential bid
schedule could make $80,000 per
year; a fifth-year Challenger 350 pilot
could earn as much as $176,000; and
a third-year Red Label chief aircraft
commander flying a Gulfstream G650
could earn $205,000 annually.

AIR BP LAUNCHES MISFUELING
PREVENTION TECHNOLOGY

Air BP has launched Airfield Automation, a
real-time, cloud-based digital platform that
decreases risks during the fueling process.
Air BP will start to roll it out this summer
and anticipates it will be fully operational
at approximately 350 locations by 2020.
Airfield Automation collects data related to
airport fueling operations and works from
an app called “safe2go” on a handheld
device in fueling vehicles. This app detects
fuel volume and offers fuel grade checks,
which add additional misfueling barriers.
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One Aviation makes plans
to restructure, stay at ABQ
by Rob Finfrock
One Aviation cited ongoing restructuring
efforts and new investment in a recent
appeal to the city of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to allow the company to remain
in operation at the Albuquerque International Sunport (ABQ.)
Albuquerque has been home to the very
light jet manufacturer since the original
company, Eclipse Aviation, moved to the
city in 2000. That company’s assets were
purchased out of bankruptcy in 2009 by
Eclipse Aerospace, which in turn merged
with Kestrel Aircraft to form One Aviation in March 2015.
Since that time, the company has maintained cash flow primarily through maintenance and training to support existing
Eclipse aircraft. One Aviation announced
plans last year for a larger Eclipse 700
variant but also acknowledged it would
need a capital infusion to bring that aircraft to market.
Further complicating matters is the situation at Kestrel, which was evicted from
its headquarters in Brunswick, Maine, last
year over nonpayment of rent. The company also faces possible legal action by
Wisconsin state officials over delinquent
state, county, and local loan payments
made since 2012 to support intended
production of the K350 turboprop single. Development on that aircraft effectively stopped last year as One Aviation
shifted focus to Eclipse manufacturing
and support.

Company Served Eviction
Notices in Albuquerque

Following two rounds of layoffs in 2017,
ending production of new-build Eclipse
550 jets and other efforts to streamline
operations in Albuquerque, on April 26
the city attorney’s office served One Aviation and Eclipse Aerospace with an order
to vacate several Eclipse-held facilities at
ABQ by May 8.
According to documents obtained by AIN,
to avoid eviction One Aviation would need
to reimburse the city more than $895,000
in back rent, utilities, and prior default
obligations dating back to November. Nonpayment would also force the company to
surrender one of the original Eclipse 500
prototypes, identified as N503EA, which is
now flying as N990NE fitted with the larger
wing intended for the EA700.
Eclipse continued with maintenance
and training operations at ABQ past
that deadline, however, with COO Kevin
Gould submitting a written proposal to
the city on May 8 stipulating two immediate payments against the outstanding
balance, and requesting a reimbursement agreement for remaining monies
owed, “as we take the company through
a restructuring process.”

The company made good on payments
totaling approximately $161,800, but on
May 16 the city attorney’s office refused
Eclipse’s request for additional financial
accommodations and served the company
with a three-day notice of eviction from
all facilities at ABQ. One Aviation chairman Mike Wyse responded with an appeal
to stay at ABQ, a promise of “immediate
payment” of all past due amounts—now
totaling approximately $790,000—and a
request for a new lease agreement that
would see the company relinquish all but
one of its current facilities at ABQ.
“We are working diligently to resolve the
company’s financial challenges so that we
may meet our rent and other ongoing commitments,” wrote Wyse. “To that end, we
have acquired new investors who want to
stabilize our core business which is providing maintenance, upgrades, and parts to the
current global fleet of 286 Eclipse airplanes.”
Wyse requested a May 17 meeting with
the city to discuss the proposal, adding
the as-yet-undisclosed investors “want to
grow the business by restarting production of the EA550” that halted last year, as
well as bring “new models of aircraft such
as the EA700” to market.
While details of any such meeting are
scarce, all appeared business as usual at
the ABQ facilities as of May 21. Calls to
One Aviation representatives and the
city’s attorney for ABQ regarding the
company’s proposal were not returned
before AIN’s print deadline.

Executives Familiar with
Restructuring ‘Distressed’ Companies

Further hinting at the company’s evolving
situation and probable financial course,
Wyse serves as managing partner of New
York-based Wyse Advisors, LLC that bills
itself as a “boutique financial advisory firm
with a primary focus on stressed, distressed,
and special situations.” Gould notes his
experience working in “distressed/highchange environments: turnarounds, startups, restarts” on social media.
Also of note, One Aviation CEO Alan
Klapmeier is not named in the recent
documents pertaining to operations
in Albuquerque. Klapmeier previously
served as CEO of Kestrel and has been
the most visible spokesman for the
merged company.
Meanwhile, the company is proceeding with efforts to open a Chicago-area
maintenance, repair, and overhaul facility at Aurora Municipal Airport (ARR) by
June 4. The Aurora service center replaces
the company’s longstanding MRO operation at Chicago Executive Airport (PWK)
for which One Aviation entered into a
voluntary lease surrender agreement with
airport officials in April.
n
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News Briefs
FAA Rulemakings Will Pave
Way for New Supersonic Era

As part of its $250 million acquisition of Hawker Pacific, Jet Aviation will add 19 locations across Asia-Pacific and the Middle East to its global
network, including seven FBOs, 14 MROs, and more than 400,000 sq ft of hangar space, as well as Hawker Pacific’s 800 employees.

Jet Aviation closes on Hawker Pacific buy
by Chad Trautvetter
General Dynamics subsidiary Jet Aviation
has completed its acquisition of business
aviation services provider Hawker Pacific
for $250 million, the company reported on
May 2. The deal was announced on April 11.
As part of this acquisition, Jet Aviation
will add 19 locations across Asia-Pacific
and the Middle East to its global network,
including seven FBOs, 14 MROs, and more

than 400,000 sq ft of hangar space, as well
as Hawker Pacific’s 800 employees. This
includes Hawker Pacific’s share in the joint
venture Shanghai Hawker Pacific Business
Aviation Centre at Shanghai Hongqiao
Airport, four FBOs in Australia (Sydney,
Brisbane, Cairns, and Perth), and facilities
at Singapore Seletar Airport and Dubai Al
Maktoum International Airport. It will also

G500, G600 log transpacific records
As the Gulfstream G500 and G600 close
in on expected FAA approvals—midyear
for the former and by year-end for the
latter—the twinjets have each racked up
transpacific flight records in their respective weight classes, Gulfstream Aerospace
announced last month.
On April 20, the G500 and G600 flew
from Shanghai to Honolulu at an average
speed of Mach 0.90. The G500 made the
flight in 8 hours and 34 minutes, with the
G600 taking just one minute longer. The
following day, the sister airplanes flew
from Honolulu to Gulfstream’s headquarters in Savannah, Georgia. At an average

speed of Mach 0.90, the G500 accomplished the flight in 7 hours and 44 minutes. The G600 clocked in at 7 hours and
49 minutes.
“Gulfstream customers are accustomed
to flying practically anywhere in the world
at record speeds, and the G500 and G600
have been doing just that as they near
certification,” said Gulfstream president
Mark Burns. “These records showcase the
real-world capabilities of these impressive aircraft.”
The city-pair records are pending confirmation with the National Aeronautic
Association, Gulfstream said.
C.T.

In late April, the Gulfstream G500 and G600 established new flight records in their
weight classes.
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build a full-service facility at Shanghai Pudong International Airport upon completion
of the new runway there.
The acquisition comes at a time when
FBO consolidation in North America has
slowed, following decades of continuous
activity. For Jet Aviation, one of the largest
networks in the international FBO/MRO
arena, the move establishes a solid presence in a region of the world that has long
shown promise, but now appears to be that
much closer to realizing its potential. With
the Chinese government showing signs of
easing airspace restrictions; committing to
airport and infrastructure expansion; and
with an overzealous tide of anti-corruption activity ebbing, Jet Aviation’s timing is
believed to be fortuitous.
n

NEWS note
Sixteen aviation organizations have
developed a suggested draft Advisory
Circular to provide guidance on using
remote technology and tools. The
groups put together the draft AC after
consulting with the FAA on a draft policy covering “remote witnessing using
video” that was released for comment
earlier this year, according to the Aeronautical Repair Station Association.
The FAA’s remote witnessing draft AC
is designed to enable FAA-authorized witnesses to use video to remotely witness
certain testing and inspections. The draft
AC developed by the aviation organization
expanded on that to provide a baseline
for compliance with the regulations while
accommodating the use of connectivity
technology, video, livestream and other
audio and visual tools. This baseline
would include general set up requirements and ensuring “the same level of
acumen and capability [through remote
connection] as if the oversight, inspection, test, or training task or activity was
conducted on-premises,” ARSA said. n

The FAA has launched two rulemakings
that the agency said are designed to
lay the groundwork for development
of civil supersonic aircraft. The first
involves proposed noise certification
for supersonic aircraft and the second
is a clarification of procedures required
to obtain special flight authorization
to conduct supersonic flight-testing
in the U.S. Neither rulemaking will
rescind the current prohibition of
supersonic flight over land without
special FAA authorization, the agency
added. The agency is in the process of
gathering data and information for the
proposed rules and expects to publish
proposed rulemakings next year.

Charter Firm Dangles $80K
in Bonuses for New Pilots

Baltimore, Maryland-based air charter
operator GrandView Aviation is offering
a five-year retention package worth up
to $80,000 to attract “highly qualified”
flight crews to fly its fleet of Embraer
Phenom 300s at Martin State Airport
(MTN). According to the Wyvern Wingman
operator, new hires who already have a
Phenom 300 type rating will get a $10,000
signing bonus; those without the type
rating will get a $5,000 signing bonus. At
the end of year one, pilots will receive
another $5,000, and an additional $5,000 at
the end of year two. Its five-year retention
bonus program is worth up to $60,000.

HAI Advocates For UASs

FAA airspace preemption is the key
to safe integration of unmanned
aerial systems (UAS) into the National
Airspace System, Helicopter Association
International president Matt Zuccaro said
in testimony last month before the Senate
subcommittee on aviation operations,
safety, and security. He said, “Introducing
multiple variables of potential operational
behavior just because you have crossed
imaginary political boundaries adds
risk to the operator and the public.”

Mitre, ForeFlight Test
Mobile IFR Clearance Delivery

Mitre is working with ForeFlight to
research how mobile devices can be used
to transmit IFR clearances at airports not
equipped with Pre-Departure Clearance/
Data Comm Clearance (PDC/DCL). Under
the Mitre research, ForeFlight is helping
to facilitate the delivery of text-based
IFR clearance information. Mitre started
a series of tests on May 15 at Manassas
Regional Airport (KHEF) in Virginia and has
invited ForeFlight customers to participate.
Tests are scheduled to conclude on
July 29. The service is available to pilots
who routinely file IFR flight plans through
Foreflight for KHEF departures. Under
the trials, participants will file a flight plan
with ForeFlight and then would receive
expected clearance information via email.

Introducing the
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Postive news from GAMA:
industry on upswing in 1Q18
by Kerry Lynch
The general aviation market showed signs
of improvement in the first quarter, with
total airplane shipments inching up by 12
units, to 447, and billings climbing by $120
million, to $3.8 billion, the General Aviation Manufacturers Association reported
on May 10. The helicopter market, meanwhile, showed even more resiliency, with
total shipments increasing by 17 percent,
to 219, and billings jumping correspondingly by more than 18 percent, to $673.7
million.
“We are pleased to see the industry is,
overall, trending positively,” said GAMA
president and CEO Pete Bunce. “Training needs are driving the demands in the
rotorcraft segment, while a stabilizing
used market, overall global economic
growth, and aviation innovation are driving the other segment increases.”
Turbine aircraft led the increase in fixedwing deliveries, with an increase of 15 units
overall. Most of these came in the turboprop sector, up by 13 units to a total of
115, a 12.7 percent improvement, counting
both pressurized and unpressurized aircraft. Textron Aviation’s Beechcraft King
Air line helped propel that total, showing a rebound in first-quarter deliveries
to 17 units. That compares with 12 in the
first quarter a year ago. Piper’s M-series
turboprops were up six units, to 10, and
Piaggio delivered three of its Avanti Evos,
compared with none a year earlier. Daher
delivered one more TBM in the first quarter (eight) than a year earlier, and Pilatus’s
PC-12 remained stable at 12 shipments.

Pilatus also marked the first two PC-24
twinjet deliveries in the first quarter. This
was exactly the difference of first quarter
deliveries overall in the business jet segment. Manufacturers in the first quarter
delivered 132 business jets, compared
with 130 in the same time frame last year.
Cirrus also helped prop up the business jet totals, with deliveries of 10 of its
SF50 Vision single, compared with none
in last year’s first quarter. Bombardier’s
Global and Challenger deliveries offset a
slight slide in Learjet deliveries, leading
the manufacturer to hand over 31 aircraft
in the first quarter, two more than a year
earlier. And Textron Aviation delivered an
additional jet in the quarter for a total of 36,
including 12 Citation Latitudes. Also adding to the totals was an additional Boeing
Business Jet, for four in the quarter.
But Embraer business jet deliveries
were down four units, to 11, in the quarter, as were Gulfstream’s shipments, to
26 jets. The drop in Gulfstream deliveries
came from its large-cabin product lines.
The financially struggling One Aviation
had delivered three Eclipse very light jets
in the first quarter of last year, but none
this year. Also, Honda Aircraft’s deliveries
of its HondaJet ebbed in the first quarter,
with 12 handed over. This compares with 15
a year earlier. (Dassault reports mid-year
and full-year totals only.)
Piston aircraft sales, however, lagged in
the quarter, down three units to an even
200 deliveries. Textron Aviation’s piston
single lines were down by more than half;

Bombardier to move Global production
Bombardier Aerospace is moving production of Global 5000s, 6000s, and 7000s
from its current Toronto Downsview Airport
facility to a new complex at Toronto Pearson
Airport in 2021, the company announced
last month.
It is selling its Toronto Downsview
facility—where it also manufactures
Q400 regional turboprops—to the Public
Sector Pension Investment Board (PSP
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Investments) for about $635 million, Alain
Bellemare, president and CEO of Bombardier Inc., told analysts during an investor
conference call. In tandem, Bombardier
signed a long-term lease with the Greater
Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA) for a
38-acre site at Toronto Pearson International Airport, where it will open a new center of excellence and final assembly plant
for its Global series.
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the company delivered two of its Beechcraft pistons, compared with eight a year
earlier, and 21 of the Cessna models, compared with 41 a year earlier. Diamond Aircraft helped offset that with 10 additional
pistons, to 21. Piper and Mooney also were
among those with improved piston results.
Of the total 447 fixed-wing aircraft
shipped, 343 went to North America and
another 92 to Europe. South America and
the rest of the world accounted for just
12 deliveries.

Rotorcraft Segment

Meanwhile, both piston and turbine helicopter deliveries made notable gains. Piston
helicopter deliveries took a 40 percent leap
in the first quarter, to 81 units, while turbine
helicopters were up 7 percent, to 138.
Robinson Helicopter reported a
22-helicopter jump in its piston deliveries, while Bell ramped up on its 505 program, delivering 25 of the light turbine
in the quarter, compared with two a year
earlier. Leonardo delivered 11 AW139s in
the quarter, compared with none a year
earlier, and its total reported deliveries
soared from 12 in the first quarter of 2017
to 29 in the most recent quarter.
However, Airbus H125 deliveries were
down by 10 units, among the 25 fewer
deliveries that Airbus Helicopters
reported in the quarter. In all, Airbus Helicopters delivered 49 helicopters in the
first quarter and reported billings were
down by a third, to $207 million.
GAMA is optimistic about the prospect
of future growth across the industry, driven
by new products, Bunce said. But, he added,
this “underscores just how important it is
for the U.S. Congress to pass a long-term
FAA reauthorization bill and the executive
branch to carefully implement trade policies to avoid adversely affecting industry
growth in future quarters.”
n

The Downsview transaction with PSP
Investments is expected to close in the second quarter. However, under a lease agreement with PSP Investments, Bombardier will
continue to operate from Downsview for up
to three more years, with two optional oneyear extension periods. Bombardier has not
yet announced where, or when, it will relocate Q400 production.
“As part of Bombardier’s five-year turnaround plan, we have been reviewing our
facilities worldwide to ensure we have the
most efficient and cost-effective operations
necessary to support our growth objectives,”
said Bellemare. “Today, we use only about
10 percent of a 370-acre site at Downsview
and bear the entire cost of operating a 7,000foot runway. So, we are very pleased to have
reached agreements with PSP Investments
and the GTAA. Together, they allow us to
monetize an underutilized asset, further
streamline and optimize our business aircraft
operations, and support further economic
development and job growth in Toronto.”C.T.

News Briefs
JSSI: 1Q Bizcraft Utilization
Reaches Decade-long High

Average monthly business aircraft
utilization reached 27.97 flight hours during
the first three months of this year, marking
the highest average level in any first quarter
since 2008, according to maintenance
support provider Jet Support Services Inc.
(JSSI). JSSI’s first-quarter 2018 Business
Aviation Index found that business aviation
average flight hours were up 2.9 percent
year-over-year. “The end of 2017 saw the
highest flight hour activity since the peaks
of 2008. While the first three months
of the year often see a material drop in
[quarter-over-quarter] flight hours, this
first quarter dropped by only 0.3 percent,”
said JSSI president and CEO Neil Book.
“This strong start to 2018 is a positive
sign and indicator for global markets.”

Avionics Sales Continue
Upward Trend in 2018

Business and general aviation avionics
and electronics sales increased 13 percent
year-over-year in the first three months,
to nearly $640 million, according to
the Aircraft Electronics Association’s
(AEA) first-quarter 2018 Avionics Market
Report. The retrofit market accounted
for 56.8 percent of the first-quarter 2018
sales, with forward-fit sales amounting
to 43.2 percent. The quarter’s tally was
an increase over the approximately $566
million sold in the same period last year,
AEA said. North America, including both the
U.S. and Canada, continues to dominate
sales, at 76.1 percent of total volume. All
other international markets combined
for the remaining 23.9 percent of sales.

NARA Makes Push for
Standardization, Ethics

The National Aircraft Resale Association
(NARA) is launching a campaign to improve
the ethical standards for preowned aircraft
transactions. It already had developed Code
of Standards and Certified Aircraft Brokers
programs for members but is moving
forward with a multi-pronged effort that
is designed to raise further awareness of
the need for ethical behavior industrywide, as well as push for increased
standardization. NARA is working with
industry to establish standardization
for letters of intent, requirements,
and certifications. The group plans to
highlight its ethics initiative through
a social media campaign, additional
public relations, and advertising.

Victor Appoints New CEO

On-demand charter platform Victor
appointed Joe Cohen its new CEO. Cohen
will be responsible for accelerating
growth at the company. Cohen previously
co-founded Property.Works and was also
the founder-CEO of the online ticket
marketplace Seatwave, among other
senior roles. Cohen will lead a global team
of more than 115 Victor staff. He will be
based at Victor’s headquarters in London.

After months of intense negotiations,
FAA bill passes House with huge support

News Briefs
JetSuiteX, JetBlue Codeshare

by Kerry Lynch

FOTOLIA

The U.S. House of Representatives in late
April overwhelmingly approved a revised
version of the comprehensive, five-year
FAA reauthorization bill, clearing a major
hurdle for its ultimate passage. The 39313 vote underscored the bipartisan cooperation achieved after a previous version
had been held up for months over a controversial provision to carve the air traffic
control organization out of the FAA.
The new version of the bill, the FAA
Reauthorization Act of 2018 (H.R.4),
passed on April 27 without that provision. The architect of the independent
ATC measure, House Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee chairman Bill
Shuster (R-Pennsylvania), earlier this
year agreed to withdraw the measure in
an effort to end the stalemate over the bill.
And the stalemate did end: the legislation The comprehensive, five-year FAA reauthorization bill is on the path to final passage and
was the first long-term FAA reauthoriza- enactment in the next few months. It received overwhelming bipartisan support.
tion bill to pass the House since 2012.
“While I would have liked this bill to Aerospace Management Advisory Council
Also scuttled—before it even reached the
have included the significant reforms
to steer the ATC system within the FAA. public amendment stage—was a proposal
to the management of the nation’s air That amendment drew an outcry from the
to dramatically boost the tax on non-comtraffic control system I proposed in ear- general aviation community.
mercial jet fuel, from 24 cents per gallon
lier legislation, H.R.4 does include many
Ed Bolen, president and CEO of NBAA, to 88 cents per gallon. Several other conother important reforms that will help job called the measure a “thinly disguised troversial measures were prevented from
creators lead in a competitive global mar- attempt to give control of the system to moving forward, including those designed
ketplace for aviation, improve our airport the big airlines.” NATA said the amend- to ease the path to more aircraft restricinfrastructure in large, small, and rural ment represents the first step in the
tions at Santa Monica Airport in California
communities, and improve air travel for direction of privatization, impeding and to permit general aviation airports to
millions of Americans,” Shuster said.
“the achievement of our collective goals restrict the number and type of aircraft
While the bill is revised to account for of supporting modernization and FAA operations for compensation or hire.
the shelving of the ATC provision, H.R.4 reform, and advancing the safety of the
In all, more than 200 amendments were
contained many of the measures included National Airspace System.” GAMA pres- filed, but only about half were allowed to
in the original House FAA reauthorization ident and CEO Pete Bunce, meanwhile, move forward and ultimately approved.
bill introduced last year. These measures
called the measure “a real threat.”
The bill would authorize a $3.35 biltouch upon everything from certificaUpon learning of the amendment, GA lion airports budget each year through
tion reforms and a review of supersonic
groups waged an all-out lobbying campaign Fiscal Year 2023, scale up facilities and
operations limitations to facilitation of to prevent it from moving forward. They equipment funding to $3.26 billion in Fisunmanned systems into the airspace issued calls-to-action to their members, urg- cal Year 2023, and gradually increase the
and a directive for the FAA to clarify its ing them to weigh in with local lawmakers.
FAA’s operations account to as much as
policies on flight-sharing. H.R.4 also was
Shuster instead agreed to significantly $11.329 billion by 2023 (about $1.1 billion
packaged with the Disaster Recovery revise the language, leaving a measure that more than Fiscal Year 2018 levels).
Reform Act (DRRA), which is designed would create a chief technology officer
to help communities to prepare for and position to work with the COO on ATC
System Studies
respond to disasters.
management. The committee chairman While the legislation would not alter the
House lawmakers adopted close to 100 had called the advisory council a “mod- ATC organizational structure, it does seek
amendments to the bill, addressing myr- est reform” and stressed, “This is not a biennial studies on the costs incurred in
iad noise, consumer protection, safety, privatization bill…nothing is being taken air traffic services by each user segment.
and other concerns. Among these was an out of the FAA.” But he said the advisory Such studies in the past have been used
Age 70 limit that primarily affects Net- council was dropped after “we heard from
to justify proposed changes in the ATC
Jets pilots. Other amendments included a folks in the community.”
organization and proposals to shift the
pilot program that would prioritize certain
While he agreed to remove the mea- amounts users pay into the system.
equipped aircraft at certain airports and sure, Shuster reiterated that he “strongly
On the environmental front, the bill
facilitate certain non-commercial Stage 2 believe[s] Congress must pass real air traf- seeks a Government Accountability Office
aircraft operations at less busy airports and fic control reform” and that he sees that study of the benefits, costs, and other
a government-watchdog study on the effec- happening “somewhere down the line.”
impacts of a phaseout of Stage 3 aircraft.
tiveness of FAA’s Compliance Philosophy.
“Once our members weighed in to GA operators, along with commercial
express their opposition to the amend- operators, would be included in the study.
Controversial Amendments Cut
ment, we had a constructive dialogue and
The bill further would call for a
In an effort to help ease its passage, we are grateful that chairman Shuster study on the potential health effects
House leaders kept out more controver- withdrew the most troubling language,” of aircraft noise, including sleep dissial amendments. These included one said Jim Coon, AOPA senior v-p of gov- turbance and elevated blood pressure.
offered by Shuster himself to create an ernment affairs.
continues on page 62
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Per-seat scheduled charter operator
JetSuiteX is now a codeshare partner
with JetBlue airlines. JetBlue’s “B6” airline
code is being placed on JetSuiteXoperated 30-seat Embraer ERJ-135s on
West Coast flights between Burbank,
Concord, and Oakland, California, as well
as Las Vegas. According to the companies,
the codeshare arrangement does not
currently include connecting flights to
or from JetBlue’s network. “Customers
must arrive and depart from JetSuiteX’s
private terminals and FBOs for their
JetSuiteX-operated flights,” they added.

Flexjet To Establish
Private Terminal in Dallas

Fractional jet provider Flexjet will
relocate its Dallas-area operations from
Richardson, Texas, to the Braniff Centre,
a 26-acre redevelopment project at
Dallas Love Field, this November. The
Cleveland-based company’s portion of
the 200,000-sq-ft facility will consist of
a private terminal, maintenance hangar,
office space, and covered parking. The new
facility represents Flexjet’s fourth private
terminal. It already has such facilities at
Naples and West Palm Beach, Florida,
and at New York’s Westchester County
Airport. It plans to add another private
lounge at Arizona’s Scottsdale Airport.

AOPA ‘Airport Watch List’

AOPA has intensified its campaign against
what it describes as FBOs preventing
reasonable airport access due to pricing
practices, with the introduction of an
“airport access watch list,” culled from its
top 50 most-complained-about airports.
On the list are Atlantic City (ACY) in New
Jersey; Wyoming’s Casper/Natrona County
(CPR); Norfolk (ORF) and CharlottesvilleAlbemarle (CHO) in Virginia; Pennsylvania’s
Chester County G. O. Carlson (MQS);
Hilton Head (HXD) in South Carolina;
Arizona’s Laughlin/Bullhead (IFP);
Rochester (RST) in Minnesota; Denver
Rocky Mountain Metropolitan (BJC); and
Sloulin Field (ISN) in North Dakota. All are
served by a lone FBO operated by one
of the major chains. NATA maintains that
all 10 of the FBOs at the named airports
are compliant with FAA grant assurances.

VistaJet’s Flight Hours Soar

Membership and on-demand air charter
firm VistaJet reported that revenue from
flight operations soared 22 percent last year
while profits jumped 28 percent. The U.S.
spearheaded its overall expansion in flight
hours, logging 39 percent year-over-year
growth, said VistaJet, which operates an
all-Bombardier fleet of super-midsize and
large-cabin business jets. VistaJet founder
and chairman Thomas Flohr is bullish on
2018, saying he sees sustainable growth
“The market as a whole has proved resilient
over the past decade, recording consistent
single-digit growth…Charter flight hours are
at their highest level since 2008,” he said.
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Canada’s TSB reiterates
call for FDRs for bizav ops
by Gordon Gilbert

and are documented,” the TSB said.
To provide an accessible and feasible
means of recording valuable flight-data
information, regardless of the type of aircraft and operation flown, the TSB said
“several lightweight flight-data recording
systems that can record combined cockpit image, cockpit audio, aircraft parametric data, and/or datalink messages” are
currently being manufactured.

The Transportation Safety Board of Canada
Because there were no flight recording
(TSB) is again recommending that Trans- systems on the aircraft, the TSB could not
port Canada (TC) require the installation determine the cause of the mishap. It conof flight recording systems by “all commer- cluded that the “most plausible scenario is
Recorder Value
cial and private business operators” not cur- that the pilot, who was likely dealing with The TSB pointed to its investigation into
rently required to carry them. While this is
a high workload associated with flying the
the March 29, 2016 accident of a privately
a reiteration of previous recommendations
aircraft alone, experienced spatial disorien- operated Mitsubishi MU-2B-60 that struck
dating back more than 10 years, the TSB
tation” during the takeoff climb.
terrain on its final approach to Îles-de-lasaid in its latest proposal that “lightweight”
The aircraft had an autopilot, but the Madeleine Airport, Quebec. All seven occuand “lower cost” FDRs are now available TSB’s investigation could not verify pants were killed. A “lightweight” FDR was
and suitable for smaller aircraft.
whether it was on at the time of the acci- on board, although it was not required.
Currently, in Canada, FDRs and CVRs dent. The aircraft was not equipped with a
“By recovering the recorder and extractare required on business, commercial, and visual or aural stall warning system, but it ing its data for analysis, the investigaprivate flight operations involving multi- did have an angle-of-attack indicator that tion was able to better understand the
engine turbine-powered aircraft configured “would have provided a visual cue of an sequence of events that led to the aircraft’s
with 10 or more passenger seats and on impending stall,” the TSB report said.
departure from controlled flight,” the TSB
multi-engine turbine-powered aircraft with
Additionally, investigators found that said. “Had a recording system not been on
six or more passenger seats, and for which the pilot did not have the recent night fly- board, crucial information to understandtwo pilots are required. This is basically the ing experience required by TC for carrying ing the circumstances and events leading
same requirement as the FAA. Under both passengers at night. Nor did the operator up to this occurrence would not have been
TC and FAA rules, single-pilot turbine-pow- have TC approval for single-pilot opera- available to the investigation.”
ered and recip-powered aircraft are exempt. tions, although the pilot and aircraft were
The TSB was also critical of Transport
The TSB’s latest recommendation stems qualified. No difficulties with the quality Canada’s business aviation oversight
from an Oct. 13, 2016 accident in which a
of radio transmissions were noted. None responsibilities. At the time of the Citaprivate Cessna Citation 500 operated by of the radio communications between the
tion accident, TC’s approach to oversight
Norjet suffered a fatal loss-of-control crash pilot and controllers revealed any sense of for private operators relied entirely on
during night IMC, killing the pilot and all urgency or any anomalies with the aircraft. “reactive surveillance processes.” In fact,
three passengers. According to the TSB’s
This report is the most recent of sev- on Aug. 17, 2016, two months before the
final report, at 9:35 p.m., about three min- eral over the years in which TSB inves- Citation crash, TC advised its staff that it
utes after departure, “the aircraft made a
tigators have been unable to find the would temporarily exempt entire sectors
tight right turn as it was climbing through reasons for an accident because of the of civil aviation, including business avia8,600 feet above sea level, and then entered lack of on-board recording devices. “The
tion, because these sectors present a “low
a steep descending turn to the right until it benefits of recorded flight data in air- risk for serious incidents or accidents.”
struck the ground.”
craft crash investigations are well known
What’s more, during the course of its
investigation into the Citation crash, the
TSB found no record that Norjet had ever
been inspected by TC or that the agency
had undertaken any surveillance activities
to oversee and monitor the company’s
flight operations since they started in 2008.
In February, two months before the
TSB released its Citation accident report,
Transport Canada announced it would
conduct a one-year program of “targeted
inspections” of various aviation segments—including business aviation—in a
move the agency describes as a “new process to evaluate specific safety priorities.”
The Canadian Business Aviation Association contends some 65 private operators
will be subject to the targeted inspections
Honda Aircraft and its dealer HondaJet Japanese ambassador to Poland; Simon
between April 2018 and March 2019.
Central Europe celebrated the entry-into- Roads, senior division director of sales
Not yet determined by the TSB is preservice of the first HondaJets in the region, for Honda Aircraft; and Steven Shaknaitis,
cisely what smaller “private business
debuting the aircraft in a recent ceremony executive v-p for GE Honda Aero Engines.
aircraft” should be covered by an FDR
at Chopin-Warsaw Airport. Polish operator
Dorda called the aircraft a “game
requirement in terms of engine type,
Jet Story will manage the aircraft, which changer,” adding Honda Aircraft president
maximum takeoff weight, or number of
will be available for charter in Europe, the and CEO Michimasa Fujino “has not only
passenger seats.
UK, Russia, and Scandinavia.
abandoned the notion of what is considered
Transport Canada has acknowledged
The aircraft, delivered last month, conventional aviation, [but] he has [also]
for several years that flight data monitorwas ceremonially presented to Tadeusz redefined the category. I have the same
ing systems would enhance safety, but the
Dorda, CEO and founder of Polish vodka
passion to elevate the spirits category.”
agency has yet to initiate work on previous
distiller Chopin Vodka, during its April 12
The HA-420 HondaJet was certified
recommendations that it has agreed with
Central Europe debut. Also on hand for by the FAA in December 2015 and EASA
or on any other related undertakings.
the ceremony were Satoru Takahashi, the validation followed in May 2016.
K.L.
Meanwhile, Transport Canada must
respond to the TSB by July 26.
n

HondaJet debuts in Central Europe
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News Briefs
Surf Air Expands Routes

All-you-can-fly air service provider Surf Air
has introduced new national and global
subscription programs and additional
partnerships with air charter operators
that add about 20 new destinations in
Europe and the Eastern U.S. The additional
European routes—which include Milan,
Zurich, Luxembourg, Munich, Brussels, Vienna,
Geneva, Basel, and Nice—are serviced with
PC-12s flown by Surf Air’s new European
partner, JetClass. A new partnership with
Blade this summer will allow Surf Air
members to access Blade’s helicopter and
seaplane flights in the New York City area.
Meanwhile, Surf Air’s new global membership
starts at $3,950 per month and includes all
U.S. and European routes. Surf Air’s existing
premium membership, which begins at $2,950
per month, now includes national access
to California, Texas, and East Coast routes.

FAA AD for HondaJet Brakes

The FAA has published an Airworthiness
Directive (2018-06-10) that requires
a temporary revision to the HA-420
HondaJet’s flight manual calling for pilot
brake checks and replacing faulty power
brake valves upon condition. It was prompted
“by reports of unannunciated asymmetric
braking during ground operations and
landing deceleration.” In February, Honda
Aircraft revised its flight manual via Service
Bulletin to include a new procedure for
pilot checks of the brake system. It also
contains instructions for replacing defective
power brake valves with an improved-design
part. Honda Aircraft told AIN, “We have
initiated a service campaign to upgrade the
supplier-provided power brake valve in all
of our aircraft and are 63 percent through
the process. The costs will be covered
by Honda Aircraft and the supplier.”

XOJet Seeks To Boost Fleet

Following a first quarter that saw it capture
a claimed 34 percent of the U.S. market
for charter flights exceeding three hours,
XOJet plans to add three or four aircraft
this year to its owned and operated fleet
of 41 Bombardier Challenger 300s and
Cessna Citation Xs, XOJet president of
commercial operations James Henderson
told AIN. Quarterly revenue growth was
led by XOJet’s charter brokerage arm,
which was up 39.5 percent year-over-year.

Tempus Files for Bankruptcy

Tempus Aircraft Sales and Service, which
formerly served as the sales and service
center for the Southwestern U.S. for
Pilatus, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy on
April 26. In February, Tempus relocated
its Pilatus service center from Scottsdale
Airport to Falcon Field Airport. However,
Tom Aniello, v-p of marketing at Pilatus,
told AIN that Pilatus cut ties with Tempus
soon afterward because “they were not
performing per our dealer agreement with
them.” Pilatus named Cutter Aviation the
new authorized sales and service center for
Southwestern U.S. near the end of March.
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Citing coming mx shortage,
bill seeks to boost workforce
by Kerry Lynch
A bipartisan group of House lawmakers
introduced another bill to address the
looming aviation maintenance technician
shortage, highlighting the attention the
issue has before Congress. The bill, the Aviation Maintenance Workforce Development
Pilot Program Bill (H.R.5701), is designed to
encourage government, industry, and academia to work together to develop strategies to foster technical talent.

The bill would create a pilot program
that would offer $500,000 in grants for
aviation maintenance workforce development activities. Applications must be
jointly submitted by a business or labor
organization, school, and government
entity. The FAA would administer the
program.
Introduced last month by Rep. Sam
Graves (R-Missouri) with co-sponsors

Mx conference focuses on
creating job opportunities
by Samantha Cartaino
This year’s NBAA Maintenance Conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
focused on creating employment opportunities in the aviation industry. The conference featured 180 exhibitors and more
than 20 educational breakout sessions.
Drawing approximately 900 attendees,
the conference highlighted efforts to
enable the next generation of technicians
as well as showcased new maintenance
products and explored safety issues and
technical advancements.
A series of breakout sessions offered
a closer look at what is happening in the
industry. The first “Product Blast-Off ”

session, moderated by Greenwich Aerogroup’s Daniel LaFrance, allowed 10
exhibitors five minutes each to present
their newest aircraft maintenance products that may have been missed among
the 180 exhibits in the hall.
During the session, LaFrance explained
the importance of the event: “We know a
lot of people keep coming back to the venue,
which is fantastic because Lord knows it’s
very, very rich in sessions. There’s a lot of
knowledge to be acquired, but we wanted
the exhibit floor and our exhibitors to have
an opportunity to participate in the learning experience directly.”

Industry awards scholarships
NBAA’s Technical Reward and Career
Scholarships (TRACS) are a way to create
opportunities for the next generation of
business aviation maintenance technicians.
Approximately 35 technicians will improve
their careers by participating in technical
courses provided by aviation companies.
The companies that offered TRACS awards

this year included Abaris Training Resources,
Bombardier Aerospace, Dassault Aviation,
FlightSafety International, Garmin, GE Aviation, Global Jet Services, Gogo Business
Aviation, Gulfstream Aerospace, Rockwell
Collins, Rolls-Royce, Satcom Direct, Textron Aviation, USC Viterbi School of Engineering, and Williams International. S.C.

Jim Huntoon (left) of Satcom Direct and Scott White (right) of TechnicAir handed out
TRACS awards to some of the recipients who attended the NBAA Maintenance Conference
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, last month.
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Daniel Lipinski, (D-Illinois), Markwayne more people do not enter this vital field,”
Mullin, (R-Oklahoma), and Brenda Law- Graves said in introducing H.R.5701.
rence (D-Michigan), the bill is similar “This legislation provides a viable path
to legislation that Sen. James Inhofe forward to address the skills gap and
(R-Oklahoma) unveiled in the Senate in ensure the U.S. remains a world leader
March. But the House bill differs in that in the aviation industry.”
it permits high schools to participate. The
The bill will help recruit and train the
legislation ranks among numerous work- next generation of mechanics, added
force initiatives introduced or offered Lipinski. “It is imperative that we ensure
over the past year; several of those mea- there is an adequate supply of trained and
sures have been included in compre- qualified individuals in this field,” he said.
hensive FAA reauthorization legislation
The legislation has received nearly
pending in Congress.
universal support from a cross-section of
Graves noted that, in four years, the industry. Twenty associations representindustry is expected to experience a ing business and general aviation, repair
maintenance technician shortage. “All of stations, commercial and regional airlines,
aviation, from general aviation to large cargo carriers, and state aviation agencies,
commercial operations, will be affected if among others, jointly wrote the lawmakers endorsing the bill.
“The U.S. aviation industry is facing a
technical worker shortage that threatens
Jeff Sutton of the Leather Institute
to undermine the growth and competdisplayed the company’s ink resist, a top- itiveness of one of the most important
ical application for aircraft interiors that sectors of our economy,” the letter states.
can prevent ink from staining or make “Given the scale of the challenges facing
it easier to remove ink stains. Global Jet companies around the country, the legisServices’ JD McHenry highlighted the lation could not be timelier.”
importance of the company’s “Finance
The letter points to a Boeing study
for Aviation Professionals” course, which estimating a need for 118,000 new mainhelps technicians understand the impor- tenance technicians in North America
tance of subjects such as accounting, gen- over the next two decades, and a sepaeral financial reports, and cost allocation. rate Oliver Wyman study projecting that
Last, the NBAA Maintenance Confer- 30 percent of the current workforce is
ence held an educational session called
approaching retirement age, positioning
“Avionics Obsolescence: Out With the Old the industry for a shortage by 2022.
and in With the New.” Moderator Elaine
“The shortage of qualified maintenance
Karabatsos of Encompass Health Avia- workers touches all aspects of our industion along with panelists Scott Brooks
try, and we must all work together to find
of Pentastar Aviation, Rick Ochs of Spirit effective solutions,” said NBAA president
Aeronautics, Brandon Klisit of Standard
and CEO Ed Bolen.
Aero, and Jeff Simmons of Duncan Avia“The Aircraft Electronics Association
tion explored how avionics obsolescence strongly endorses this legislation to promakes way for newer products that not vide a viable pathway for training our next
only improve aviation safety but also the
generation of avionics technicians and
entire process of flying an aircraft.
aviation maintenance technicians,” added
For example, the panel spoke about CRT AEA president Paula Derks. The bill “will
obsolescence and the improved products instigate the creation of thousands of
that will enhance functionality. “With new high-paying jobs employing skilled workupdated displays, you’re also getting more ers in the future,” she said.
n
functionality in your cockpit,” said Klisit.
“You’ll have the ability to have a file server so
you can go paperless and have your charts
up on the MFD [multifunction display]. If
you have an external camera that you want
Duncan Aviation is breaking into the
to feed video to your display, you can do that
UAS market. The business aviation
now. This opens it up to a lot more options.”
MRO has signed an agreement with
Next year’s NBAA Maintenance ConRobotic Skies to provide maintenance
ference will be held in Fort Worth, Texas,
and modification services for larger UAS
from May 7 to 9. According to the organivehicles. Robotic Skies is a brokered
zation, this will be the first time the show
global network of more than 160 indewill be hosted alongside NBAA’s Flight
pendently owned and operated repair
Attendants/Flight Technicians Conference.
stations providing maintenance and
As for this year’s show, NBAA’s v-p of
repairs on commercial unmanned sysoperational excellence and professional
tems. The company markets its services
development Mike Nichols deemed it a
to commercial UAS manufacturers and
success. He said, “The strong reception to
enterprise fleet operators and is buildthis year’s conference demonstrates once
ing a portfolio of clients that manufacagain that this is the must-attend event
ture or operate complex unmanned
for business aviation maintenance professystems, ranging from high-end indussionals. From the world-class educational
trial multi-rotors to optionally piloted
content to invaluable interactions with
aircraft. Duncan plans to perform work
peers and vendors, there’s simply no betat its Lincoln, Nebraska location, as well
ter opportunity to stay on top of business
as at its satellite facilities.
n
aviation maintenance developments.” n
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As aviation groups such as NBAA push the days after the FAA made that decision…
word out to the flying community about [Republican vice presidential candidate]
TALPA, the FAA’s Takeoff and Landing Mike Pence’s aircraft slid off the runway
Performance Assessment initiative in
at La Guardia [LGA] in moderate rain.”
effect since late 2016, some aviators might
Pence was aboard a chartered Eastern
put off investigating it because the pro- Airlines Boeing 737 on Oct. 27, 2016, when
gram focuses on runway contamination
the aircraft landed at La Guardia. The
that involves snow, slush, and ice. But it NTSB found the aircraft flew approxialso considers runways contaminated by mately 2,000 feet beyond the normal
rain, making TALPA a year-round effort. touchdown point in a moderate rainstorm.
However, where rain is concerned, there The jet skidded off the runway at roughly
is some controversy.
45 mph. Pilots who landed previously
According to the FAA, airport operators
described runway braking action as either
are not required to notify pilots about wet “fair” or “good,” according to the NTSB
runways—that is, runways covered in one- report. None of the 737’s 48 occupants
eighth inch of water or less. That’s just fine was seriously injured, although three flight
with Ryan Sheehan, director of operations
attendants were briefly hospitalized. Part
and maintenance at Spokane International of the TALPA process calls for determining
Airport in Washington (KGEG).
the aircraft’s last viable touchdown point,
“It goes back to operational costs and given the runway condition.
staffing,” he told AIN. “A lot of airports
Sheehan said the FAA and airport operdon’t have overnight staff, so the question
ators have discussed the issue of wet runbecomes, ‘If the rain starts after the oper- way reporting at length. “One possibility
ations staff goes home for the day, what’s discussed was to allow a Facility Directory
the requirement to issue the Notam in the entry for airports to indicate whether [or
absence of that staff?’”
not] they…issue Notams for wet runways,”
When an FAA Aviation Advisory and said Sheehan.
Rulemaking Committee (ARC) was
The option for reporting wet runways
developing TALPA, Chet Collet, Alaska only runs so deep. Airports still must
Airlines’ director of flight operations
report runways covered in more than oneengineering and an ARC member, said eighth inch of water. But how that inforthe issue caught him by surprise. The mation is reported when the airport is
decision to make wet runway report- unattended remains an issue. And to this
ing optional, he said, was made the day day, Collet said, it is difficult for pilots to
before TALPA went into effect.
discern whether a particular airport will
“The FAA decided it would send out report wet runway conditions.
a CERTAlert to airport operators and
His advice: Call ahead to the airport
authorities, as well as FAA Airport Cer- as part of your flight-planning process.
tification Safety Inspectors (ACSIs) that If there is precipitation forecast for the
made it only ‘highly encouraged’ to report arrival airport, be prepared for landing on
a wet runway,” he said. “Twenty-eight a wet runway.
n
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Summer is no reprieve from
runway contamination
by Pete Combs

There are many reasons to choose Eccelsa Aviation
for your trips to Sardinia:
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Airports are not required to notify pilots about wet runways, but pilots should make investigating
the possibility of a contaminated runway part of their flight-planning process.
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House eyes age-70 limit
for NetJets pilots |
by Kerry Lynch

A mandatory age-70 retirement for
certain Part 135 and 91K pilots took
a step forward on Capitol Hill with
House passage of the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018. The measure,
a compromise provision offered
by Reps. Bob Gibbs (R-Ohio) and
Joyce Beatty (D-Ohio), was among
more than roughly 100 amendments added to the comprehensive five-year FAA bill that sailed
through the House by a 393-13 vote
in late April.
The age-70 provision marks a
carefully crafted retirement mandate that has the backing of both
NetJets and its pilot union, the
NetJets Association of Shared
Aircraft Pilots (NJASAP). While
it doesn’t specify NetJets, the
mandate would apply to pilots at
Part 135 and 91K operators that
perform at least 150,000 turbojet operations in a calendar year.
The number of operations and
the narrowing to jet operations
is believed to ensure that other
operators—such as offshore providers or medevac companies—do
not inadvertently get caught up in
such a new mandate.
Importantly, the measure would
provide a year phase-in period.
The measure is believed to have
evolved from an original push for
an age-65 mandate that applied to
100,000 operations. As written,
the measure would affect about
75 pilots, NJASAP told AIN.

Support for Cap

NetJets has pushed for the cap,
saying, “The lack of a pilot age
restriction for large private air
carriers is a growing concern in
aviation safety…Such a restriction
is an important safety measure for
private carriers whose flight operations are comparable in size and
complexity to their commercial
counterparts.” NetJets called the
amendment a “common-sense
regulation that will make air travel
safer for everyone.”
NJASAP, which came on board
after changes were made to the
proposed amendment, noted
the complexity of the issue and
varying positions of pilots. Many
pilots do not support a rigid age65 rule, but, according to a communication released to NJASAP
members last month, a number
also believe “there is a point at
which a pilot should step away
from the profession.”
Older pilots, meanwhile, have
been concerned about having

adequate time to make the necessary financial preparations to retire, especially if
mandated earlier than anticipated. “While
the decision to support an age-70 rule is not

ideal, it is the compromise position that gets
NJASAP as close as possible to addressing
membership concerns,” the union communication said.
House approval was a key step, but the
Senate must still consider its own version
of FAA reauthorization legislation and
then the two chambers must work out the
differences in their respective bills before
final passage. When the Senate might act,

however, was unclear last month with some
discussing the possibility that the bill may
get held up this year over election politics.
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SPECIAL report

Insurance Special Report 2018
by Kim Rosenlof

Keynote speaker Dr. Doris Höpke, a member of the Board of Management of German insurance giant Munich Reinsurance
Company (Munich RE) since 2014, painted
a cautiously optimistic picture of the U.S.
general aviation insurance industry at
the 2018 Aviation Insurance Association
(AIA) conference held April 29 to May 1
in Austin, Texas. Höpke noted that while
profitability remains a challenge in an
environment where a judgment in excess
of US$100 million can wipe out nearly 10
percent of aggregate annual premiums,
new technologies and markets provide
opportunities to return to profitability.
“These days we are facing some challenges that…could potentially change
the entire business model of what we
do,” said Höpke, “The biggest challenge
for us as a reinsurer is the [low] interest
rate environment.”

Dr. Doris
Höpke,
Board of
Management
Munich RE

These days we
are facing some
challenges that…could
potentially change the
entire business model
of what we do.”
Low interest rates present multiple challenges to the aviation insurance industry
by preventing insurers and reinsurers from
offsetting operating losses with interest
gains, and by inviting investors seeking
higher returns to infuse more capital
into the aviation insurance market. The
increased capital comes with increased
competition, driving down premiums and
making profitability even more challenging.
“If I can find something positive in [low
interest rates], it’s that it provides a welcome pause for those who believe that

20
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Industry players
outline challenges,
opportunities

insurers can make a living on investment
gains,” said Höpke. “This is in essence a
misunderstanding of what insurance is
about. Our core is assessing and bearing
risk, and if we are not able to make a
living on our underwriting results, there
are many reasons to rethink how this
industry works.”
Profitability in the GA insurance industry has become challenging in recent
years. According to figures Höpke presented, the U.S. GA insurance market
combined ratio of incurred losses (claims)
plus expenses was approximately 105
percent of earned premiums in 2016.
But even that figure was obtained by
spreading out large (greater than US$50
million) single-judgment losses over a
10-year period rather than the years the
losses actually occurred. The U.S. GA
insurance market is hit with a liability loss
greater than $50 million every 1.2 years
and greater than $100 million every 2.2
years. Currently the highest single policy
loss so far is approximately $120 million,
or nearly 10 percent of the GA insurance industry’s $1.3 billion gross written
premium. With the current profitability
challenges, Höpke questioned the need
for exceedingly high liability limits, suggesting that writing higher liability limits
encourages courts to award increasingly
larger judgments.
“Reinsurance provides the backbone
for the U.S. GA market,” said Höpke. “The
largest policy limit in the market [at $750
million] can cost 58 percent of the total
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loss premium. This is an exposure showing that certainly the market cannot stand
on its own and it requires reinsurance to
transfer risk…But if historically the largest
loss is 16 percent of the largest policy limit,
what about the remaining 84 percent?
This is capacity that is not needed. We
should not raise the appetite for claims
by simply making larger limits available if
they are really not needed.”
Despite profitability challenges, aviation remains a good portfolio diversification market because of its low systemic
and accumulation risk, compared to other
insurance markets, Höpke said.
“I can hardly imagine any [other] insurance segment that has so much data
available,” said Höpke. “Other business
lines can only envy this. We can make
better informed decisions...And the entire
aviation industry is really geared to safety,
whether it is governing bodies, manufacturers, pilots, as well as insurers. So the efforts
in loss prevention of all of these parties are
highly aligned with insurers and reinsurers.
Information available is second to none and
alignment interest is also very positive.”
Höpke encouraged insurers, reinsurers,
and brokers to differentiate themselves
with bespoke products and to take
advantage of technology, such as digitalization, to offer more than just “capacity
at a cheap price.”
“If we compete only on price, it comes
to a dead end very quickly when cost cutting and risk selection is optimized,” said
Höpke. “We believe it’s on us to ensure

that everybody adds value beyond capacity and beyond simply taking risks onto
your balance sheet.”

New Insurance Markets:
Cyber, Space, and Drones

Höpke briefly mentioned cyber and the
internet of things (IoT) as new markets
for reinsurers, noting the total size of the
cyber market is already at $4 billion and
expected to grow to $8- to $10 billion
by 2020. She said that cyber provides
opportunities in risk management and

Scott Ross,
vice
president,
Global
Aerospace

The highest
density of space
debris is in low earth
orbit, and with the
forecast growth in low
earth orbit nanosat
constellations, the
congestion issue will
continue to be an area
of concern.”

mitigation services, “but it also comes
with a very big challenge in accumulation control...the next outage is something
we cannot control with insurance means
and we need to make sure that cyber
becomes more insurable.”
Scott Ross, vice president at aviation
insurance company Global Aerospace,
shared his insights on insurance for commercial space operations, a growing market with the introduction of relatively new
launch vehicles and companies launching dozens of small nano-satellites for
communications, earth observation, and
future broadband purposes.
Ross noted that the 1984 Commercial
Space Launch Act (CSLA) tasked the
FAA to license all launch vehicles, satellites, and launch sites under one program, requiring the launch provider to
be responsible for all third-party liability
insurance. A 1988 CSLA amendment set
up a three-tier system for third-party liability insurance with the first tier requiring
insurance up to $500 million based on a
maximum probable loss (MPL) calculation for the commercial launch provider,
or $100 million for government property.
Above this tier the U.S. government provides a layer of $1.5 billion (in 1988 dollars or $3.5 billion today) if approved by
Congress before liability once again falls
to the launch provider, being the third tier.
The FAA Office of Commercial Space
Transportation makes the MPL calculation
based on launch vehicle power, location of
launch, and trajectory and what damage
to persons and property could occur in the
event of a launch vehicle failure. Ross said
that the process of calculating the MPL is
currently under review as there appears
to be a lack of consistency. “For example,
a [specific] Atlas V launch required $193
million MPL. But a similar launch vehicle,
SpaceX Falcon Nine, launched from the
same site, carrying the same amount of
weight, needed only $45 million.”
Separate from the launch coverage
is coverage of the payload, itself, while
in space. Currently there are more than
1,700 operating satellites in orbit, with
only about 300 insured, according to Ross.
As the number of space objects increase—
including more than 22,000 trackable
pieces of debris larger than 5 cm and
more than 300,000 pieces about the
size of a marble—the chance for satellite
malfunction or loss due to collision with
debris increases. In 2009, satellites Iridium 33 and Cosmos 2251 collided at 789
km above the earth, creating nearly 2,000
pieces of cataloged space debris.
“It’s getting pretty crowded up there,”
Ross said. “The highest density of space
debris is in low earth orbit, and with the
forecast growth in low earth orbit nanosat
constellations, the congestion issue will

continue to be an area of concern.”
Drones or unmanned aerial systems
(UAS) make up the third relatively new
insurance market. Gerald Deneen, vice
president at Swiss Re Management,
focused mainly on the small UAS market
of drones weighing less than 55 pounds
with payload and discussed both recreational and commercial uses.

Gerald
Deneen, vice
president
Swiss Re
Management

The big question
is should insurers
provide drone
insurance, including
coverage for all
trespasses and
invasion of privacy?”
“Property and casualty companies providing homeowners insurance are really
struggling with drones,” Deneen said. “The
big question is should insurers provide
drone insurance, including coverage for all
trespasses and invasion of privacy? People don’t like being photographed or being
filmed by someone they don’t know. There
are a lot of lawmakers who are opposed
to drones. So if we ever get a catastrophic
injury or terrorist activity with drones, this
whole industry could be grounded.”
Deneen noted that many homeowners,
especially in metropolitan areas ringed by
small airports, may not realize that they
reside within five miles of an airport and
thus might be flying their drones illegally.
However, just because an act is illegal
doesn’t make it uninsurable.
“We cover things in the insurance industry that are illegal, such as covering an
insured when he’s driving drunk and kills
somebody,” Deneen said. “The question
is whether this is an insurable exposure.
From a societal benefit, should we not
be covering [drone operators] when the
drone is flown illegally?”
Deneen discussed exclusions that
insurers may want to consider when
writing commercial drone coverage,
suggesting that insurers should refer to
the Federal Aviation Regulations Part
107-Small Unmanned Aircraft Regulations for operating requirements. Insurers must decide whether they want to
cover drones that do not meet the physical parameters (weight, speed, lighting),

pilot certification requirements, or other
operational considerations under Part 107.

Don’t Be Too Quick
To Be Added as
an Additional Insured

While your aircraft is undergoing its annual
inspection at the local FBO, a storm blows
through and collapses part of the hangar,
damaging your aircraft. Whose insurance
pays: the FBO’s or yours?
It may be obvious that the FBO’s
commercial general liability (CGL) policy should pay for the damage to your
aircraft. But according to Glenn Vallach,
claims attorney for United States Aircraft
Insurance Group (USAIG), aircraft owners
can get tripped up by exclusions in CGL
policies if the aircraft owner or operator
demands to be added as an additional
insured (AI) on the CGL policy.
A standard exclusion on nearly any
commercial GL policy, Exclusion G “Aircraft, Auto or Watercraft” generally
excludes coverage of such vehicles
owned or rented by insureds of the policy.
Exclusion G is meant to separate aircraft
exposure from building exposure, meaning that hull coverage on aircraft owned
or rented by the FBO should be provided
under an aircraft policy, not under the
CGL. Vallach said that third parties sometimes get caught by Exclusion G when
they become AIs.
“This specific aspect of Exclusion G can
be so broad in certain circumstances that
it can change the ‘tried and true’ ground
rule of risk management that entities
should always ask to be an additional
insured on their contractor’s insurance
policies,” said Vallach. “Sometimes
Exclusion G can operate in such a way
that adding the wrong party as additional
insured onto an aviation GL can have
really restrictive consequences in terms
of precluding coverage for both the additional and named insureds.”
The key to whether Exclusion G applies
with respect to such a third-party AI is
the wording within the exclusion and
the extent to which it applies to the
Hangarkeeper’s coverage of the policy.
Essentially, if the Exclusion G uses the
term “the insured,” then the exclusion
generally applies only if the specific party
seeking coverage (the FBO owner) for
the claim owns or rents the aircraft at
issue. However, this wording is rare for
the Coverage A (third-party property
damage and bodily injury coverage)
exclusion and not even always used as
the exclusion relates to Hangarkeeper’s
coverage. Commonly, Exclusion G and its
Hangarkeeper’s equivalent use the term
“any insured.” Under this language, if the
aircraft at issue in the claim is owned
or rented by any insured on the policy,
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including the AI, then liability coverage is
generally precluded to all insureds under
the CGL policy, potentially excluding
certain of the coverages that the third
party may have been seeking by asking
to become an additional insured.
“It can be beneficial in the aviation
context to skip that automatic additional
insured reflex and just rely on the contractual indemnity provision to transfer risk
instead,” said Vallach. “The ‘any insured’
language means that simply adding an
additional insured onto the policy can
trigger the exclusion because the additional insured becomes ‘any insured.’”
Vallach says that Exclusion G essentially means there may not be GL coverage behind hangar owners who add
customer aircraft owners onto their CGL
policies as AIs. “This stinks for the aircraft
owner. They want to make a claim against
the hangar owner, but more important,
they want money for the claim. So it’s
not ideal for them if the hangar owner is
uninsured. And of course it’s even more
important for the hangar owner, because
GL is probably the only protection they
have against this type of aircraft [property damage] claim.”

Glenn Vallach,
claims
attorney for
USAIG

The ‘any insured’
language means
that simply adding an
additional insured
onto the policy can
trigger the exclusion
because the additional
insured becomes ‘any
insured.’”
Vallach noted that Exclusion G can
also trip up owners of managed aircraft
if management companies rely on CGL
coverage rather than purchasing separate hull coverage for aircraft they operate or manage.
“It happens often where an aircraft
manager damages an aircraft in the
course of the management agreement
and the aircraft owner wants to make a
claim,” said Vallach. “Exclusion G thinks
that this should be an aircraft hull claim
and not a GL liability claim. The equation
here is the same: ownership, maintenance,
continues on next page
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Astronaut Mark Kelly —
The Power of Having a Goal and a Plan

Left to right: Mark Pestana, Raymond Mariani, and Priscilla Kehoe led a panel
discussion on safety management systems outlining the need to balance
safety—and acceptable risk—with profits.
continued from preceding page

or use of an aircraft operated by any
insured. So property damage liability
exposure [to an aircraft owned by an
AI but managed by the policy holder] is
definitely excluded from Coverage A by
Exclusion G here. And for a lot of aviation GL policies, Exclusion G applies to
Hangarkeeper’s [language] word for
word. Finally, even if the policy has the
less restrictive Hangarkeeper’s aircraft
exclusion with ‘the insured’ in it, you may
not even get to the ‘the insured’ vs. ‘any
insured’ issue because ‘the insured’ is
the aircraft manager, and they very well
may be deemed to have leased or rented
the aircraft for purposes of the claim. So
there’s probably not going to be GL coverage for this PD claim. It really should
be a hull claim.”

SMS Effect on Insurance

Two different panel discussions highlighted the benefits of safety management systems (SMS) and their overall
effect on insurance. Raymond Mariani,
a New York-based attorney for Murray,
Morin, & Herman, led a panel discussion
on current uses of SMS, noting the March
8, 2018 deadline for Part 121 air carriers to
implement an SMS per FAA Advisory Circular 120-92B. Mariani described the goal
of SMS as balancing the tension between
safety and profitability to achieve an
“acceptable” level of risk.
“In the ideal world, everything would
work to a point where there’s no chance
of accidents, losses, or bodily injury,”
said Mariani. “But is that really practical? It’s not, and particularly not if you’re
running a private corporation that’s for
profit. Obviously many companies that
are highly profitable are also fairly safe
companies, but it’s that middle ground
that’s fought between levels of safety

22

Dressed in his blue NASA flight jacket
adorned with patches from all four space
shuttle missions that he flew as pilot or
commander, astronaut Mark Kelly kept
the AIA audience enthralled with stories
of his first carrier deck landing as a U.S.
Navy pilot (“the first thing my instructor pilot said to me when I got back to
the naval air station that night was, ‘Are
you sure this career is for you?’”), his
first combat mission during Gulf War in
1991 avoiding surface to air missiles over
southern Iraq (“You know what’s worse
than seeing the first missile? Seeing the
second one!”), nearly being downed by
friendly fire (“Do not shoot down the
moron in Iranian airspace!”), and landing the shuttle on the 15,000-foot runway at the Kennedy Space Center (“You
may have noticed that on both sides of
this runway is water, and what’s in water
in Florida? Alligators! I think NASA put
that there as added motivation to land
the $2 billion ship on the runway.”).
But the core theme of his talk was
the power of having a goal and a plan.
He says that he saw it first as a kid in
New Jersey when his 5-foot-1-inch-tall
mother decided to become a police
officer and trained for months in the
backyard to climb a 7-foot-2-inch wall
as part of her physical fitness test. “I
watched my mother go out there after
dinner every night to try to get over
the wall, and initially she couldn’t even
reach the top,” Kelly said. “But after
months of practicing, when she finally
faced the test, instead of getting over in
the required nine seconds, she got over
in four and a half seconds, which was
much faster than almost all of the men.

and levels of profitability where SMS can
help manage to acceptable levels of risk.
It shows a thoughtful organization that
goes through a process of assessing risks,
deciding what they can accept, and what
they can and cannot mitigate.”
Priscilla Kehoe, group senior director
for safety insurance and risk at BBA Aviation, discussed using the risk assessment
portion of the SMS process to help determine corporate insurance requirements.
“We have risk registers that we review
and update on a biannual basis,” said
Kehoe. “Identifying risk is absolutely vital
to determining your acceptable level of
risk and then insuring against that. You
determine what level of internal control
you’re going to keep over those policies
by having a high deductible program, captive, or put that level of risk on an insurance program.”
Kehoe described BBA Aviation as a
“very diverse group of companies” with
global reach, including 189 Signature
Flight Support FBOs worldwide, Ontic
aerospace parts manufacturing, and several engine repair and overhaul compa- At first it was a difficult concept because
nies. The BBA Aviation leadership began employees thought they would be repdiscussing formalizing an SMS across the
rimanded. Over the last several years,
entire group in 2014 that could incorpo- we’ve made them realize that they have
rate the different risks incurred by the the right to stop any type of activity or
varied operations: FBO operations and operation that may lead to an accident.”
fuel farms, hangar space rental, mainCol. Mark Pestana (U.S. Air Force, ret.),
tenance and repair operations. Kehoe also commented on employees being
indicated that empowering employees able to speak up to facilitate SMS success
to speak up was one key to implementing at NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research
the SMS globally.
Center where he currently serves as a
“When you’re a global company, research pilot and aerospace consultant.
between the different cultural and lan- “We recently adopted a means by which
guage aspects, it’s very difficult to imple- we can communicate all the way to the
ment one robust program,” said Kehoe. highest level—to our center director who
“One of the goals we had as part of our reports to the NASA Administrator—on
SMS was to give our employees the right safety issues. We assigned an individto say ‘stop’ to any type of event that they ual from each office—pilot, flight crew,
thought was going to be a safety issue. engineering, maintenance—to the safety
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She became one of the first female police
officers in that part of New Jersey.”
Kelly says that his mother’s hard
work inspired him to work toward a
lofty goal of his own: to be the first person to walk on Mars. “I believed that if
I worked hard enough, took the right
steps and maybe got lucky along the
way, I could make it to Mars. Well, I left
NASA several years ago without ever
making it to Mars, but I got close and
made it into space four times.”

The power of a goal was also a key factor in the remarkable recovery of Kelly’s
wife, Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords, who, after being shot in the head
at close range in January 2011, returned
to the House floor in August 2011 to cast
a vote in favor of raising the debt ceiling.
“My wife, Gabby, entered Congress
for the first time in 2007,” Kelly said. “I
thought I had the risky job. I’d flown 39
combat missions and by that point in
my career at NASA, I’d also flown my
first two flights on the space shuttle.
But as it turned out, my wife Gabby is
the one who nearly lost her life serving
our country.” 
n

organization. When I did it, my boss was
safety, not the chief pilot, and I’d meet
monthly with our center director. Now
there’s no attribution for reporting; you
can report incidences in confidence.”
The panel determined that companies
and organizations with fully implemented
SMS can communicate hazards and risk
avoidance more clearly both within the
organization and to insurance underwriters. According to Mariani, SMS shows a
proactive approach to risk management,
proven ability to reduce losses, and establishes an ongoing safety culture that
saves money, avoids injuries, and boosts
morale. All of these options should make
companies that implement an SMS more
insurable and even yield rate reductions
continues on next page
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SPECIAL report

Bizav security conference
explores risk management

Awards and Recognitions

by Curt Epstein

Camille Knight accepts CAIP Award from AIA president Paul Herbers.
She was one of six recipients of the award.
The AIA annually recognizes several
members for their recent or lifelong
contributions to the aviation insurance
industry. The 2018 Pinnacle Award went
to F. Thomas Bradshaw, president at
Halton Hall & Associates. Bradshaw,
who holds various insurance professional designations, joined Halton in
July 1977 and has co-founded two other
insurance-based companies: Falcon
Insurance Company and Menger Underwriting Services.
Eleven members were inducted into
the AIA’s Eagle Society. Nominated by
the current AIA president with concurrence by the board of directors, Eagle
Society nominees must have 10 years

continued from preceding page

as insurers and underwriters become
more aware of SMS benefits.
The positive effects of an SMS system
in mitigating risk were brought forward
during the Lithium Battery Risk at Altitude panel, which discussed in detail
the hazards of lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries overheating and catching fire in
various situations. Vickie Toman, manager of Flight SMS for American Airlines,
described how the airline’s SMS was
used to quickly assess risks of various
lithium-ion carrying products, including
procedures for complying with the FAA’s
Emergency Restriction/Prohibition Order
on the Samsung Galaxy Note 7 smartphone in October 2016.
“The airlines had already put measures
in place regarding Li-ion batteries before
the FAA [document] came out telling us
to make sure to use our SMS to deal with
this type of hazard,” Toman said. “A couple
of years ago we ran the hover board risk

XX
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of consecutive AIA membership and
have made substantial contributions to
the aviation industry or demonstrated
achievement in their aviation career.
The 2018 Eagle Society inductees were
John Brogan, Jeffrey Bruno, Deborah
Elsasser, Jack Harrington, Christopher
Jones, Raymond Mariani, David Sales,
Ian Wrigglesworth, John Young, Carla
Zanette, and Christopher Zanette.
The association also recognized
six members who earned the Certi fied Aviation Insurance Professional
(CAIP) designation: Christopher
Arnold, Gary Churchill, Jennifer
Czyrba, Camille Knight, Lisa Ouellette
and Joe Suarez. 
n

through our SMS, decided that the risk
was too high and we banned those from
our aircraft. We brought our regional air
operators in and also worked with other
airlines when we did that [assessment].”
Toman indicated that the SMS is not
used only for risk assessment but also
for hazard identification, noting that
e-cigarette and smart bag (suitcases
containing built-in Li-ion batteries for
charging devices) risks were both identified through the SMS. “As long as a smart
bag goes into the cabin, no problem,” said
Toman. “But what happens if the cabin
overheads are full and you have to check
your bag? We do not allow anyone to
check anything with the lithium battery
inside of it. So we took that through our
SMS, worked with the manufacturers, and
created procedures for our employees to
identify and stop these bags from being
loaded as cargo and to have ticket and
gate agents inform passengers how to
remove the batteries.” 
n
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The threats business aviation flight departments face may take many forms, ranging from physical, to financial, to digital.
Exploring how aware operators are of
these potential hazards, and what they can
do to help mitigate them was the goal of
NBAA’s second annual security conference,
held in May in Dallas. As the presenters
explained, harm to a company’s assets or
reputation can come from simply leaving
a sensitive document on a hotel check-in
desk, to an overheard conversation in a
bar, to an intruder getting into a hangar
and damaging an aircraft, to a flight crew
and passengers put in peril from an unexpected geopolitical event.
One of the underlying themes of the
conference is that security is everyone’s
responsibility, from the scheduler who
selects the hotels, to the crewmember or
passenger who is aware of possible danger,
to the security coordinator who designs
and implements the security plan at the
home base, everyone must buy in to the
program for it to have the best chance of
preventing problems.

Security Begins at Home
While flight crews may have a sense of
familiarity and comfort at their home base,
companies must be aware of who might be
interested in harming either them specifically, or similar companies, and assess how
tight the security at their facility is. Flight
departments should establish a security
plan for their facility, detailing security
protocols such as who has access to the
facility, what access-prevention systems
are in place (if there are locks on doors,
are they used all the time?), and are there
adequate security enhancements such as
proper lighting and video cameras? Those
questions are difficult enough if your company is the sole occupant of the hangar, but
they multiply if you share your hangar with
another company and need to assess their
level of security as well.
According to John Sullivan, managing
partner of the Welsh-Sullivan Group, the
plan is a living document that should
be used to triage and improve lapses in
security. Flight departments should conduct regular safety training, including
tabletop scenarios with all the stakeholders, to ensure everyone understands the
procedures, and he recommends that
they continually assess their plan, refine
it, and test it. If a breach of security does
occur, Sullivan noted there needs to be
an incident response procedure within

the company, where all members of the
department, from the top down to the
lowest, know whom to contact first.

Taking It On The Road
When traveling abroad, flight crews and their
passengers must understand the threats they
face. Most Westerners are considered highvalue targets, subject to anything from street
crime to kidnapping to data theft. Crucial to
the success of the trip is a preflight briefing
using information readily available from a
variety of sources both public and private,
presented to both the passengers and the
crew. They should be kept informed of any
developing situations so they can respond
to them if necessary during the mission.
Sullivan recommends that the crew set an
emergency rallying point away from their
hotel, where they can gather and head to
the airport, and they should also make sure
that each passenger understands how to get
to the aircraft if necessary.
In troubled areas, flight crewmembers
should travel in pairs or groups and keep
tabs on each other, as the ability for a
return flight depends on their well-being.
When traveling to areas in turmoil, crews
should fuel on arrival in case a swift departure is required.
When the aircraft is on the ground, Sullivan recommends it be checked at least
once every 24 hours and its security systems engaged to deter any tampering.
It might be surprising, but the number
one cause of death for Americans abroad
over the past several years is ground transportation. In cases of accidents, many
travelers might not be able to accurately
describe their location. William Archer,
global security director for L-Brands,
noted that web travel support services
such as iJet Worldcue or International SOS
allow users to easily send an emergency
message from their smartphone with their
GPS coordinates. Those same applications
can also be configured so crew and passengers can check in at a specific time each day,
and issue an alert if the check-in is missed.
Greg Kulis with L-Brands noted that
passengers and crew are more vulnerable
during their trip from the airport to their
hotel, as any observers may notice that
they arrived on a private aircraft and will
draw their own conclusions about their
potential target’s worth. He recommends
the use of vetted ground transport and
cautioned that transportation that isn’t
secure enough for the passengers is not
secure enough for the crew either.
n
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UTC, Collins merger OK’d,
creating ‘super supplier’
by Kerry Lynch
The European Commission signed off on
United Technologies Corp.’s (UTC) proposed acquisition of Rockwell Collins with
a condition that overlapping businesses are
divested, the commission announced last
month. Under the approval, businesses to be
divested are in the areas of actuators, pilot
controls, ice protection, and oxygen systems.
“We can allow this merger to go ahead
because in all the markets where we raised
concerns, UTC has committed to divest
activities covering the entire overlap
between the two companies,” said commissioner Margrethe Vestager, who steers
competition policy. Given the extensive
scope of manufacturing activities involved

with both companies, Vestager added, “We
need to ensure that competition is preserved for all of them.”
The proposed $30 billion acquisition,
first announced late last summer, is bringing together two aerospace giants, covering
components in nearly every part of the airplane. UTC has a larger portfolio covering
power generation, propulsion systems, and
landing systems, while Rockwell Collins is
a major supplier of avionics and different
cabin interior products, the EC noted.
But the Commission investigation
raised concerns about reduced competition for trimmable horizontal stabilizer
actuators (THSA), certain pilot controls

(throttle quadrant assemblies and rudder
brake pedal systems), pneumatic wing ice
protection, and oxygen systems, it said.
Under the conditional approval, Rockwell
Collins would have to sell its THSA and
pilot control businesses, based primarily in the U.S. and Mexico, along with its
entire global business in ice protection.
Meanwhile, UTC would divest its two
oxygen systems “research projects.”
The Commission determined that
“other overlaps and vertical links between
UTC and Rockwell Collins’ activities did
not lead to any competition concerns,”
because enough other competition exists.
The Commission further concluded
that a merged Rockwell Collins/United
Technologies entity would neither have
the market power nor incentives to shut
out competitors through practices such
as bundling or tying.
The market continues to assess the
underlying shift it will cause with the creation of “super suppliers,” industry analyst

Ronald Epstein, managing director of equity
research at Bank of America Merrill Lynch,
said shortly after the annoucement. “I
think it’s going to be really important to
the OEMs in how they partner with suppliers on future aircraft and how the future
aircraft are integrated,” he said.
The new “Collins Aerospace” combined entity will manufacture components in almost every area of the airplane,
Epstein said. On Bombardier’s C Series,
for instance, he noted that the combined
entity will account for nearly 40 percent
of the value of the aircraft. “So then you
have to scratch your head and say…who’s
the OEM?” he asked rhetorically.
These mergers will create super suppliers, which Epstein said would exist as
something more than Tier One, but rather
Tier 0.5. “They can do your engines, they
can do your avionics, they can do your control systems, they can do your actuators,
you name it,” he said. “That’s an important
changing dynamic in the supply chain.” n

Brexit uncertainty remains for European operators
by Cathy Buyck
European Business Aviation Association
(EBAA) members are increasingly frustrated by the uncertainty surrounding the
post-Brexit aviation relationship between
the UK and the EU.
The business aviation community
should have a “plan B” in place, Romanian member of the European Parliament (MEP) Claudia Tapardel advised
as she cautioned about the seriousness
of the lack of a deal between the EU and
UK during a recent roundtable in Brussels discussing the possible implications
of the UK’s exit from the EU on business
aviation. “In my opinion, the UK should
follow the Norwegian model. This will
permit access to all the European markets
and EASA [preserve the existing regime],”
she said. However, joining the European
Economic Area would require the UK to
apply the four freedoms of the EU—free
movement of goods, people, services, and
capital—and recognize the jurisdiction of
the European Court of Justice. Most of
these are politically a red line for the UK
government. “The reality is uncertainty,”
Tapardel concluded.
British conservative MEP Jacqueline
Foster took a far more optimistic view.
“The UK government and politicians are
taking their responsibility seriously to
deliver: there will be a deal on Brexit and
the UK will remain in EASA,” she said.
Air transport and aerospace are vastly
important for both sides and interconnected so there is a “shared interest”
in reaching a good deal. The European
Commission, which negotiates the terms
of the divorce on behalf of the EU-27,
typically concludes agreements at the
eleventh hour, she noted, and Brexit will
be no different.
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forecast rate of at least one a month going
Bernard Van Milders, president of Antforward,” Williamson said. “We have no werp-based Flying Group, warned of the
clients asking for UK aircraft. We had five possible distortion of competition due
clients convert from the UK to Malta.”
to differences in taxes like VAT and fuel
But TAG has no contingency plan for tax exemption, social cost of crew, flight
its other UK activities, which are set to time limitation, and customs rights. “EU
lose their EASA licenses and certifications. operators shall not be disadvantaged as a
“We thought we had till December 2020 consequence of Brexit,” he pointed out. “If
Multifaceted Challenges
but then we received the European Com- the UK and other third countries receive
The Brexit challenges for Europe’s busi- mission’s stakeholders notice [April 13] the same rights as the EU, what advanness aviation are four-fold: traffic rights
informing us that all these approvals will tages will EU operators have to keep their
for commercial flights, ownership and con- be revoked on March 30 next year unless
business within EU?” he questioned while
trol of operators providing commercial air the UK remains in EASA and the UK and acknowledging that Flying Group might
transport services, VAT and customs, and the EU negotiating teams finalize the with- set up shop in the UK post-Brexit if this
the UK’s membership in EASA. EBAA has
drawal agreement,” Williamson said.
offers clear competitive advantages.  n
some 750 members, of which 155 are UK
companies. The UK-registered fleet tops
310 aircraft and the based fleet numbers
498 and it has 146 airports with bizav traffic,
out of a total of 1,391 across Europe.
For TAG, which has large operations in
the UK including aircraft management and
charter, Farnborough airport, MRO and
FBO services, and an aircrew training center,
Brexit is a “disaster,” Williamson told AIN.
Maybe not all EBAA members are aligned
on Brexit, he said, “but we are all aligned on
trying to gain clarity on what is the future
like on March 30, 2019 or potentially after
the transitional period [December 2020].”
“Maintaining the existing relationship
as far as possible is key in avoiding detrimental impacts on the business aviation
community,” stressed EBAA chairman
and head of BMW flight operations Juergen Wiese.
TAG recognized early it needed a hedge
for Brexit and in March last year set up an
AOC in Malta to allow it to have an alterSouth African Bell sales representative National Airways Corp. (NAC) took delivery of its first
native for clients who want their aircraft to
two Bell 505 Jet Ranger X helicopters in late March, and these were quickly followed by two
be with an EU operator. “We have already
more. NAC technicians have re-assembled the four 505s, and final delivery to the new owners
eight aircraft registered in Malta with a
was planned immediately after approval from South Africa’s Civil Aviation Authority.
M.T.
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EBAA board member and TAG Aviation president of aircraft management
and charter Graham Williamson does not
share her assessment. “It might be all fine,
but it might not be. The UK is out [of the
EU] at the end of March 2019, that is all we
know for sure,” he said.

NAC to deliver four Bell 505s soon
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Richard Collins 1933-2018

Famed aviation scribe
Richard Collins dies at 84
by Mark Phelps

Richard L. Collins died April 29 at his home.
He was 84. Collins was a giant and an
innovator in aviation journalism, starting
with working for another such legend, his
father Leighton Collins, founding editor of
Air Facts magazine.
In his next to last blog post on the current
online version of Air Facts, Collins wrote that he
earned his flight instructor rating in 1953. But
for 60 years, he did his most effective instruction behind a keyboard, transposing his more
than 20,000 hours of flying experience into
words and stories for pilots from teenage
students to grizzled, old-school pros. He also
launched the aviation journalism careers of a
small army of writers, including this one.
Most of the hours represented in his logbook were powered by avgas, as Collins
plied the skies of this country in a series of
piston singles—culminating in his signature
Cessna P210 N40RC. His writing on flying IFR
in light singles, including in several books,
counseled generations of pilots with a folksy,
anecdotal style that delivered his message
with words that stuck. And he wasn’t shy
about voicing unpleasant opinions.
Collins served as editor-in-chief at Flying
magazine, AOPA Pilot magazine, and later
editor-at-large for Flying. In his later years, he
came full circle to writing online for Air Facts
Journal. Perhaps his best was his account
of losing his wife, Ann, five years ago. His last
blog appeared on March 22.

REFLECTIONS

As an admissions staffer for a small aviation
college in the early 1980s, I concocted an
ad to place in Flying magazine, mostly so I
might wangle an excuse to meet one of my
heroes, editor-in-chief Richard L. Collins.
During a visit to the Park Avenue offices,
Flying’s ad manager Patricia Luebke got my
life’s story. When I told her I could fly AND
I had a degree in English, she said, “Really?
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You should be an editor here!” It was like
telling someone who dreamed of someday taking 10 minutes’ batting practice at
Yankee Stadium that he had a shot at the
starting lineup. I focused the entire fourhour trip home on the letter she told me I
should write to Richard.
His initial response was, “Nothing
available right now, but we’ll keep you
in mind.” I took it to be a polite “thanksbut-no-thanks” brush off. I would later
learn that Richard would never have said
he’d keep me “in mind” if he didn’t really
mean it. A few months later, another letter arrived with a job offer, and my life
changed forever.
Richard was, and remains, the most
famous person I have ever worked for.
And that led me to another realization.
I can’t count the times I heard people
speculate on the “deeper” meaning in
something that he had written or said. I
heard complicated trails of logic, innuendo, and subtle nuances of meaning. My
grand sociological realization was, there
is a direct relationship between the size
of the population who reads someone’s
words and the depth of the speculation
as to what he “really” meant.
Just as in his letter to me, Richard
meant the words he put out there, nothing more, and certainly nothing less. He
wrote the way he flew, in a straight line on
the shortest, most direct route possible.
But always enjoying the view.
Mark Phelps,
AIN executive editor
.
Richard was a pilot extraordinaire, a fine
journalist and a mighty decent human
being. He gave me my first writing break.
I was fresh out of college with a few clippings from my school newspaper, a private pilot’s license and not a clue about
the “real world.” He took a chance on me.
I had the honor—and terror—of flying in
the left seat while he sat in the right and
silently, but kindly, criticized my technique. (There’s a reason I am still writing
but not flying.) He never lost his southern drawl and could stretch “bullshit”
(his favorite word) to five or six syllables.
He was not an easy man to get to know
but proved big-hearted once you did. I’m
glad I did. Thank you, Richard. Enjoy the
high untrespassed sanctity of space, and
remember to put out your hand.
Eric Weiner, former Flying editor, longtime National Public Radio reporter, and
author of New York Times bestselling book,
The Geography of Bliss, Man Seeks God,
and The Geography of Genius
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A few years ago at the EAA AirVenture
show in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, I needed
a break from the hot sun, the multiple
simultaneous press conferences, and I’ll
admit it, almost way too much aviation in
one place at one time.
The cool shady Flying magazine pavilion beckoned, and so did an empty seat
next to an old friend and mentor, Dick
Collins.
I happily plopped myself down and
greeted Dick and we enjoyed a relaxing
moment together.
When I went to work for him at Flying
in 1985, I was a brash, barely mature young
fellow, in many ways unappreciative of
the amazing opportunity and the incredible people I got to work with every day.
Commuting into Manhattan on the train
from Connecticut every day was onerous,
and the Flying office at One Park Avenue
seemed far from any connection with general aviation. My impression at the time
was that the newbies like me weren’t in
line for any of the fun flying activities that
came with working for Flying.
That turned out not to be true; Dick generously invited me and my colleagues to
fly in his famous Cessna P210—N40RC—
and when there were other opportunities,
he let us take advantage of them. Granted,
I wasn’t in line to do a pilot report, the
pinnacle of aviation writing, but I managed to sneak a couple in here and there.
What I didn’t realize at the time, but
came to learn over the years, was how dedicated Dick was to getting at the truth. I
had made some callow assumptions about
Flying based on my reading the magazine
before working there, and, at least in
Dick’s case, my assumptions were completely wrong. He was a bloodhound when
it came to digging up the facts, and he
didn’t let us get away with sloppy editing
and reporting. I’ll never forget the day that
he poked his head around my doorway and
said, “It’s a TSI-Oh-520, not a TSI-zero.”
Dick also had a way of making us feel
part of the close-knit insider team at Flying, and although he knew way more than
any of us ever would and rarely needed
our opinions, he would gladly listen and
occasionally ask questions. I was never
happier than when I correctly responded
to his question about something that
went wrong on a Baron he was flying (it
was a bad fuel pump).
I left Flying after a relatively short stint
to work for AIN, and it wasn’t till many
years had passed that I came to appreciate
Dick’s massive contributions to the aviation industry, his loyalty to his friends,
and his wisdom. When I saw him at Oshkosh that hot sunny day, I finally told
him how much I appreciated his taking a
chance on me so many years ago. He just
smiled and said, “You’re doing a good job.”
Thanks for everything, Dick.
Matt Thurber,
Editor-in-chief, AIN Publications

To a neophyte pilot and aviation journalist
in the 1970s, meeting Richard L. Collins
for the first time was like meeting God. As
a pilot, I devoured Flying magazine from
cover to cover each month; as a writer, I
regarded it with awe.
My employer, British weekly Flight International had assigned me to cover the then
vibrant Reading airshow in Pennsylvania,
and I met Dick at a Bellanca press reception there one evening. To my astonishment, he concluded our cordial 15-minute
chat by saying, “Be sure and send me your
resume when you get home.”
Within a month I was at the magazine’s
HQ at One Park Avenue, New York, NY (a
bullseye address if ever there was one) for
a more formal interview, and an informal
dinner at the Collins home near Princeton, New Jersey, with Richard; his wife,
Ann; and Flying writer and photographer
Russell Munson. About a year later, with
immigration papers in hand, I landed at
JFK with two suitcases and high hopes.
As his many books attest, Dick was a
bottomless font of knowledge gleaned
from logging many thousands of hours in
pretty much every GA and business aviation airplane type ever built.
Dick was adamant that the future of
general aviation lay in the business use
of airplanes, at a time when shipments
from Cessna, Beech, and Piper were
entering a steep decline from their peak
of nearly 18,000 in 1978. That said, he
recognized the appeal of less serious
stuff to Flying’s readers, and I was fortunate indeed that he gave me pretty much
free rein to fly and photograph and write
about the fun stuff.
Dick’s passing elicits sadness and shock.
I had lunch with him near his home in
Maryland this past February 14. Dick was
frailer than he had been when we last had
lunch a couple of years earlier, but still in
good spirits and as quick to laugh as ever.
A few days before he died, I texted him
a photo of my newly acquired Bonanza
A36 after flying it home to Upstate New
York from South Dakota. “Looks great!”
he responded. “Not a cloud or drop the
whole way from Sioux Falls,” I noted,
to which he replied, “That is the way it
should be for a first trip.”
Godspeed, Dick, and thank you for taking a chance on me at Reading in 1978.
Nigel Moll,
former editor AIN monthly magazine
Originally published by Air Facts online
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Bombardier Challenger 350
Las Vegas to Hartford

The twinjet is as fun to fly in as it is to fly
by Matt Thurber
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takeoff weight (mtow). The performance
improvements come with no change in the
maximum fuel capacity of 14,150 pounds.
The CL350 with its greater 40,600-pound
mtow is able to take full advantage of the
airframe’s fuel capacity, while the CL300
was limited by its lower 38,850-pound
mtow to less than max fuel in most cases.
Honeywell boosted the 6,826 pound
thrust HTF7000-series engine on the
CL300 to 7,323 pounds to create the
CL350’s HTF7350, without changing the
ISA +15 deg C flat-rating. New canted

winglets extend the wingspan to 69 feet
from just under 64 feet, increasing the
wing’s aspect ratio by 6 percent and
helping improve climb capability and
high-altitude efficiency. The CL350 can
climb directly to an initial altitude of
FL430, 2,000 feet higher than the CL300.
While the cabin is the same size in
both models, Bombardier designers have
updated the CL350 interior, borrowing
some elements from the cabins of the
Global 6000 Premier design as well as the
Challenger 650.

MATT THURBER

The best way to experience a business jet’s
capabilities is to spend some time not only
flying it but also sitting in the cabin during
a cross-country trip to get the full passenger flavor. A trip and demo flight in Bombardier’s best-selling super-midsize Challenger
350 afforded an opportunity for both experiences, starting with a flight from Las Vegas
to Hartford, Connecticut, followed by a
local flight out of Bradley International
Airport where Bombardier’s demo team is
headquartered and also the site of one of
Bombardier’s largest factory service centers.
The Challenger 350 started as the
300, first taking flight on Aug. 14, 2001
and entering service in January 2004. A
clean-sheet design, the 300 extended
Bombardier’s wide-cabin philosophy in a
super-midsize design that could span the
continental U.S. in one hop, and hence the
model’s original name, Continental Business Jet. This was later changed to Challenger 300. The upgraded 350 entered
service in mid-2014, and it has been selling well since, averaging 62 per year from
2015 through 2017, roughly twice as many
as the Gulfstream G280 and about three
times as many as the Embraer Legacy 450
and 500. The CL350 is popular with fleet
operators, and the first one was delivered
to NetJets. Through the first quarter of
2018, Bombardier delivered 12 CL350s.
With a 3,200-nm range, the CL350
is a step more capable than the CL300,
thanks to modern avionics, more powerful engines, cabin improvements, slightly
longer wingspan, and a higher maximum
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The flight deck of the Challenger 350 is the Rockwell Collins Pro Line 21 Advanced.
The extended center console accommodates the FMSs, but plenty of legroom remains.
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The first leg of this trip included the two
pilots—Dennis Yount and Kenneth Giuffre—flight attendant Griffin Bruehl, and
three passengers. With full fuel, the Challenger 350 would have enough for us to fly to
Bradley International Airport in Connecticut as well as the next day’s demo flight and
the short leg to drop me off at Teterboro.
Flexibility is a hallmark of the CL350, which
pays off in being able to tanker fuel bought
inexpensively and make multiple hops or
fill the seats and still be able fly maximum
range from a hot and high airport.
A member of Bombardier’s demo fleet,
N207BZ opens into a club-four seating
area, aft of which is the optional threeplace divan opposite two club seats. The
base interior option is fitted with two
double-club seating areas. An extra belted
seat is available in the lavatory.
Overhead is where the Challenger
CL350 shows the application of modern
design principles. Gone are the bulky
extrusions, replaced by streamlined sidewalls and overhead island-style housings
that replace passenger service units. “It
gives a more airy feel,” said senior sales
engineer Joelle Nakhle, “and you feel
more volume.”
“Each seat is an optimized environment,” she explained, with the Lufthansa
Technik nice HD cabin-management system (CMS) and in-flight entertainment
system (IFE) controls under a touchscreen electronic display that defaults to
a moving-map information screen. The
display is mounted in the sidewall rail “in
the most natural position” for viewing,
she said. A scroll wheel is used to select
a function, then pushed to activate the
selection. One seat is assigned as the
master, but this can be moved to any seat
position. The master has some additional
control, including plus or minus 3 deg C
adjustment based on the pilot-selected
cabin temperature. Quick-access buttons
simplify the selection of often-used items.
Cupholders at each seat are mounted
behind the CMS display, which can also
show movies, and when a drink is nestled in
the 6.5-mm deep holder, it doesn’t interfere
with viewing the display, another example
of the ergonomic care taken by Bombardier’s interior design team.
Attention to detail was also evident
when flight attendant Bruehl showed me
how to open the table between the club
seats. The table tilts outward with the push
of a button, then pushing down on the top
pops the table up so then it pulls up and
outward, then the top half folds out.
The clever part is the cover where the
table attaches to the sidewall. Instead of
leaving a smartphone-chomping gap, a
hinged cover folds down and fills the gap,
and it also matches the table end to make
a smooth flat surface from the sidewall to
the outboard end.
A wood veneer side ledge lid opens to
reveal power outlets and USB slots, and
this panel is placed so it is never blocked
by a seat.

Performance

All aircraft designs require some compromise, generally balancing fuel against
passenger and baggage loads, but the
Challenger 350 can carry a full payload
and still fly a maximum-range trip of
3,200 nm at its long-range cruise speed
of Mach .80 (eight passengers, two crew,

NBAA IFR range with 200-nm alternate).
The CL350’s takeoff distance at mtow
on a standard day at sea level is 4,835 feet,
and landing distance 2,364 feet. Adding
higher conditions at 5,000 feet on a standard day shows a takeoff distance of just
over 5,500 feet at mtow. An unrestricted
climb to the maximum altitude of FL450
should take 16 minutes from sea level.
At maximum cruise thrust and after
a max-weight takeoff, the CL350 flies
faster—474 kias—at FL290, but at the
expense of an extra 750 or so pounds of
fuel per hour. At FL410, fuel consumption
drops to 1,880 pph while speed tops out at
459 kias, so clearly it’s worth flying higher.
The CL350’s primary competitors are
the Citation Longitude (not certified at
the time of this writing), Embraer Legacy
500, Falcon 2000S, and Gulfstream G280.
The CL350’s 6-ft high and 7-ft, 2-in wide
flat-floor cabin, with a volume of 930 cu ft,
is wider and larger than the Legacy 500’s
6-ft, 10-inch wide, 823-cu-ft cabin but the
same height. The G280’s 935-cu-ft cabin,
although a dropped aisle, is taller by three
inches and the same width as the 350. The
Falcon 2000S cabin, also has a flat floor
and at 7 ft 8 in wide, it is six inches wider
than the CL350, and two inches taller. The
flat-floor Longitude cabin measures 6 ft

high and 6 ft 5 in wide, but Textron Aviation hasn’t published a volume number.
In terms of speed, these jets are fairly
close, although the 2000S tops out at
Mach 0.86, the G280 at Mach 0.85, Longitude at Mach 0.84, and the Legacy
500 and Challenger 350 at Mach 0.83.
Published NBAA IFR range figures are:
CL350 (8 pax): 3,200 nm; Longitude (4
pax): 3,500 nm; Legacy 500 (4 pax): 3,125
nm; 2000S (6 pax): 3,350 nm; and G280 (4
pax): 3,600 nm.

Operating Costs

Bombardier continues to help operators
by lowering direct operating costs of the
Challenger 350. One significant change
was by boosting maintenance intervals to
600 from 400 hours under the jet’s MSG3-based maintenance program, which constantly reviews maintenance requirements.
The base price of $26.67 million includes
features that Bombardier says are typically
optional on other jets, such as the pocket
door, microwave oven, coffeemaker, bulkhead monitors, and CMS-IFE displays at
each seat. ADS-B Out is standard, and
connectivity and avionics options include
FANS 1/A+ and RNP AR 0.3, SwiftBroadband satcom, and Gogo Business Aviation
4G air-to-ground system.

Other options are available, such as the
divan floorplan, SmartRunway and SmartLanding system, SiriusXM Weather, stone
flooring, jumpseat, and additional galley
enhancements.

Flight Deck and Systems

The Challenger 350’s flight deck is logically laid out and features the latest
implementation of the Rockwell Collins
Pro Line 21 avionics suite—Pro Line 21
Advanced—with four large displays in
portrait orientation.
The primary flight display (PFD) fills
the full width with the attitude directional indicator (ADI) symbology and
synthetic vision system (SVS) imagery.
Unlike its competitors, the Challenger
350 does not offer a head-up display as
an option, but like most modern jets, it
displays the HUD-like flight path vector
(FPV) on the PFD, and it’s easy to fly with
the FPV pointed right on the touchdown
zone for a perfectly aimed landing.
In addition, the SVS includes the
Rockwell Collins airport dome that
highlights the destination airport and
an extended runway centerline, both
helpful situational awareness tools in
the terminal environment.
continues on next page

MARK WAGNER

Larger windows—20 percent taller
than the CL300’s—at each seat position
flood the cabin with natural light and
ensure that passengers never need to
bend over to see outside.
Seats are all berthable, and in this divanequipped cabin, the six club seats can be
made into three beds. Seating capacity in
this configuration (called Globetrotter) is
10, including the lavatory seat. The divan
can also be made into a bed by pulling the
three divan seats out flat. Each divan seat
section can also be pulled flat individually, making a cozy way to put a child to
bed while the parent sits on an adjacent
unextended divan section.
The other baseline configuration
(called Executive) is two double-club
seating areas and the belted lavatory seat,
for a total of nine passengers.
Occupants can access the 106-cu-ft
baggage compartment with no restrictions up to the FL450 maximum altitude.
The pocket door between the galley and
cabin is standard on the CL350 and when
closed along with deployment of the
door curtain, turns the cabin into a quiet
cocoon where it’s possible to have a conversation without raising voices.
Fore and aft bulkheads carry 22-inch
monitors for playing DRM content from
the nice HD CMS or from occupants’ own
media collections via a USB drive or HDMI
connection or using the Blu-ray player
mounted near the galley. Each monitor
can display content separately. The cabin
sound system runs on transducers built
into the sidewalls and delivers an enveloping crisp sensory experience.
Passengers can connect their own
smart devices wirelessly to the CMS-IFE
and by plugging in an IP address, control
the lights, environment, and entertainment selections and view the moving map.
The galley and lavatory can be fitted
with stone, marble, or wood flooring.
Bruehl appreciates the voluminous storage in the galley and small touches like
the gasper outlet blowing cool air in the
back of one of the deep drawers. His
favorite drawer is the large cold-storage
bin, which is below the drinks drawer and
helps keeps drinks cool. He also appreciates the optional sink installed in this
CL350.
All Challenger 350 completions are
done at Bombardier’s facility in Montreal,
and buyers are encouraged to travel there
to meet with the design team and see the
assembly line and customer response center. Customers are welcome to bring their
own designers, and Bombardier’s experts
will help explain weight and flammability
constraints.

Price:
(typically completed and equipped)

$26.67 million

Engines (2):

Honeywell HTF7350, 7,323 lbs

Avionics:

Rockwell Collins Pro Line 21 Advanced

Fuel capacity:

Length:

Max payload w/full fuel:

Wingspan:

Ceiling (certified):

Height:

Cabin altitude at ceiling:

14,150 lbs

68.7 ft

1,800 lbs

69.0 ft

45,000 ft

20.0 ft

(sea level, standard)

470 ktas/Mach 0.82

4,835 ft

Cabin:
Volume: 930 cu ft
Width: 7.2 ft
Height: 6.0 ft
Length: (seating area) 25.2 ft
Baggage capacity:

Long-range cruise speed:

Landing distance:

FAA certification:

Passengers (typical):
2/3 crew + 8/9 pax

Range:
(w/NBAA reserves, 200-nm alternate)

3,200 nm at Mach 0.80

High-speed cruise:
Mach 0.80

7,848 ft

Max takeoff weight:
40,600 lbs

Takeoff distance
at mtow:

106 cu ft

2,364 ft

a i n o n l i n e .c o m
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PILOT REPORT

Bombardier Challenger 350

Bombardier designers’ attention to detail is
evident throughout the cabin, which feels large
and is laid out intuitively for today’s users.
continued from preceding page

Dual Rockwell Collins FMSs with SBAS/
WAAS GPS, LPV, and RNP approach capability are mounted in the center console.
Radar is Rockwell Collins’s digital MultiScan system with ground-clutter suppression and auto-tilt and -gain. Dual inertial
reference systems are also installed.
Glareshield control panels are duplicated for each pilot so no one has to reach
across the cockpit to adjust the controls.
While the CL350 fuselage is wide, the
center console extends outward at the
front to accommodate the FMSs, and
this ends up taking up some potential
legroom. I didn’t find the cockpit at all
uncomfortable because of this, and it’s
a consequence of Bombardier designers
keeping the overhead free of switches
and buttons. What does end up taking
space on the console, between the FMSs,
are the electrical system switches, which
are delightfully simple in keeping with
the primarily DC-based system’s architecture. The upper console also hosts
switches for the anti-ice and air-conditioning/bleed air systems.
One simple but excellent design feature is the placement of the altimeter setting knob next to the audio panel on the
left and right side tilt panels, well away
from other frequently used glareshield
knobs. It’s easy to mix up which knob to
turn when setting the altimeter when the
baro setting knob is placed next to course
and heading knobs, and I’m sure I’m not
the only pilot who has done this more
than once.
Nosewheel steering is via a tiller, which
is only for taxiing and provides 70 degrees
turning authority right or left. The rudder
pedals are good for seven degrees either
way, and this is plenty of control during
takeoff and landing.
The CL350 doesn’t have autobrakes,
but with the ground spoilers deployed
once the weight-on-wheels switches activate after landing and the wheels spin up,
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stopping the jet is not a problem. The carbon-fiber anti-skid brakes provide more
than enough stopping power, but it’s rare
to have to really step hard on the brakes,
according to Bombardier demo pilot
Yount, who flew with me during my evaluation of the CL350. Final approach speed
ranges from 111 knots at low weights to
125 knots at mtow, thanks to Fowler-type
flaps that move backward for the first 4
degrees of flaps then down to the 30-deg
maximum setting. After the ground spoilers deploy, landing in less than 2,000 feet
is typical, he said.
Flight controls are all cables and pulleys, with no hydraulic controls except for
the spoilers. The outboard spoileron on
each wing is fly-by-wire controlled. A gust
lock system physically covers the power
levers when actuated, and the levers
can’t be moved when the gust lock bar is
installed.
During the flight from Las Vegas to
Bradley, I spent a few minutes up front
getting familiar with the flight deck. At
FL450, the CL350 cruised at Mach 0.80
long-range cruise speed. True airspeed was
462 knots and fuel burn lower than book
at 1,600 pounds per hour total. The CL350
isn’t equipped with autothrottles, but its
Fadec does include a Mach hold feature
that makes maintaining power easier.
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Local Flight

For the flight evaluation, Yount and I
planned a lower-level flight to around
15,000 feet for some handling maneuvers
followed by takeoffs and landings back
at Bradley. I had already experienced the
high altitude capabilities during the previous day’s flight. Demo pilot Etienne Côté
flew jump seat. Takeoff weight was about
10,000 pounds below mtow.
As usual, I had to remind myself to grab
the tiller before launching off the blocks;
flying different airplanes can be confusing,
and it’s important to remember the protocol before stepping on the gas.
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The tiller steered smoothly and predictably and we were soon ready to take off on
Runway 6. Yount had briefed me on what
to expect on the takeoff: not to rotate into
the flight director but fairly soon after liftoff pull power back to the climb detent and
hold the nose at 5 to 7 degrees above the
horizon, then press the sync button on the
yoke to drop the flight director bars down
to the selected attitude.
I pushed the power levers all the way
forward, and the HTF7350 engines spooled
up quickly and poured on the acceleration.
It was quickly time to rotate. I pulled the
yoke aft but kept the nose relatively low
to avoid too steep a climb, then pushed
the sync button on the yoke and nestled
the nose into the flight director bars while
we blasted through the 3,500-foot broken
ceiling on the way to 15,000 feet.
ATC gave us a block between 15,000
and 20,000 feet, and I took advantage of
the freedom to get used to the CL350’s
handling with some shallow turns then
steep 180-deg turns at 250 kias. I didn’t
use the trim during the steep turns, but of
course put the FPV on the horizon to keep
from climbing or descending. I added
about half a knob of power keep the speed
on target, and the speed trend vector on
the PFD helpfully showed me whether I
needed to “drive back” the power when
the vector climbed up or “drive forward”
with the power levers when the vector
trended downward.
I experimented with the spoilers to see if
they affected the pitch attitude, which they
didn’t. When deployed, the spoilers caused
a slight rumble, but that was it. With gear
and flaps down and at slower speeds, the
CL350’s handling lightened up a bit, and I
could feel it would be easy to fly in the traffic pattern and not at all truck-like. I made
some rapid turns and could see the spoilerons actuate to help facilitate the turn.
Comparing higher speeds with lower, the
same amount of control input delivered
the same results in pitch and bank.

I wanted to feel how the CL350 handled with one engine out, so I pulled
power on one engine and stepped on
the opposite rudder to straighten out the
nose. I could see the speed trend vector
showing that power needed to be added
on the “good” engine and the slip/skid
indicator on the ADI. It didn’t take much
rudder to straighten the nose, and Yount
confirmed, “There’s no need to slam it.”
He likes to teach pilots to follow the
forward-moving power lever with the
corresponding rudder. “If the throttle
is going forward [to add power on the
good engine],” he said, “the same foot
goes forward.”
We set up for the return to Bradley Airport for some touch and goes. Vref was
113 kias, and I flew at ref +10 while maneuvering to set up the final approach. Local
winds were calm.
Yount had briefed me to bring the
power back at 100 feet, then to idle at
50 feet. At 30 feet, I pulled the nose up
a small amount, but even that was too
much and caused a slight bit of floating before a smooth touchdown on the
trailing-link main landing gear. We used
up about 2,200 feet of runway before
lifting off and climbing out for a right
downwind.
The second landing was firmer with
no float, just a tiny nose up movement
to flare; this time it felt like I was driving
the Challenger right onto the runway, but
the touchdown was smooth and we had
plenty of runway remaining. We took off
again, then I turned onto left downwind
for the final approach and landing.
For the last landing, I deployed the
thrust reversers to the first detent after
touchdown and stepped on the brakes
as needed to make the optimum taxiway.
The brakes worked smoothly, without
grabbing, and as the CL350 slowed down,
I moved my left hand back to the tiller
steering and taxied back to the Bombardier hangar.
n
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Gulfstream Aero adding
service center at SAV
by Chad Trautvetter
event were state and local dignitaries,
including Georgia Gov. Nathan Deal and
U.S. Rep. Buddy Carter. The event was
held at Savannah Technical College’s Aviation Training Center, whose students will
play a “key role” in Gulfstream’s growth.
“Our Savannah expansion is also the
direct result of our partnership with Savannah Technical College,” Burns said. “The
school’s aviation programs, which have provided us with more than 500 skilled employees over nearly 20 years, will help us meet
the workforce needs this expansion creates.”
Like the existing Savannah service center—which is the largest such facility in the
world—the East Savannah location will
offer a wide range of services, including aircraft-on-ground resources, hourly and calendar-driven airframe inspections, avionics
installations and interior refurbishments.
In addition to Savannah, Gulfstream
has factory-owned service centers in
Brunswick, Georgia; Long Beach, California; Cahokia, Illinois; Westfield, Massachusetts; Appleton; West Palm Beach,
Florida; Dallas; Las Vegas; Beijing; Sorocaba, Brazil; and London Luton.
n

GULFSTREAM AEROSPACE

Gulfstream Aerospace is building a
202,000-sq-ft/18,766-sq-m service center
on the east side of Savannah/Hilton Head
International Airport, complementing its
existing 679,199-sq-ft/63,100-sq-m main
Gulfstream Savannah Service Center at the
Georgia airfield, the company announced
on April 24. When the $55 million Savannah Service Center East is completed in
next year’s second-quarter, Gulfstream
will have more than 1 million sq ft/92,903
sq m of dedicated customer-support hangar
space, offices and back shops in Savannah.
“This expansion of our customer service
and support organization is the result of
the strong and steady fleet growth we’ve
had for several years and the arrival of the
G500 and G600 in the coming months,”
said Gulfstream president Mark Burns.
“As we’ve announced recently, we’re also
expanding to meet customer needs in
Appleton, Wisconsin, and Van Nuys, California. These new facilities will keep us
well positioned for support, maintenance,
and refurbishment of the Gulfstream fleet,
which is now at nearly 2,700 aircraft.”
Attending the expansion announcement

Gulfstream’s new 202,000-sq-ft/18,766-sq-m service center on the east side of Savannah/Hilton
Head International Airport will complement its existing 679,199-sq-ft/63,100-sq-m main Savannah
Service Center. The new $55 million facility is expected to open in next year’s second quarter.

Easily accessible on computers and mobile devices, Flight Key eases communication
throughout the entire flight process.

Flight Key platform aims
to simplify communication
by Samantha Cartaino
Communication is key when it comes to
aviation, but it can easily become fractured when conveying messages among
multiple parties. Web-based platform
Flight Key focuses on connecting flight
departments, charter operators, crews,
brokers, and passengers so they can communicate and collaborate in one location.
The iOS- and Android-friendly platform is
designed for managing, planning, scheduling, and monitoring flight operations
worldwide and in real time.
Sometimes, communication throughout the entire flight process can be tiresome. “There’s a huge disconnect in the
communication that happens from the
time that the flight is booked until the time
the plane lands at its destination, the crew
completes their jobs, and the passengers
get on their way,” Len Tambasco, Flight
Key’s worldwide sales representative, told
AIN. “It’s very redundant. There are so
many text messages, phone calls, emails.
‘Where’s my crew?’ ‘How’s the weather?’
Our whole purpose behind the design is
to eliminate all of those phone calls.”
Flight Key allows the user to compile
the basic details of a new flight and then
invite participants to follow along. These

ANAC STCs Raisbeck composite prop
Raisbeck Engineering has received STC
approval from the National Civil Aviation
Agency of Brazil for its composite five-blade
swept propeller for the King Air 350 series. The
propeller has also received certification from
the FAA and Australia, with Transport Canada
and EASA approval expected in the near future.
“Our Brazilian customers are now able to
benefit from the advantages the composite
five-blade swept propellers bring to the King
Air 350,” said Bill Lally, v-p of customer support.
“This STC approval broadens our ability to offer
the propeller to customers across the globe.”
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The propeller was developed in collaboration with Hartzell Propeller and is designed to
improve King Air 350 comfort, efficiency, and
performance. It measures 106 inches in diameter and reduces weight while contributing to
short-field and climb performance. Raisbeck’s
blade design sweeps the leading and trailing
edges, increasing the propeller diameter, generating more thrust without increasing noise.
“The five-blade composite is an exceptionally quiet and high-performance propeller,”
said Lynn Thomas, vice president of sales and
marketing at Raisbeck.
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The composite material saves weight compared to other materials and provides unlimited blade life and the ability to maintain a more
optimum airfoil shape. Raisbeck’s airfoils also
extend fully into the spinner, increasing propeller efficiency and airflow into the engine.  A.R.

participants can include the operator,
ground transportation, catering, executive
assistants, aircraft brokers, the passengers themselves, and more. Participants
can easily communicate with one another
through a live chat feature in the platform.
Users can assign each participant a
different task that shows up in the platform for everyone to see. For example, a
user can assign the catering provider to
order items. Once catering has completed
the order, they can indicate it has been
completed in the platform and all of the
participants will see the order has been
completed with a timestamp. Ultimately,
this kind of communication can eliminate
paper trip sheets.
This platform is also customizable for
different situations. “We’ve been working with maintenance facilities to set
up maintenance templates, emergency
response, and even a natural disaster
entity that watches out for oil spills,”
Tambasco told AIN. “We’ve worked on
regular medevacs, your typical charter,
and cargo. The system can be customized
for basically anything that has to do with
an airplane to some extent.”
Flight Key is available through two types
of subscriptions. The first is unlimited use
based on fleet size. The smallest subscription is the Bronze status, which costs $300
a month for a fleet of between one and five
aircraft. The largest subscription is the
Platinum status, which is $950 a month
for a fleet of 30 or more. The other type of
subscription is single use. A single use of
the platform is $20 for one time while 20
flights is a one-time payment of $350 and
50 flights is a one-time payment of $750.
Looking forward, Tambasco hopes to
evolve the platform to incorporate more
features. “Eventually there will be other
features that make the crew’s life easier,
whether it be voice activation, less physical interaction, possibly the introduction of Smart Watch,” he told AIN. “Our
vision is to focus on efficiency and simplify communications.” 
n
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NTSB workshops address
loss of control in flight
by Kerry Lynch
The National Transportation Safety
Board is continuing to shine a spotlight
on loss of control in-flight (LOC-I) accidents, recently hosting another event to
delve into the issues surrounding LOC-I
and preventive measures through training and technology. The April 24 day-long
roundtable session, moderated by NTSB
chairman Robert Sumwalt, is the latest in
a series of efforts the Safety Board has
taken to address general aviation’s leading cause of fatalities. The NTSB previously hosted a symposium, issued safety
alerts, held regional sessions, and highlighted LOC-I in its “Most Wanted List”
of transportation safety improvements.
Joining Sumwalt in the roundtable
were NTSB member Earl Weener, other
senior-level Safety Board staff, and representatives from the FAA, aviation associations, universities, and companies.
“Loss of control in-flight kills more
general aviation pilots and passengers
than any other factor,” Sumwalt told
the roundtable participants, saying the
roundtable’s goal is to develop clear
actions to address the issue. “Loss of control in-flight is claiming entirely too many
lives. Let’s get to work.”
Over the past 10 years, 978 pilots lost
control of their airplanes, resulting in 1,672
fatalities. “That is enough to fill this conference room six times over. Loss of control
is a real problem,” said John Delisi, NTSB,
director of the Office of Aviation Safety.
The roundtable focused on a number
of factors that could play a role in preventive measures, including professionalism,
pilot mentoring, new technologies such
as flight-data monitoring, simulator solutions, and information sharing, common
pilot mistakes, and management systems.

Culture Change Needed

The session opened with NASA shuttle
commander and Orbital ATK Flight Systems v-p and general manager Charlie
Precourt discussing the importance of
creating a culture of learning in general
aviation. Some initial training experiences are not pleasant, he said, and create
a fear of continuing education. At NASA,
he said, “We taught each other to not fear
embarrassment, because embarrassment
is what comes with learning. It reinforces;
sometimes it is easier to learn from your
mistakes than your successes.”
That goes for the flight trainers too,
Precourt said, adding instructors should
also learn from their students’ mistakes
to continue to hone their own skills.
A change in culture is necessary, added
Doug Stewart, founding and charter member of the Society of Aviation and Flight
Educators. Too often students, when
asked how long training takes, are told
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a more focused flight review. “We all agree
that flight reviews in general are basic regulatory minimums, one hour of ground,
one hour of flight. Being a flight instructor
myself, I have been guilty of that, doing it
by the book and then signing off on the
pilot and ‘see you in 24 months.’” But the
flight training community should focus on
a finite time, Stewart said. But they need individual pilot performance, emphasizing
to be told that the process will continue skills, proficiency, and knowledge on highthroughout their time as a pilot.
risk areas of flight, Deres said.
Aerobatic champion and Patty Wagstaff
The Air Safety Institute also helps
Aviation Safety general manager Patty pilots learn through the mistakes of othWagstaff stressed the importance of pro- ers with a video series highlighting and
fessionalism, agreeing with sentiments retracing past accidents, he said.
that Sumwalt also expressed: “You do
Sizoo further highlighted the debrief
not have to be a professional pilot to act as a learning tool. With the military, he
like a professional. Professional pilots are said, “most learning actually occurred
always seeking ways to improve.”
not during the flight, but in the debrief.”
He suggested that even recreational aviation pilots could benefit from this tool.
“There is a technique called a two-minute
debrief. You go through and reconstruct
the flight and think, what could I have
done better? That makes a recreational
GA pilot a professional.”

NTSB
chairman
Robert
Sumwalt

Loss of control
in-flight is
claiming entirely
too many lives.
Let’s get to work.”
She expressed concern that many
pilots do not gain even the basic skills,
and she emphasized the need to be open
to instruction and willingness to make
mistakes in instruction. “Pilots don’t
always know what they don’t know…
Sometimes we have to go backwards to
move forwards. I think pilots really have
to revisit the basics.”
“I think there is a lack of stick-and-rudder skills and a lack of understanding of
the aerodynamics behind some of these
maneuvers,” added Carolina Anderson,
associate professor of aeronautics at
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University,
who noted that students need more training on stall speeds in slips and skids and
uncoordinated flight. She also said she
believes glider training often helps with
stick-and-rudder skills as well as emergency management planning.
Dave Sizoo of the FAA’s Small Airplane
Standards division further discussed a
need for pilots to remain connected with
the aircraft, saying a weakness in channelized attention is a contributor to loss
of situational awareness. “Pilots have
to be connected with the airplane and
understand when the airplane is talking
to them,” Sizoo said, “It goes back to…
primary flying skills.”
Paul Deres, director of education for the
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association Air
Safety Institute, also stressed the need for
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Improvement Efforts

The roundtable discussions also focused
on the expanded use of simulators,
including desk-top and home-based systems, and addressing a concern that it
might interfere with gaining flight time.
Mindstar Aviation president and CEO
Stasi Poulos agreed, “You can really
immerse the pilot in any environment at
home. Everybody in my company is frequently free flying—pre-flying their realworld flights.”
But at the same time, the group discussed limitations on how certain scenarios feel in flight simulators.
On the technology front, Sizoo
detailed some of the ongoing research
at the FAA to look at technologies such
as angle-of-attack sensors as more than
just gadgets to add onto aircraft or just
another display system. Researchers
are looking at how to turn these types
of sensors into multi-faceted tools that
help pilots fly better. The AOA sensor, for
instance, can help with tactile feedback,
he said, maybe even channeling through
a stick shaker, to alert pilots in advance
of the aerodynamic characteristics and
prevent the “startle factor” that can
accompany a sudden unfavorable aerodynamic scenario. This research, Sizoo
added, is focusing on affordable sensors
rather than the higher-end systems found
in business jets.
He detailed other research efforts
such as a collaboration with NASA on
automatic ground collision avoidance, a
system that has been in use on military
aircraft. This project is looking to bring
that technology to GA cockpits, using an
algorithm that can run on an iPhone or
an iPad and monitor altitude and energy
state in relation to terrain and obstacles. This system provides viable escape
maneuvers based on aircraft performance
and current energy state, based on a database that is much more accurate than

TAWS databases. Sizoo said the project
has had good results and now the team is
looking for industry partners.
Precourt also discussed industry efforts
such as how to bring energy management
into a suite of tools to prevent loss of
control, looking at “can we do something
without having the pilot [needing to]
decipher a bunch of digits in the cockpit
to give him the sense that he is running
out of energy.” He noted modern Airbus
aircraft have energy warning systems.
With new standards for small airplanes
in place, researchers are now aiming at
technologies that would prevent loss of
control altogether, said Jens Hennig, vice
president of operations for the General
Aviation Manufacturers Association.
The roundtable focused on data-sharing
as well. Hennig and Sean Elliott, vice
president of advocacy and safety for
the Experimental Aircraft Association,
detailed the efforts of the General Aviation Joint Steering Committee to take a
data-driven approach to zero in on root
causes. This leads to more focused looks
at areas such as loss of control, controlled
flight into terrain, and powerplant safety
and has led to progress in areas such as
the facilitation of broader use of AOA
indicators, the highlighting of the importance of access to good weather, and the
emphasis on a good safety culture.

You do not
have to be a
professional pilot to
act like a professional.
Professional pilots
are always seeking
ways to improve.”
— Patty Wagstaff

Also discussed were the successes of
data gathering, sharing, and use by flight
schools, including looking at precursors to
events and packaging training around them.
“The information-sharing piece has
been hugely beneficial,” said Andrew
Walton, director of safety for Liberty
University School of Aeronautics, adding
that the school has applied a model that
has worked for the airlines. Using this, the
school can share experiences and apply
lessons learned. Flight-data monitoring
also has highlighted specific issues that
can be addressed, he said.
The panel discussed a host of other
issues that touch upon training, technologies, and skills—and finding the balance between them—leading Sumwalt
to conclude, “The conversation continues. There’s a lot that needs to be done.
There’s a lot that will be done.”
NTSB plans to continue those efforts,
including an NTSB/EAA Safety Standdown planned during this summer’s
upcoming EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin.
n
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Business Aviation Safety Summit

DAVID MCINTOSH

Safety
researchers
are migrating
to the more
sophisticated
System
Theoretical
Process Analysis
(STPA) model
for identifying
accident
indicators.

Industry looks for safety in numbers
by James Wynbrandt
The normalization of deviance challenges
introduced by next-generation technologies and the need for data-driven practices
and policies were among the hot topics
at the 63rd annual Business Aviation
Safety Summit (BASS 2018) in Chicago
last month. Co-sponsored by the Flight
Safety Foundation (FSF) and NBAA, the
two-day BASS gathering drew scores of
pilots, operations personnel, and safety
experts focused on the ceaseless effort
to improve the industry’s safety culture,
practices, and record.
The sessions formally addressed six
topics: performance measurements,
human-machine interfaces, training programs, approach and landing phases of
flight, safety culture, and loss of control
in-flight (LOC-I). But an interconnection
and interaction among all these elements
became clear as the summit progressed.

A Call To Monitor Performance

FSF and others have identified aircraft
performance measuring and monitoring
programs as the next frontier in expanding the boundaries of safety. “The effective and efficient collection, analysis, and
sharing of safety data is critical,” John
Beatty, FSF president and CEO, told
attendees in his welcoming remarks.
Flight Operational Quality Assurance
(FOQA) programs, which can capture a
vast array of data on an aircraft’s performance, are widely used in the airline
industry. The analytical tool enables
operators to better identify and eliminate potential safety hazards in flight
operations. GE Aviation, in conjunction
with FSF, developed C-FOQA Centerline specifically for business aviation
operations.
Shelby Balogh, data and analytics scientist, GE Aviation, provided a summary
review of GE’s annual C-FOQA Risk
Assessment Study, focusing on the relationship between unstable approaches
and unstable landings culled from last
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year’s C-FOQA database, in addition to
customers) have monitoring programs.
data from other sources.
“It’s not about accident causation, it’s to use
Last year GE collected data on about data for safety assurance purposes; we want
75,000 flights representing 30 aircraft to avoid accidents,” Huff said.
from Learjets to Gulfstreams and BBJs,
operating from 1,800 airports in 160
Prevention Challenges
countries, including information on But data collection alone isn’t the answer
weather and lighting conditions. The data
to improved safety, Shem Malmquist, a
found about three in 100 approaches are Boeing 777 pilot and accident investigator,
unstable, but only two in 1,000 landings said during a presentation on “A Systems
are unstable. However, the rate of unsta- Engineering Approach to Safety Perforble landings is eight times higher if con- mance Indicators and Accident Causality.”
ducted from an unstable approach.
“We collect mountains of data and are
While data has been used to look for able to do almost nothing with it,” he said.
causes after an accident, FOQA and other Moreover, commonly cited models that
collection programs aim to highlight acci- attempt to illustrate accident chains, such
dent factors before accidents can happen. as pyramids of ever-concentrated risk,
With its emphasis on data collection, have “no evidence” of validity, and have
in March FSF published a position paper no predictive value. “Complex accidents
highlighting ways data can be used to
are the result of multiple interactions
improve pilot competency and training, and feedback mechanisms, and resistant
and Mark Millam, v-p technical, FSF to linear interpretation,” Malmquist said.
briefed BASS attendees on the document.
Causal Analysis using System Theory
The paper’s recommendations include an (CAST) has been a standard model for
improved screening process and training preventive approaches to systems safety,
for basic non-technical competencies
but Malmquist and co-panelist John
such as communication, analysis, prob- Thomas, research engineer/scientist at
lem-solving, leadership, and decision Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
making; a renewed focus on the compe- favor System Theoretic Process Analytency and quality of training providers; sis (STPA) as a superior model for idenand ensuring that training programs that tifying leading accident indicators and
are competency- or evidence-based and reducing risk. The model takes a systems
not solely hours-based.
approach to safety engineering, viewing
Millam encouraged attendees and
an accident as a control, rather than a
members to read the letter to see “what failure problem.
our program committee and board of gov“It gives you a different perspective for
ernors have put their weight behind.” FSF looking at how problems develop and gen“will be looking at how to get support from erally gives you a better feel for the probothers, to initiate programs of our own, lem,” Malmquist said. STPA isn’t intended
find new partners, and to get your support as a tactical tool, but a strategic one. He
and ideas as we venture down that road.” cited the 2000 crash of Alaska Airlines
Speaking as a member of NBAA’s Safety Flight 261, traced to the jackscrew assemCommittee, Tom Huff, aviation safety offi- bly, which had a reputation among maincer, Gulfstream Aerospace, added his voice
tainers as being difficult to service, as the
to the call for flight data monitoring pro- type of accident STPA could prevent. “Any
grams. “Participation is too low,” he said, time you’re making a workaround while
noting that only 5 percent of NBAA mem- trying to get things done, you need to be
bers (and about 15 percent of Gulfstream reporting it,” he said.
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Interactions between humans and the
machines they operate continue to grow
as a safety concern as equipment becomes
more complex.
“The problem with a lot of airplanes
we’ve found—the 777, A330—is that the
only way the pilot can know what the airplane is going to do next is to turn everything off,” Malmquist said.
Yet increasingly sophisticated fly-bywire (FBW) is the path to optimum aircraft performance, and the systems may
come to predominate the fleet. Woody
Saland, director, pilot experience and
new flight deck technologies at Dassault
Falcon Jet, noted that today’s conventional FBW systems are fundamentally
different from the digital flight control
systems (DFCS) used in modern fighter
jets (where they’re required for stability)
as well as Airbus and Embraer jets and
Falcon’s 7X and 8X.
Conventional FBW systems have “a oneto-one response: when you input controls,
the airplane responds” as mechanical systems do, although a computer interprets
and manages the control inputs. Like an
airplane with conventional mechanical or
hydraulic controls, the pilot trims to the
selected attitude, and the FBW maintains
the trimmed speed. This type of system is
used on FBW designs from Boeing, Bombardier, and Gulfstream.
In the Falcon-type DFCS, a computer
decides how to use the control surfaces
to achieve the desired effect. “This leads
to flying path flight control,” he said,
where the pilot positions the sidestick
to achieve the desired flight path and the
FBW maintains that flight path until the
pilot requests a change.
Saland showcased the differences
from the pilot’s perspective with cockpit footage of the same basic airshow
demonstration routines performed in
a Boeing 787 and a Falcon 8X, featuring
a steep departure pull-up followed by a
knife-edge left turn. The Boeing captain
appeared focused on the panel while
firmly and continually manipulating the
yoke, adjusting the bank angle to account
for the continually changing aerodynamics. The Falcon pilot calmly looked out
the side window, either confirming the
airplane was maneuvering as intended
or enjoying the view, the sidestick in his
hand largely motionless.
“Now we can do marvelous things with
the [control] surfaces available to the system,” Saland said.
In whatever form the systems evolve,
“We’re 10 years from fly-by-wire being the
standard,” predicted Peter Zeeb, managing
director, technical services, at The VanAllen
Group. “Sidestick control will be the
norm in business aviation environments.”
But FBW, DFCS, and other nextgeneration systems present unique maintenance challenges, Zeeb said. He cited a
2001 near-catastrophe involving an A320
after a maintainer inadvertently reversed
the roll commands on the captain’s sidestick control during a wiring repair, with

disaster averted only by the first officer’s
quick response. The investigation found
“many issues were involved, including
improper documentation, improper procedures, and vaguely written maintenance
manuals,” in addition to the failure of the
crew to verify the correct movement of
the ailerons during the preflight check.
“The speed of technology advances
has outpaced the government’s ability to
make changes to training requirements,”
Zeeb said. “Currently, FAA training standards center around mechanical procedures for airframes and engines, but
digital equipment is almost left out. We
need to change licensing requirements.”

Highlighting Health & Behavior

and said that an FAA reversal of the cockpit
crew nap ban was “hopefully not a matter
of if, but when.”
In his presentation on “The Key to a
Safe Flight,” Fabio Couto Bonnett, air
safety investigator, flight operations at
Embraer, argued that “self-management
is the key” to enhanced safety. “As operations get more complex, we put ourselves
in places that are overloaded. When the
maximum performance threshold is
reached by machine or human, anything
can happen,” Bonnett said. “Safety is
about setting limits, so maximum performance does not reach the threshold.”
Bonnett represents Embraer in accident investigations involving its business
aircraft and recounted a fatal Phenom
300 crash in 2015 at the UK’s Blackbushe Airport as an example of lack of
self-management.
Flight data showed the aircraft wasn’t
properly configured for the approach or
the landing, was flying well above proper
airspeed, and its altitude gyrated in the
pattern. At 1.4 nm from the runway, the
jet was 1,643 feet above the airport and
crossed the threshold 50 feet agl at 151
knots, with a descent rate greater than
1,000 fpm. It touched down 2,330 feet
down the 3,280-foot runway, overran the
end, and came to rest in a parking lot.

in this phase of flight, and in his presentation on “Go-Around Decision-Making & Execution,” Martin Smith, CEO
of Presage Group, said researchers are
finding “a micro-culture in the psychology of non-compliance” among these
pilots. “The study is saying every time a
pilot lands unstable [without an accident],
there is negative learning,” and furthermore, because of habitual non-compliance, “when it counts, you are not ready
to do a go-around.” Smith noted that
2,380 pilots took the voluntary survey, but
only 128 managers participated, an indication of “the lack of interest among those
accountable for this issue,” he said.
Studies have found 2 to 3 percent of
approaches are unstable, and that in 90 to 97
percent of these approaches, pilots continue
to land. Meanwhile almost half (48 percent)
of all runway excursions follow this very low
percentage of unstable approaches.
Most carriers prescribe performing a
go-around if the approach is unstable at
1,000 feet agl or lower. One reason many
pilots ignore the policies, researchers say,
is that they feel they’re unrealistic and
unjustified by safety concerns. Reviewing data, many safety experts agree and
believe go-around requirements for
unstabilized approaches should be lowered to 300 feet agl, the consensus of
pilots, according to research. “That would
eliminate 90 percent of the go-arounds
required,” Smith said.

Humans are capable of creating accidents
without the help of technology, an ability exacerbated by fatigue. A safety issue
as old as aviation, fatigue has gained
more attention as business aircraft have
stretched travel across ever more time
zones, and science has been able to quantify and mitigate its effects.
Dr. Daniel Mollicone, CEO of Pulsar Informatics, which designs fatigue
risk-management programs (FRMPs),
reviewed the scientific basis for these
mitigation efforts and the role the window of circadian low, or WOCL plays
in their design. (WOCL is generally the
hours from 0200-0600 in a normal sleepwake cycle and refers operationally to
flights in which a landing occurs during
the WOCL.)
Safe Flying and Accident Prevention
Mark McIntyre, CAM, director of flight
Is there a difference between flying safely
operations for Mente LLC, which operand preventing accidents? That’s the quesates a corporate fleet globally, reported
tion John DeLisi, director of the Office of
on an FRMP the company put in place in
Aviation Safety at the National Transportaconsultation with Pulsar four years ago.
tion Safety Board, posed to attendees. The
Instituting an FRMP “requires cultural
NTSB, he reminded them, is charged with
and procedural change,” McIntyre said,
ensuring the safety of the nation’s transporand getting buy-in from both manage— Shem Malmquist
tation systems. It reports to Congress and
ment and the flight department meant
makes recommendations based on accident
the program “had to be simple, it had to
A subsequent examination of previous findings, but has no regulatory authority.
be scalable, and it had to be effective and flights of this and the operator’s other As for its recommendations, DeLisi noted,
drive down fatigue risk.”
Phenom 300s—20 of the missions flown “There’s not a lot of passion in Washington,
Every crewmember gets three days
by the pilot of the accident aircraft— D.C., to promulgate more rules,” so rather
off before an international trip to ensure found he habitually flouted the operator’s
than making recommendations to the FAA,
they’re well rested, and each gets 13 hours
stabilized approach criteria.
as it traditionally has, the agency is increasof rest, not including transit time, between
“The more we’re exposed to a challeng- ingly “making recommendations to others:
duty periods, and an additional two hours
ing situation and the outcome is good, the NBAA, individual OEMs, or operators.”
if they flew through their WOCL.
higher the risk bar is raised,” Bonnett said.
In providing an answer to the question
The program ensures pilots have an “‘Normalized deviance’ is one of the major he posed, DeLisi reviewed two recent fatal
accidents: a Learjet 35 that crashed during a
opportunity for quality rest. “Not just killers in aviation.”
Embraer has incorporated this accident circling maneuver on an approach in VMC
time, but uninterrupted rest time in a
sterile location,” McIntyre said. Pilots, scenario and others into its customer train- at Teterboro Airport in New Jersey and a
fatal Hawker 700A crash in IMC during an
meanwhile, “have to be willing to take ing program, “to help pilots understand
approach to Akron Airport in Ohio.
maximum advantage of rest opportuni- how bad these kinds of attitudes can be
ties given. If you want to see the sunrise
to the flight,” Bonnett said. He credits this
The Learjet captain, with 6,600 flight
in Phuket, this isn’t the time to do it.”
training with having “reduced the number hours and 850 in type, had been let go
The crew evaluates the FRMP during of events significantly” in the fleet.
from his previous second-in-command
and post-trip and adjusts the plan as
The investigation also underscores (SIC) position and labeled as “absoneeded for the next trip.
the rationale for increased monitoring of lutely not ready to check out as captain,”
For now, however, one strongly endorsed flight data by operators and managers.
DeLisi recounted. His driver’s license
fatigue mitigation technique remains off
With the endemic problem of unsta- was suspended for excess points, he’d
the table: controlled rest on the flight deck. ble approaches, noted in several presen- been convicted of assault with a deadly
Asked during the Q&A, McIntyre called it tations, comes concomitant flouting of weapon, had notices of disapproval for his
“a fantastic strategic mitigation option.” go-around policies. An ongoing global commercial and ATP checkrides, and folMollicone noted, “It’s been adopted by study of commercial operations is ana- lowing CAE Learjet 35 training was “Not
nearly every other jurisdiction on Earth,” lyzing the psychology of non-compliance recommended for checkride.”

Complex
accidents are
the result of multiple
interactions and
feedback mechanisms,
and resistant to linear
interpretation.”
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The SIC resigned from his previous
Lear 35 SIC job after a “weak performance”
notice, had been convicted of assault on
a police officer, had two disapprovals on
his private pilot checkrides, and following
CAE Learjet 35 training was “Not recommended for checkride.”
The SIC was approved for pilot monitoring only but was flying on this, the
third leg of the day, a return to Teterboro
after dropping passengers in Philadelphia. The captain filed for 27,000 feet for
the 80-nm flight, though ATC limited the
altitude to 4,000 feet before clearing the
jet for the ILS Rwy 6 circling approach
to Rwy 1.
The Learjet had no flight data recorder,
but the 30-minute cockpit voice recording
documented the crew’s flagrant disregard
for procedures and protocol. No checklists were performed.
Radar data showed the jet was too fast
and the pilot flying delayed the circling
base leg turn far beyond what all other aircraft had flown that day before it stalled
and dropped into an industrial parking lot.
The final report is not out, but the agency
has identified safety issues including pilot
hiring, competency, and training, and the
operator’s lack of flight data monitoring,
DeLisi said.
The 2015 crash of the Hawker 700A that
killed seven passengers and the two crewmembers revealed a similar disregard for
procedures, DeLisi said.
Both pilots had been terminated by
their most recent employers, the captain
for failing to attend training, the first officer for unsatisfactory work performance.
Among the standard operating procedures ignored on this flight: no alternate
airport had been filed, as required by
weather; the weight-and-balance calculations were inaccurate; the first officer was
flying a revenue flight, contrary to policy;
the slats were improperly configured; and
the landing checklist was never completed.
“It’s upsetting to listen to the CVR of
the Akron accident,” said DeLisi. “It
sounded like they flew the airplane that
way every day.”
The aircraft crashed three miles short of
the runway, destroying an apartment building, although no one on the ground was
injured. The NTSB cited “the flight crew’s
mismanagement of the approach and multiple deviations from company procedures”
as the accident’s probable cause.
While there may not be an appetite for
making rules presently, nonetheless the
NTSB made regulatory recommendations
to the FAA in this case: require all Part 135
operators to install flight data recording
devices capable of supporting a flight data
monitoring (FDM) program, and require
all Part 135 operators to establish a structured FDM program.
Based on the evidence presented
throughout the conference, whatever a
pilot’s flying skills, in answer to DeLisi’s
question, it would appear to be an operator’s responsibility to be involved in preventing accidents, as well. 
n
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Embraer takes on disruptive technologies
by Mark Huber
Embraer sees its foray into the emerging
disclose one of them to get some feedeVTOL market as a pathway to devel- back.” In addition to disclosing one
oping larger fully autonomous aircraft. idea for a concept vehicle at the Uber
That was the message last month from Elevate summit, the company has been
Antonio Campello, president and CEO of utilizing focus groups to measure conMelbourne, Florida-based Embraer X, the
sumer reaction to it, Campbello said.
company’s advanced projects arm that “We have been getting reaction from
was created a year ago with innovation
people on the street. We’ve been incorteams in Boston and California’s Silicon
porating their expectations.” He said
Valley. Embraer X unveiled one of several Embraer’s past passenger research for
eVTOL concept vehicles it is working on
commercial and business aircraft is not
at the recent Uber Elevate summit to pro- applicable when it comes to eVTOLs.
mote urban air vehicles.
However, he said the technology incor“Our mission is to discover business
porated into eVTOLs could eventually
disruptions, things that bring significant
future growth, radical innovations, with
business models and technology,” Campello told AIN. “That is how this project
A trio of airframers unveiled new electric
with Uber got started. We analyzed the
vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) urban
market and thought it would be very
air taxi vehicles at the second-annual Uber
attractive and a disruptor in urban mobilElevate summit, which was held last month
ity.” He said Embraer X is also working on
in Los Angeles.
other projects, but is not ready to discuss
Embraer revealed the four-seat “Dreamthem yet and revealed little about the speMaker” (shown) from its new Embraer X
cifics of the company’s eVTOL concept
division, which is based in Melbourne, Florbeyond the artist’s renderings.
ida, with innovation teams established in
“Our eVTOL program is still at a very
Silicon Valley and Boston. The DreamMakearly stage,” Campello said, adding that
er’s fuselage doesn’t stray far from that of
the company is not prepared to reveal
a traditional helicopter, but the eVTOL is
a program schedule, “but we support
propelled through the air by eight electric
Uber’s timetable [for test flights by
motor-driven rotors and a tailfan.
2020]. The design is evolving. We have
several possibilities. We decided to

scale up into the company’s larger aircraft.
“The trends in aviation are to autonomous
vehicles and electric power. Autonomous
will take a while and will be progressive;
eVTOL will start with pilots but we will
design it as much as possible to be autonomous. It will be a different type of pilot
and as soon as possible, no pilot. Aviation as a whole will go to this pilotless
direction,” he said. “We are preparing
the company to make other aircraft with
autonomous capability. The same applies
to electric power. Right now the main limitation is the battery capacity. However,

there is a trend for larger hybrid vehicles
and as batteries improve the more people
we can carry with batteries alone. So anything we are doing for the eVTOL project will be applied for the future of the
company.”
Campello said Embraer X is drawing
on resources from across the company’s
three business units—defense, commercial, and business jets—as well as dedicated employees and outside companies
and institutions including universities
including the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. “We also took some of our
designers and engineers to Silicon Valley
for a while ‘to drink the water,’” he said.
“It’s a new approach, a new mindset. It is
very flexible. We have our autonomy and
our money.”
n

Airframers take wraps off eVTOL designs
In addition, Karem Aircraft launched
its quad-rotor Butterfly that features the
company’s “optimum speed rotor” technology. Karem CEO Ben Tigner said the variable-speed design delivers “higher inherent
levels of safety and lower noise than other
designs. Our large rotors let us draw less
power from the batteries than vehicles with
smaller rotors, enabling immediate economic
viability without waiting for future batteries.”
Slovenia-based Pipistrel took the wraps
off a family of eVTOLs that use a bat-wing
design with separate dedicated lift and
tilt systems. “Nothing tilts,” said Pipistrel’s

director of research and development Tine
Tomazic. Pipistrel is partnering with recreational products company Elan to source the
composites to build the vehicles.
Meanwhile, Uber said it is adding Los
Angeles as a third test market for its Elevate network, joining Dallas and Dubai, and
expects to start flying there by 2023. M.H.

Textron’s China JVs yield mixed results
by James Wynbrandt

DAVID McINTOSH

Textron Aviation’s joint venture (JV) the turboprops could also provide passen- “Realistically, it’s easier to set up a seain China for assembly of its workhorse
ger service for linking third-tier cities that plane base operation than to wait for a
Cessna Caravan 208 turboprop single is
have no direct air connections, as govern- runway to be built,” said Shih. “It’s a quick
hitting its stride, while the JV for assembly ment plans call for.
way for coastal cities to have air service.”
of the Cessna Citation XLS+ and market
The increased demand for floatplanes
The in-development Denali is more
demand for the midsize twinjet lags, Mike and amphibious aircraft in the region is
suited to China’s mountainous terrain, so
Shih, v-p strategy and business develop- also expected to boost sales. Before 2013, the company doesn’t expect the models
ment for China, told AIN at ABACE.
“there was no amphibious operator in to cannibalize each other’s sales; there are
The Caravan JV, Cessna-Avic (Shi- China,” said Shih, but today the county no plans currently to produce the Denali
jiazhuang) Aircraft Co., based in Shi- has more than 25 Caravan 208s on floats. in China.
jiazhuang, has delivered more than 50
Caravan 208s to customers in China since
beginning operations in 2013. The facility
was initially little more than a paint and
delivery center, but last September the
FAA approved an extended production
certificate (PC) for the facility, identical
to the PC at the company’s main Wichita
factory. The Shijiazhuang facility has produced and delivered six Caravans since
receiving the extended PC.
Annual production rate “all depends
on the market,” said Shih. However, the
Caravan could be a linchpin for business aviation’s regional growth, Textron
believes. “The utility market is really a
strong stepping stone for aviation devel- As part of a joint venture between Textron Aviation and China’s Cessna-Avic, more than 50
opment in China,” Shih said, adding that Caravan 208 turboprop singles have been assembled in China and delivered to customers.
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Meanwhile, Textron’s XLS+ assembly
JV, the Cessna-Avic (Zhuhai) Aircraft Co.,
began deliveries from Zhuhai in late 2014.
Shih declined to disclose production figures but said, “The delivery of that particular model has been a little slow in China.”
He cited “the political environment” as a
contributing factor, referencing the government’s recent austerity campaign, but
noted “a slight recovery and pick up” in
the last year.
That includes an order for three XLS+s
from the China Flight Inspection Center, a division of the CAAC, which will
help enhance awareness of midsize jets
in China, a market heretofore singularly
focused on large-cabin airframes. Current
production work at the XLS+ facility is
largely confined to painting the airframe.
Cessna has scaled back its China expansion plans from earlier this decade, which
once included assembly of the Citation
Sovereign and the now-canceled Skycatcher light sport aircraft in the People’s
Republic. However, Textron Aviation
is taking the long view. “We want to be
growing with this industry in China,” said
Shih, noting government plans to have
more than 500 general aviation airports by
2020. “Once these airports are built, and
airspace issues rectified, that’s when we
believe general aviation will really be on a
steady rise.”
n
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Silverhawk Aviation - KLNK
Ready for a Quick Turn?
These folks know how to do a Quick Turn! They have the fuel truck and GPU ready for us every time and it is a pleasure to do
business with them.
- Joe | Challenge Consulting | N40PD

North American Diamond Service Locations
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CYYC
CYYZ
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KBFI
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KBOI
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KCPS
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KIAD

Skyservice FBO - Ottawa
Skyservice FBO - Montreal
Fast Air Jet Centre
Skyservice FBO - Calgary
Skyservice FBO - Toronto
Lehigh Valley Aviation Services
Alliance Aviation Services
J.A. Air Center
Jet Aviation - Boston
Clay Lacy Aviation
Bismarck Aero Center
Jackson Jet Center
Lane Aviation
Jet Aviation - St. Louis
Magellan Aviation
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Jet Aviation
Monaco Air Duluth
Jet Aviation

Ontario, Canada
Quebec, Canada
MB, Canada
Alberta, Canada
Ontario, Canada
Allentown, PA
Fort Worth, TX
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KSSI
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MMSL

Jetscape Services
Fort Collins - Loveland jetCenter
Hill Aircraft
Cerulean Aviation
Jet Aviation
Concord Regional Airport
Vee Neal Aviation
Granite Air Center
Ross Aviation - Long Beach
Silverhawk Aviation
KaiserAir
Jet Aviation
Swift Aviation
Northeast Air
Circle Air
Golden Isles Aviation
Jet Aviation
Clay Lacy Aviation
Cabo San Lucas International Airport

Fort Lauderdale, FL
Loveland, CO
Atlanta, GA
Greer, SC
Houston, TX
Concord, NC
Latrobe, PA
West Lebanon, NH
Long Beach, CA
Lincoln, NE
Oakland, CA
West Palm Beach, FL
Phoenix, AZ
Portland, ME
San Diego, CA
St. Simons Island, GA
Teterboro, NJ
Van Nuys, CA
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico
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HTO restrictions
Unlike Santa Monica in California—
which also faces the prospect of closure—
HTO is not one of the surplus property
airports, which are ostensibly required to
remain open in perpetuity. This puts HTO
on a list of possible endangered airports.
“The national context is important here,
because airports like East Hampton or
Santa Monica do have some unique facts,
but they both reflect trends that concern
us of communities trying to find ways
to impose piecemeal restrictions on a

national system,” Silversmith said. “We…
consider this dangerous for the economy
[and] dangerous for public safety, because
a lot of these airports are critical assets
for [the communities]. There is very
much a tip of the iceberg element to that.”
Alex Gertsen, director of airports and
ground infrastructure for NBAA, noted
that local anti-airport activists argue that
the airport does not serve their community. But he noted the economic importance of HTO to the local area, as well
as access to emergency services. “It certainly is a lifeline for the community and
it would be very shortsighted if they close
it,” Gertsen said. He pointed to a 2011

In April 2015, East Hampton adopted—but did not implement operational restrictions for HTO.
After years of legal battles, it is undertaking a formal FAA Part 161 study process.
economic impact study of the airport—
the most recent one available—finding
that it generated $47.9 million in direct
spending. This is well over half the $77
million budget for the entire town in 2017.
“You can see the airport plays a significant
role,” he said.

Misallocated Funding

NBAA has been working with local airport advocates and aviation businesses
to try to educate the public on the importance of the airport. The association also
is seeking ways to rebuild investment in
the airport. This includes its ongoing Part
16 complaint over the city’s use of airport
revenue. The association teamed with
nearly a dozen local aviation companies
to urge the FAA to find that East Hampton diverted airport revenue to pay for
legal fees in violation of grant obligations.
The organizations filed the appeal in
April, asking the agency to reconsider its
earlier decision against enforcement on the
use of HTO funds, which they said went to
pay for the town’s unsuccessful legal effort
to uphold its restrictions at the airport.
An FAA decision against enforcement,
NBAA said, “is contrary to agency precedent, is bad policy, and is plainly at odds
with congressional instructions.”
“There should be no doubt that the airport dollars spent by the town in litigation
seeking to perpetuate the illegal restrictions constituted an improper use of airport revenue,” NBAA and the others wrote
in the appeal. “The town explicitly adopted
an anti-airport agenda, declined to utilize
FAA administrative procedures, and represented to its taxpayers that—even though
litigation would almost inevitably result
from its campaign—the consequences
would be cost- and risk-free.”
The appeal further noted that while this
effort is ongoing, “the airport has been
starved of needed improvements that could
have been funded with those diverted funds.
The town now should be required to make
HTO whole.” It also argues that the FAA is
congressionally compelled to take action,
citing a requirement to apply airport funds
for the benefit of the airport. “The town
had an explicit anti-airport and bad-faith
agenda…The FAA should now require their
reimbursement, with statutory interest.”
“While East Hampton apparently has
spent millions of dollars over the past
several years in its attempts to impose
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access restrictions that the federal courts
concluded violated federal requirements,
the FAA decision puts at risk far more
than the dollars currently at stake at
HTO,” added NBAA president and CEO
Ed Bolen. It could jeopardize the national
system of airports by providing airport
sponsors an option of using airport revenues to restrict or close airports, he said.

Blade Airport License Revoked

While the Parts 161/16 efforts are ongoing, the town continues to look for ways
to address its concerns. One such move
included revoking the “airport license
agreement” with Fly Blade. New Yorkbased Blade arranges on-demand and
scheduled flights to and from the airport using a series of Part 135 operators.
The “airport license agreement” refers to
Blade’s rented “airport terminal counter
space,” which it has used over the past
three years to support those operations.
East Hampton is also filing a complaint
with the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Office of Aviation Enforcement
and Proceedings, asking whether Blade is
complying with federal obligations. “Our
small, local general aviation airport is not
designed for scheduled air service,” said
Sylvia Overby, a member of the town
council and co-liaison to HTO. “The
town will not tolerate operators violating
the law, especially when the safety of the
flying public is jeopardized by unfair and
deceptive business practices of operators.”
Jeffrey Bragman, another member of
the town council and HTO co-liaison,
added, “Until such time that they prove
that they are in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, they have no
place at East Hampton Airport.”
But while expressing concerns about the
legality of the operations, East Hampton
supervisor Peter Van Scoyoc also cited concerns about a “steep increase in air traffic”
through smartphone applications or other
services directly offered to customers.
As for Blade, attorney Edward Burke
said, “Blade arranges helicopter and seaplane flights to multiple destinations in
the East End of Long Island and elsewhere in the Northeast in full compliance
with all DOT regulations. The company
has requested a meeting with East Hampton Town representatives to provide an
understanding as to how Blade arranges
flights within federal guidelines.” 
n

With $2.15M Series II Kodiak,
Quest refreshes utility t-prop
Eleven years after bringing a new singleengine utility turboprop to market certified
to the latest FAA Part 23 standards, Quest
Aircraft has unveiled an upgraded version of
its Kodiak, the new Series II. Features range
from Series II paint schemes to Garmin
G1000 NXi avionics, airframe improvements, and a free two-year subscription
to the Garmin Pilot EFB app. The Kodiak
Series II is priced at $2.15 million.
On the outside, 18 new paint schemes
are available. Inside, subtle but welcome
improvements to the cabin include an
easier-to-use cargo door step mechanism
that also lowers cabin noise. Wing root
sealing has been improved to cut noise
and eliminate fumes in the cabin. Pilots’
sun visors are upgraded to an improved
Rosen model.
Under the hood, the Kodiak’s Pratt &
Whitney Canada PT6A-34 engine now features an accessory gearbox chip detector.
Crew doors can now be held open with
two new door stays, one for partial opening and one to hold the door fully open.

The stay allows the door and the engine
cowling to be open at the same time.
The optional single-point refueling port
and control panel, which add 16 pounds
to the empty weight, are located at the left
wing root and allow high-pressure fueling
and defueling.

Cockpit Changes

One change that Kodiak pilots will notice
right away is the analog backup instruments
have been replaced with a compact L3 ESI500 four-in-one electronic standby instrument. This freed up space on either side of
the G1000 displays for two new glove boxes.
The Garmin G1000 NXi upgrade
brings dual-core processors—instead of
the G1000’s original single-core processors—to the three large displays, speeding startup, zooming, and panning. The
primary flight display (PFD) in front of
each pilot adds an HSI map displaying
traffic, terrain, weather, navaids, and
obstacles in a convenient location for the
pilot’s instrument scan. The HSI map and
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by Matt Thurber

A Kodiak II sits in the Black Rock Desert in Nevada, showing off one of the new paint schemes.
synthetic vision are standard features.
A useful NXi feature is the communication decoder, which displays the name of
the facility tuned into the comm and nav
radios underneath the frequency display.
Garmin’s SurfaceWatch terminal safety
system is optional on the Kodiak and is
displayed on the PFD to the left of the
airspeed indicator.
The multifunction display (MFD) adds
a vertical situation display, which graphically shows the Kodiak’s altitude in relation to terrain for the planned flight.
Animated Nexrad can be displayed on
the G1000 NXi when the optional GDL
69 datalink/SiriusXM receiver is installed.
With G1000 NXi, Garmin’s Flight Stream
510 wireless gateway is standard, allowing
database updates directly from the Garmin
Pilot app. Using Bluetooth, pilots can

FOR YOUR SUPPORT IN THE
AIN FBO SURVEY 2018!

>> Among top 5% of FBOs in the world

State-of-the-art hangars

automatically transfer flight plans from
a mobile device running Garmin Pilot or
ForeFlight directly to the G1000 NXi.
Another new Series II option is Garmin’s
GWX-70 weather radar, which offers
four-color storm cell tracking, selectable scan (up to 90 degrees), full pitch
and roll stabilization, side-view vertical
scanning, Garmin’s Weather Attenuated
Color Highlight, turbulence detection,
and ground-clutter suppression.
Garmin’s GTX 345R ADS-B Out/In
transponder is included in the Series II
upgrade. With ADS-B In, the Garmin Pilot
app can display weather, GPS position,
traffic, and backup attitude.
Quest has also added Safe Flight’s Arinc
429 angle of attack system, which includes
an indicator mounted on the glareshield
in the pilot’s field of view.
n
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Euro operators reap benefits
of flight data management
by Mario Pierobon

JOHN MANFREDO

Flight data monitoring (FDM) is a key less compared to larger passenger-carryactivity of flight operations departments
ing aircraft.”
at scheduled commercial airlines where
From a financial point of view, running
it has been long established and supports
an FDM program for a single aircraft or
safety and operational decision making at a small fleet, the cost of the program on
multiple organizational levels. FDM is not a per-aircraft basis is potentially much
regularly used in business aviation, in part higher compared to that for commercial
because it is not required for airplanes
operators with larger aircraft and fleets.
with a maximum takeoff weight (MTOW) “These aircraft often do not have quick
threshold of less than 27,000 kg (59,525 lb). access recorders (QAR), and operators
But the industry has acknowledged the have to use the flight data recorders (FDR),
benefits, and some operators—particu- which then pose their own problems, i.e.
larly larger ones—are implementing it. they can be difficult to access and down“ICAO Annex 6 Part 1 requires commer- load and they may have limited storage
cial operators of aircraft with an MTOW capacity. Often, small airplane operators
greater than 27,000 kg to establish and cannot justify the cost of installing a QAR,
maintain a flight data analysis program as
part of their safety management system.
ICAO also recommends that states consider lowering the threshold to require
flight data analysis for all airplanes above
20,000 kg,” said Willie Cecil, director of
business development for aircraft data
services at Teledyne Controls.
The MTOW threshold of 27,000 kg is
established in the EASA regulations on
air operations. As the regulations do not
require aircraft below that MTOW to be
monitored through FDM, smaller business
jets are not usually included in the FDM
programs of operators established in EASA
member states. “However, it is possible
that in the future this may change, and
the MTOW threshold may be reviewed to
a lower level,” said Nuno Aghdassi, head
of flight safety at NetJets Europe. “The
reason for this is the recognition within
the industry, and specifically the safety although many new aircraft are introduccommunity, that FDM is a vital part of ing built-in QAR functionality, utilizing,
any effective safety management process. for example, commercial SD cards,” said
The data collected from such an activity in Cecil. “Regardless of the MTOW threshcombination with other complementary old, it is recommendable to perform
data sources allow a more accurate analy- FDM, which is also promoted by bodies
sis of events and a better identification of such as the Flight Safety Foundation
potential operational risk. Not to mention, under the Corporate Flight Operations
of course, the safety performance monitor- Quality Assurance (CFOQA) term. Busiing benefit and oversight advantage which ness jet manufacturers may also promote
can be gained from the analysis of aggre- and offer CFOQA or FDM services which
gated data over time.”
sometimes enable operators to benchFor international general aviation (GA) mark across other operators of the same
operations, ICAO Annex 6 Part II requires or similar aircraft types.”
operators to establish a safety management system appropriate to the size and
FDM Benefits for Bizav
complexity of their operations. “The rea- NetJets, which has a large global fleet of
son FDM is often not accomplished in business aircraft, has been conducting
business aviation aircraft has more to do FDM for 12 years now and its entire fleet
with the fact that business aviation con- is monitored in-house by a dedicated
sists of non-commercial operations and
team of experts. “Of the eight aircraft
limitations on the maximum number of types that we operate at NetJets Europe,
passengers that can be carried on board only two of them [Global 6000 and Gulfbusiness jets,” said Cecil. “Small business stream G550] are above 27,000 kg and
airplane operators usually have a lower required to be included in FDM. All the
number of flights and a lower number others are voluntarily part of our FDM
of passengers compared to larger planes program,” said Aghdassi.
and commercial operators, and the conIn recent years, as the business aviation
sequences of an accident may be deemed industry has been coming to terms with
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the idea of reducing its carbon footprint, severely limited. And here is where the
practices such as aircraft performance cost/benefit argument is applied. Overmonitoring and the installation of QAR or all, though, most modern aircraft types
other hardware have provided viable ways
record data parameters which exceed a
for flight data monitoring. The benefits of thousand and this will allow the operFDM are as applicable to business avia- ator to take advantage of collecting and
tion as they are to commercial operations, analyzing the data, to the fullest extent,
provided that the appropriate data is
through their FDM program.”
acquired and recorded. “One problem for
Despite the benefits that FDM probusiness aviation is that the availability of vides, it might be difficult for a business
comparable performance monitoring ser- aircraft operations department to make
vices is limited and/or may be relatively the case to senior management. Together
costly. Thus making the business case with the fact that there may be possible
to invest in airborne hardware difficult. incentives from insurance companies—
The resources available to small airplane
hence making a better case for the return
operators to implement such programs
on investment—focusing on proactive or
are also limited,” said Cecil.
predictive maintenance may be one way
According to Marcel Martineau, a fuel to ensure the buy-in of senior managers.
management consultant, there are increas- “With such applications, an operator can
ingly available low-cost recorders that can work toward reducing spare parts invenproduce high-quality data. The data can
tory holding and/or achieve reduced costs
even be downloaded automatically via in acquiring spare parts. Often, spare
Wi-Fi as soon as a flight lands. “Monitoring parts are required urgently and a busithe flight path via appropriate systems is ness jet operator may pay high prices and
delivery costs for spare parts in urgent
situations. Having a deeper insight using
FDM data, an operator can achieve more
efficient maintenance and ultimately
reduce costly unscheduled maintenance,”
said Cecil.
“FDM is a valuable safety tool to monitor aircraft systems and exceedances. For
instance, should an engine be removed
after an over-temp? It might save the
operator a hot section overhaul and loss
of the aircraft for some time. Good data
will assist in monitoring performance
degradation, engine loss of margin, and
at what point an engine becomes due for
removal,” said Martineau.
In addition to the traditional use of
FDM for detecting potential safety issues,
at NetJets the practice is used to provide
each crewmember with a monthly report
of his/her performance regarding unstable
essential to improve an operator’s carbon
approaches and long landings. “We produce
footprint in many ways. It helps manage- a monthly fleet-specific report for each chief
ment to ensure that pilots are flying the pilot with the performance of their fleet
flight plan, since today’s modern flight and tailored safety performance indicators
planning systems normally provide the which are of specific interest to that aircraft
best vertical, lateral and speed solutions. type as well as an overall report of FDMMonitoring also assists to verify whether derived safety performance indicators for
the pilots are using the fuel-saving initia- precursors of the key operational issues
tives such as one engine taxi in and out, within our industry (such as CFIT, LOCreduced flap landing, etc. There are numer- I, RE, etc.). These reports allow the difous other possibilities to reduce fuel burn ferent stakeholders to gain awareness of
through flight data monitoring,” he said.
safety issues and supports them in the
Another main incentive to implement discharge of safety responsibilities within
FDM in business aviation is the safety their domain”, says Aghdassi. “In addition,
benefit. “For example, data can be used to we provide formal input to the training
support maintenance in troubleshooting syllabus so that when our crews go to the
technical issues or seeking the assistance simulator for their 6-month recurrent
from the original equipment manufac- training, they can hone their skills based
turer (OEM), it can help detect airwor- on proactive FDM findings. FDM data is
thiness exceedances which may have gone also used to help develop crew briefings
undetected and, certainly, it can also be for special airports and visualization tools
used for operational performance analy- which YO
greatly
enhance
atS mounUR SOU
R C E F O R awareness
AV I AT I O N N E W
sis. All of these activities have an under- tainous airports.”
n
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lying safety interest, however, much will
depend on the data parameters [type,
quantity, and quality] available on the aircraft for recording,” said Aghdassi. “If you
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have a very limited set of data parameters,
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by Mark Huber
Speaking at the Association of Unmanned
Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI)
conference in Denver last month, U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT)
general counsel Steven Bradbury left little
doubt that the federal government will be
moving quickly to further assert its primacy over UAS rules and regulations and
impose more of them on the recreational
sUAS community.
During a keynote address, Bradbury
assured his audience that DOT’s UAS regulations would be limited in scope “to what
is necessary to achieve our safety mission”
and then laid out the case for increasing it
on the grounds of airspace management,
safety, security, and federal preemption.
Bradbury said the government is “motivated by critical concerns about safety

and security. Those have to be the top
priorities. Americans have no tolerance
for aviation mishaps, and the FAA has no
tolerance for aviation accidents. But if
there were one major incident involving
an unmanned system and a traditional
aircraft or if there were a major terrorist
attack in which drones were involved in
carrying out a terrorist attack, I think we
all understand that it would be a significant setback for the UAS industry. Those
concerns cannot be ignored.”
UAS registration and tracking is a top
government priority, he said, citing federal
security agency concerns about the potential malicious use of UAVs. “The [Trump]
administration has proposed legislation to
Congress that would authorize the Department of Justice and the Department of
Homeland Security, in coordination with
the FAA and consistent with the Fourth
Amendment in particular circumstances, to
be able to identify and monitor and interdict drones that threaten critical facilities or
sensitive activities.
“Like the UTM [UAS traffic management],
this capability is going to require all drones
that transit navigable airspace be equipped
with the ability for remote identification
and tracking. That’s going to be a critical

Sikorsky exec stresses
safety for urban eVTOLs
The emerging $30 billion urban air
mobility market could succumb to crib
death unless the industry embraces levels of safety that are at least equivalent
to those governing helicopters weighing
more than 7,000 pounds under FAR Part
29. That was the message from Chris Van
Buiten, vice president of Sikorsky Innovations, at the recent AUVSI conference.
“I am extremely nervous,” he said.
“Until you are ready to have your vehicle
fly with your family onboard every day,
you are making a toy. How many YouTube
videos of a family coming off the 60th
floor and tumbling to the sidewalk would
it take to have this industry go away?”
Van Buiten was referring to the aftermath of a scheduled passenger-carrying
Sikorsky S-61L that made a hard landing
on the helipad atop New York’s Pan Am
building in 1977. It rolled over and flying
debris killed four passengers awaiting
boarding and a pedestrian on the ground.
“Helicopter operations in most cities
around the world stopped for decades,”
Van Buiten noted; those that remained
exiled to river barges and piers.
Van Buiten said the magnitude of the
urban air mobility safety challenge is
daunting. “It’s 50,000 aircraft flying 3,000
hours each, annually—a total of 150 million flight hours per year. If the world’s
safest helicopter today is lost at a rate of

MARK HUBER

by Mark Huber

Chris Van
Buiten, vice
president
of Sikorsky
Innovations

If you aren’t
thinking about
100 times of what the
best safety standard is
in the helicopter
industry right now,
you’re going to ruin it
for us all. The bar is
very high and it needs
to be.”
one per one million flight hours and we
are talking 150 million flight hours per year,
can our industry tolerate 150 YouTube videos of moms not making it home? Never.
Not going to happen. So if you aren’t thinking about 100 times of what the best safety
standard is in the helicopter industry right

requirement,” Bradbury said, adding that
the FAA likely would be issuing an NPRM
on the topic in the near future.
Bradbury said a related piece of that legislation would be a limiting of the Section
336 exemption for recreational UAS users
embodied in the FAA Modernization and
Reform Act of 2012. “The FAA believes
and it is the view of the department that
the current Section 336 impedes the FAA’s
ability to relax its regulations or come up
with new regulatory approaches that will
help to expand and facilitate the greater
use of UAS in the navigable airspace. Congress is considering ways of trimming the
hobbyist exception, and the FAA is working
closely with the responsible committees in
Congress and reaching out to the leading
model aircraft association in the U.S. to try
and resolve these questions and we need to
find a way forward on that front,” he said.
Finally, Bradbury reminded the audience that the patchwork of local and state
UAS laws that sprang up while the federal
government was shaping its own policy
on the topic will ultimately be subject to
federal preemption. “Some of these [state
and local] laws are designed to protect
privacy interests from snoopy drones and
private property from trespass by drones.

now, you are going to ruin it for us all. The
bar is very high and it needs to be. The
technology exists and the standards need
to be vigorously adhered to.
“I’ve heard people in this community talk
about maturing their products in countries
that have lower safety standards. That’s
outrageous and completely unacceptable.
Part 29 is not going to be what’s going to
be required to fly with four passengers.”
The bar will be higher and the industry
will need to reach it to ensure “business
success of a $30 billion business and the
vision we’re talking about,” he added.
Van Buiten said Sikorsky is maturing
autonomous flight technology in its legacy platforms and that has provided a
sobering experience of just how difficult
the urban mobility challenge is. “We’ve
converted an S-76 to fly with a supercomputer onboard that does the required
autonomy calculations in real time to do
terrain avoidance and full point-to-point
flight in national airspace. We have 120
hours in the aircraft executing very complex autonomy missions.”
This helicopter currently flies with
a safety pilot. “Our Matrix technology
uses flight controls and advanced diagnostics and prognostics to achieve the
level of safety we are talking about. We’re
maturing the autonomy technology that
will make this possible to make it an
FAA-certifiable system.”
Van Buiten remains optimistic that the
industry can meet the looming safety challenge. “Urban mobility is going to happen…
It’s an economics issue and a safety issue.
We can do it and we can get to the required
level of safety. But we need to collaborate
and be honest about it.”
n
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More regs
coming for
small UAS

The federal
government
will assert
its primacy
over UAS regs,
said Steven
Bradbury,
DOT general
counsel.
Some cities like New York have banned
drone use pretty much in all of the city
limits. These laws have the potential to
conflict with the FAA’s ability to regulate
the use of airspace by drones and expand
that use. So we will need to be dealing with that and find the right balance
between state, local, and federal interests.
“Of course, under the Constitution the
federal requirements for safety and rules
will preempt state and local laws in the
area of commercial use. Once the Department of Transportation has granted economic authority, for example for package
delivery services, the federal law expressly
provides that any state law that purports
to regulate the prices, routes, or services
of those air carriers would be preempted
by the federal law,” he said.
n

FlightSafety jumps
into UAS training
FlightSafety International has jumped
into the UAS pool. The aviation training
company will begin offering “a wide
variety” of unmanned systems training
programs for commercial operators.
FlightSafety said it is developing standard and platform-specific courses
for both seasoned operators and
those who have no prior experience
and will work closely with operators
on customized course development
to create programs tailored to their
specific needs.
The core courses will include FAA
Part 107 course (or RPL), navigation
and flight planning, National Airspace
System, performance, takeoff and
landing, payload, weather for UAS
and meteorology, principles of flight,
crew resource management for sUAS,
human factors, and safety management system for professional remote
aviators, among others. FlightSafety
will also offer a series of elective
courses that include line-of-sight and
beyond visual-line-of-sight (BVLOS)
flight training, commercial sUAS
operations management, ADS-B In and
Out, implementing a risk-analysis program in sUAS, and a UAS inspection
and repairman course.
The courses will be offered online
through FlightSafety’s advanced eLearning system, onsite at FlightSafety learning centers, or at customer facilities. M.H.
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Aviation insurance pioneer
marks 90 years in business
by Curt Epstein
Aviation industry insurance provider USAIG
is celebrating its 90th anniversary on July 1.
The company was founded in 1928 by Reed
Chambers and David Beebe, two former

World War I aviators who saw the requirement for an insurance company that fully
understood the needs of aviation. That year,
they established the United States Aircraft

Insurance Group, along with United States
Aviation Underwriters (USAU) to manage
it, which both remain intact nine decades
later, generating the capacity to cover any
size aviation or aerospace exposure.
Asked about the secrets to the company’s longevity, CEO John Brogan, said it
goes back to the very beginning of the company and the plans of its founders. “Since
they could not find one insurance company
that wanted to insure an aviation risk, they
went out and found several companies

that would share in the risk,” he told AIN.
Those companies formed a pool known as
USAIG, which is managed by USAU, and
the structure remains the same, even if the
specific insurers have changed. Today, that
line-up of insurance companies includes
Chubb, Liberty Mutual, General Re Insurance, and National Indemnity. “The pool
set up is really the secret to the longevity,
because…any one company can decide
aviation is too risky for us, we don’t want
to insure it any more, or they could go out
of business and go away, and the pool still
exists,” explained Brogan.

Industry Coverage

USAIG insures a wide swath of the aviation
industry, from gliders to satellite-launching
rockets. “Aviation was very young [when
the company started in 1928], so if it’s flown,
we’ve likely insured it,” said Brogan. In 1937,
the group handled all claims involving U.S.
citizens in the destruction of the German
airship Hindenburg in Lakehurst, New
Jersey; in 1952 it provided coverage for the
prototype Boeing 707, which ushered in the
modern commercial jet era; in 1969 it issued
product liability coverage for Grumman’s
Lunar Excursion Module; and in 1977 it handled all claims resulting from the collision
of two 747s in Tenerife, Canary Islands, the
worst disaster in aviation history.
The following year, USAIG celebrated
its 50th anniversary and for the first time
expanded its coverage to the owners and
operators of general aviation aircraft. The
group’s portfolio is largely U.S.-based, but
it maintains a separate company, CAIG
(launched in 1937), that handles the company’s international coverage, which totals
approximately 5 percent of its business.
In 1984, the company spearheaded a
safe fueling program for the general aviation industry by reimbursing its customers
for the costs of installing jet fuel lockout
devices. In 2011 the company introduced
its Performance Vector program, which
subsidizes certain safety initiatives for our
policy holders. In 2013, it introduced an
enhanced version of the program, which
refunds a significant portion of premiums
to business aviation operators who avoid
losses while meeting safety standards.
Brogan noted that after an initial spike in
aviation insurance premium costs following the 9/11 terror attacks, more insurers—
attracted by the high rates—entered the
market, leading to as many as four times
the number there were before 2001. That
influx and competition sparked a steady
decline in premiums, which has caused an
imbalance of late, as premiums have not
kept pace with aircraft prices. “Liability
verdicts from juries are bigger; the cost to
fix airplanes has gone up; labor, parts, all
of that has been on the rise,” said Brogan.
All the insurers in the pool carry diverse
risk portfolios, and given the spate of
recent disasters over the past year, from
hurricanes, to earthquakes, to wildfires,
Brogan expects that trend of declining
aviation insurance rates to come to an
end, as insurers digest the losses they
have experienced.
n
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SAVE THE DATE FOR THE WORLD’S
LARGEST BUSINESS AVIATION EVENT
Join over 25,000 industry professionals for the most
important three days of business aviation, with 1,100
exhibitors, 2 static displays of aircraft – one inside the
exhibit hall and the other outside at Orlando Executive
Airport, and more than 50 education opportunities. Save
the date and visit the NBAA-BACE website to learn more.

www.nbaa.org/2018

Global 7000 seats aim
to offer cloud-like comfort
Bombardier Business Aircraft unveiled
the centerpiece of the soon-to-be-certified Global 7000, the ultra-long-range
jet’s Nuage passenger seat, on April 29 at
the Milken Institute Global Conference
2018 in Los Angeles. Under development
for seven years, the seat—named after
the French word for “cloud”—breaks
new ground in what Bombardier terms
“furniture engineering,” an application
of ergonomic principles to a feature of
business jets.
Differences in the Nuage seat center
on the way the human body adapts when
seated. The most immediately apparent feature is that when the seat back is
reclined, the seat pan on which the passenger sits dips down in the rear. This
addresses a significant ergonomic problem with airplane seats, according to Tim
Fagan, manager of industrial design—that
the body is pushed forward when the seat
back reclines, pushing the passenger’s back
and rear away from contact with the seat.
The reason it is so difficult to sleep
when seated upright is that a body’s muscles cannot relax when struggling to hold
the body vertically. Tilting the back of the
seat helps, but only if the body maintains
maximum contact with the seat’s cushions. By dipping the pan down while the
seat back reclines, the cushions can cradle

the critical portion of the passenger’s body,
allowing the muscles to relax more fully.
At the same time, the head must be
comfortably supported, and with a fixed
headrest, this isn’t always possible for
people of different shapes and sizes. The
solution to this problem looks simple but
required much thought and testing.
The Nuage seat’s headrest tilts as well
as raises and lowers, and this allows the
passenger to adjust the headrest to the
right angle to maximize comfort at the
correct spot at the head-neck junction.
Another ergonomic challenge is making
sure the seat height is optimal for people of varying heights but especially leg
lengths. When seated, it is uncomfortable
for the feet not to rest flat on the floor
because then it is not possible to shift
easily from side to side, which is normal
human behavior when seated for a long
time, Fagan explained. “If you’re not in
contact with the floor,” he said, “then
there is pressure on the back of your legs.”
It turns out that seats can be designed
with the pan low enough so a short person’s feet are comfortably flat on the
ground and still be ergonomically correct
for a tall person. With feet on the ground, a
tall person may have some space between
the pan and the area of their legs behind
their knees, but this is still comfortable,

First VIP ACJ319neo finish goes to Fokker
The Netherlands’ Fokker Services, a division
of GKN, was recently tapped by long-term
customer K5-Aviation to design and perform
the first VIP completion on an ACJ319neo.
The project is slated to commence in May
2019, with redelivery scheduled in early 2020.
Jeff Armitage, Fokker’s managing director, said it is “a privilege that K5 selected
our engineering and completion once more.”
Luca Madone of Germany’s K5 called the
contract award “a logical continuation of
the existing relationship both companies

have from previous projects,” adding, “We
believe Fokker will deliver again on time
and according to our highest expectations.”
Keeping the interior weight low to
increase the aircraft’s range and payload is
a focus of the completion, and that comes
down to “how we build the monuments,
how we construct a lot of the filling compounds, and special techniques and attention to reducing weight throughout,” said
Johan van Dorst, Fokker’s sales director.
The previous ACJ Fokker completed for

Luca Madone of K5 aviation and Johan van Dorst of Fokker Techniek celebrate the deal.
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MATT THURBER

by Matt Thurber

he said. “The seat is adaptive to fit a full
range of body types.”
Bombardier engineers patented the
Nuage seat’s “floating base” swivel mechanism, which eliminates traditional seat
rails and keeps the center of gravity of the
seat and occupant directly over the center
swivel axis. One control on the forward
right armrest allows the passenger to
move fore and aft, sideways, and to swivel.
The control for tilting the seat back
and dipping the pan—the “deep recline”—
position is mounted on the inside of the
right armrest. Pushing the control tilts
the seat back and the pan’s rear dips at
the same time using a patented “tilt link”
system. To straighten the seat back and
undip the pan, the passenger pushes

K5, which also features a lightweight interior, can fly nonstop from Munich to Tokyo—
approximately 4,590 nm—and the customer
wants to extend maximum range with the
neo’s more fuel-efficient engines.
For its onboard connectivity, Fokker will
install Gogo’s 2Ku-band service, as it did last
year on the previous K5 ACJ, which made
Fokker “the first one in the [European] market” with the 2Ku-band installation design
and system integration approved under an
EASA STC, van Dorst said.
Currently, Fokker is completing under
contract to Boeing Business Jets a green
BBJ ordered by the Dutch Government for
transport of government officials and the
Dutch Royal family. Fokker designed the
interior—a two-cabin layout configured for
24 passengers—and the aircraft is scheduled for redelivery next year.
The activity represents a resurrection
of Fokker’s completion services since its
acquisition by GKN Aerospace in 2015.
Fokker, an Airbus Approved Outfitter and
Boeing Recommended Center, had largely
retreated from the VIP completions and retrofit business following the global economic
downturn at the end of the last decade, but
is now ready to compete aggressively. J.W.

Tim Fagan,
Bombardier
manager of
industrial design,
shows off the
Nuage passenger
seat for the Global
7000. The seat
incorporates
ergonomic
principles to
keep passengers
comfortable during
the 7,700-nm
flights the aircraft
is capable of.
the control button and leans forward.
Another button next to the tilt control is
used to actuate the footrest.
The Nuage seats that Bombardier
demonstrated at the Milken conference
are flying in “Architect”—the fourth flighttest Global 7000 (FTV 4) with a production interior that was first shown to select
visitors at NBAA 2017 in Las Vegas.
Premier leathers cover the Nuage
demo seats, which are lighter than traditional seats, Fagan said, although he
couldn’t reveal exact numbers. “We
carved away some of the volume,” he
said, describing the sculpted look of the
seats, and designers took advantage of the
seat’s curves, “which gave us an opportunity for better control of the upholstery’s
tight stitch lines.” The back of the seat is
covered with a hard shell. The side of the
seat facing the center of the airplane has
a flip-open cover with storage for tablet
computers, books, and magazines.
For taller customers, an optional
deeper seat pan is available, and this pulls
out from the seat so it can be adjusted for
maximum comfort. Global 7000 buyers
will be able to select different shapes for
armrests and headrests and varying types
of upholstery and stitch patterns. The
Nuage design is also applied to divans in
the Global 7000, and these will feature
a midway recline with some seat pan dip.
The design process of the Nuage seats
started early in the Global 7000 development with a design brief, Fagan said, followed
by discussing concepts with customers
then creating plywood mockups of greater
maturity and working with suppliers to
produce components that meet the design
goals and are certifiable and produceable.
The seats are entirely a Bombardier design,
with components made by suppliers that
the company chose not to identify.
Having solved the ride comfort and
noise challenges in business jet design,
now seat comfort is becoming more
important for buyers, according to Brad
Nolen, vice president of marketing for
Bombardier Business Aircraft. “The
geometry and changes [to the Nuage seat]
are fundamentally different.”
n

to 2017. Adler further explained, “revenue
and charter have followed fleet growth
hand in hand at 38 percent year over year.
Maintenance isn’t proportionate, but has
achieved 60 percent total growth over the
past three years.” This year is “all about
accelerating growth and maintaining
extraordinary attention to the details by
really looking at every area of the business
and cleaning it up,” said Papariella.

When Bill Papariella
acquired Jet Edge
International in 2011
the company had a
fleet of four airplanes.
It expects to operate
more than 80 by the
end of this year.

Jet Edge builds momentum
as its managed fleet grows
by Alexa Rexroth
At a time when most people were still
feeling the lingering effects of a deep
recession, Bill Papariella saw opportunity in acquiring a four-airplane operation
called Jet Edge International. After about
a year, Papariella guided the business
into profitability with 12 airplanes in its
fleet. Today, the company has 52 managed
aircraft based throughout the U.S. and is
further expanding with 32 additional aircraft slated to join the fleet this year. The
growth of the business is a function of
multiple components that have helped
the company retain an edge on the competition, including timing, market position, and Papariella himself.
Papariella struck while he thought the
iron was hot in 2011 when he acquired Jet
Edge along with his business partner Richard Bard. “I don’t think this story could
happen again. It was a function of the
time. We were coming out of a deep recession. After I left NetJets, there was a great
opportunity for me to sell my way through
the recession and really pick up market
share and it worked,” said Papariella.
As the company has evolved, Papariella
explained, “It’s a good economy in theory
now, so imagine what the smaller shops
are not going to be doing in a downturn.
These guys are running off razor thin
margins if they are profitable at all. You
have to consider what they are not going
to be doing because they can’t afford it.”
Papariella recognized early on that providing value to aircraft owners needed to
be accomplished in a profitable manner.
“You have to create a platform that
allows you to reinvest, and you need to
get to scale. At scale, you have a lot of
bandwidth to do what is right for the company and drive costs down for the owner,”
said Papariella. “If I’m buying $15 million
worth of training, I can get it cheaper than
the company spending $500,000.”
Jet Edge offers supplemental charter
management, aircraft sales, and maintenance capabilities for aircraft owners. The

company is not solely a charter business but
rather an end-to-end platform, explained
chief revenue officer Jonah Adler. “The
primary focus of the business is managing
aircraft for aircraft owners. Those aircraft
are our core assets. One of the values that
we offer to owners is the ability to charter
their aircraft and generate income to offset
the cost of aircraft ownership,” he said. Jet
Edge guarantees charter time for aircraft
owners “on a non-institutional basis, case
by case” and “this has been a key driver in
our growth,” explained Adler.
Papariella’s network and focus on
large-cabin aircraft operation has

“placed Bill in a position where if there is
unique value on the market, when people need to know they have a buyer for
an aircraft in 24 hours, Bill will get those
phone calls. This really generates value
for owners. Bill doesn’t match an aircraft
that has been sitting on the market for
six months to an owner, and because of
that he has become known as the aircraft
value guy,” said Adler.
The company’s lack of debt is also an
advantage that has contributed to Jet
Edge’s ability to experience accelerated
growth. “We’ve never taken investments
here. We have no debt. We’ve never built
debt. This company is operating in the
nine figures without debt. It puts us in
a category where we can weather a lot,”
explained Papariella.
According to Papariella, Jet Edge experienced extreme growth between 2014
and 2015 followed by growth along with
optimization and refinement from 2016

Guardian panels now fit iPhone X, iPad Pro
Guardian Avionics has developed flush
smartPanel Mounts for Part 23 and experimental aircraft to fit the iPhone X and 10.5inch iPad Pro models.
Authorized for installation in Part 23
aircraft by the FAA as non-required safety
enhancing equipment (NORSEE), the
mounts fit flush to the instrument panel,
allowing users to dock the Apple device

The Guardian Avionics smartPanel mount
enables docking of the 10.5-inch iPad
Pro in Part 23 and experimental aircraft
instrument panels.

Now at VNY, Company Looks East

quickly and with connections to power,
data, and audio in the mount.
The two new mounts include cooling fans and can be powered by 14- or
28-volt electrical systems. Flush smartPanel Mounts are now available for all
in-production Apple mobile devices.
Made of ABS plastic, they feature a
spring-loaded receiver that holds the
device securely and ports for Apple’s
Lightning cable and 3.5-mm audio cable
(sold separately or available as a package from Guardian).
Introductory prices for its smartPanel
Mount for the 10.5-inch iPad Pro (mount
and fan chassis) and iPhone X mount are
$299 and $199, respectively. The mounts
will be available in mid-May.
“We are happy to have the continued
support of the FAA with installation authorization being granted in Part 23 aircraft
under NORSEE,” said Guardian Avionics
president Ash Vij. “NORSEE is helping to
bring the costs of aircraft upgrades like
this to lower levels for pilots and owners
of certified aircraft.”
M.T.
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Jet Edge’s new headquarters at the Van
Nuys Airport serves as evidence of Papariella’s dedication to ensuring that no devils
exist amongst the details he wants to continue to refine. One of these details is attention to Jet Edge’s high-net-worth clientele.
A former Hollywood executive turned business aviation professional, Papariella has
developed a sense of resourcefulness, strict
attention to budget, and understanding of
such a client base. This combination has
fueled the decision for Jet Edge to focus
on operating large-cabin aircraft, which the
company believes best serves the needs of
its clientele by providing comfort and long
range. “To fulfill the requests of these clients,
you have to be very resourceful. ‘No’ is not
an option if it is a reasonable, legal request.
You need to figure it out, and it’s not always
easy, it’s dynamic,” said Papariella.
The new facility, which is under lease
from Signature Flight Support, offers
increased privacy for Jet Edge clients. “It
is really difficult for the paparazzi to take
photos here, and we have the ability to
provide in-hangar boarding for celebrity
clients. We can control the experience for
the owner,” said Papariella.
Finding the building, however, was a
taxing endeavor for Jet Edge. “You don’t
just find these buildings. You have to be
the best of the best to get them. We were
spending a lot of money in fuel, parking,
and everything else at our old location,
and the fuel companies started to notice.
I told them that whoever finds me a place
to live wins,” said Papariella.
The Jet Edge headquarters offers
Class A hangar space along with modern amenities and resources for employees and clients. “This building indicates
where we’ve gone as a company from a
growth standpoint and allows us to scale.
We have more space for our aircraft, and
the facility allows us to scale and attract
our employee base,” said Papariella.
The business is expanding its infrastructure footprint with operations
expected to extend to the East Coast at
Westchester County Airport in White
Plains, New York, as well as at Teterboro, New Jersey. Jet Edge is also preparing to receive seven Embraer Legacy
650s, five Bombardier Globals, 14 Gulfstream GIV-SPs, four G450s, and two
G550s this year, bringing the total fleet
to more than 80 aircraft.
“This isn’t a hobby for us. We want to
apply real business principles and grow
Jet Edge responsibly. I want to double the
[current] Jet Edge fleet to 100 aircraft by
2020,” said Papariella.
n
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Unmanned Vehicle Conference Grows “Xponentially”

PrecisionHawk reveals
BVLOS detection solution
by Mark Huber
PrecisionHawk is incorporating Sara’s
acoustics-based aircraft detection (ABAD)
technology into its onboard UAS beyondvisual-line-of-sight (BVLOS) solution to
identify non-cooperating aircraft such as
cropdusters, helicopters, and small general aviation fixed-wing aircraft that might
not be equipped with ADS-B transponders. Company CEO Michael Chasen said
the system can detect aircraft up to 10 km
away within a 360-degree ring around the
drone and doesn’t weigh much more than
an iPhone and a few antennas.

plenty of time to maneuver the drone out
of the way or, in the worst case scenario,
to automatically land the drone to ensure
no type of accident can take place.”
PrecisionHawk uses its own low-altitude traffic and airspace safety (LATAS)
platform to identify cooperative aircraft
that are equipped with ADS-B that could
potentially conflict with a UAS. “But identifying non-cooperative aircraft is the bigger challenge. Today’s radars are too heavy.
They draw too much power. The radars on
drones are only one direction and only go

PrecisionHawk
has added
acoustics-based
aircraft detection
to help drone
operators “see”
aircraft that
are not ADS-B
equipped.
“It listens for aircraft and alerts the
pilot when one enters the vicinity. If the
pilot doesn’t respond, it triggers a second
alert. If the pilot still doesn’t respond, the
drone automatically lowers itself to the
ground. It’s been tested on everything
from hang gliders to electric helicopters
to small cropdusters to larger manned
aircraft,” said Chasen. “This type of system identifies aircraft and gives the pilot

Mobile drone
defeat system
marketed to airports
Sierra Nevada Corp. has partnered with Rada
Technologies and Ascent Vision to offer a
mobile drone defeat system for the protection of airports and other high-value targets.
The X-Madis—expeditionary mobile air
defense integrated system—is integrated
into a light pickup truck and features the
Rada RPS-42 pMHR radar for detection,
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out a mile or so, which doesn’t give you
enough warning or time to get your drone
out of the way. Visual sensors don’t really
work because of clouds,” said Chasen.
PrecisionHawk discovered Sara and
its technology while it was working on
the FAA Pathfinder Program, along with
BNSF Railway and CNN, developing
guidelines and best practices for operations beyond visual line of sight. That

the Ascent camera system CM-202U EO/
IR multi-sensor gimbal for identification,
and the Sierra Nevada SkyCap counter UAS
electronic Mode E jammer. It is priced at
approximately $800,000 and has a range
of about two to three miles and can be operated while the host vehicle is in motion at
speeds up to 40 mph. It requires a crew of
two—a truck driver and a system operator.
According to an Ascent spokesman,
the entire system was designed to be low
weight and low cost, and the speed of the
incoming vehicle does not matter. The system was deployed by the U.S. Marine Corps
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report was published last month. According to Chasen, “Detection is the main hurdle for truly opening up BVLOS.”
PrecisonHawk partnered with drone
software company UgCS to develop a version of its flight software for its Precision
Enterprise software, especially for BVLOS
operations. Built-in features include the
ability to obtain an FAA low-altitude
authorization and notification capability
(LAANC) waiver directly from the software.
“When you are starting to deploy technology like this at scale it is more than just
what the pilot can see on the mission. It is
about making sure you have the technology
to relay that information back in real time
back to headquarters or a command center,”
said Chasen. PrecisionHawk’s system can
take feeds from multiple drones and relay it
back to headquarters to be viewed by management and/or experts simultaneously.
However, ABAD is not cheap and right
now seems suitable for only high-end UAS
systems. Tyler Collins, PrecisonHawk’s
vice president of LATAS, said it cost the
company anywhere between $250,000
and $500,000 to “tune” each drone model
for ABAD, and that typically would make
it suitable for drones with raw airframe
values—before sensor and payload packages—in the $75,000 to $100,000 range.
“The acoustics package has lots of sunk
R&D costs for each different model of
drone we put it on,” Collins said. “We have
to essentially go through and build models
to tune out noises from the gas generator
because it is so loud. And it is fairly expensive for us to do that.” Collins said the goal
is to eventually get the cost of ABAD down
to 10 percent of the airframe.
Collins also said ABAD is limited to
detecting other aircraft and not other
airborne threats such as flocks of large
migratory birds. “We did the math on that.
The risk of us hitting a bird is so low. It
might take out one motor, but we can still
fly with one motor lost.”
n

Insitu Launches ScanEagle 3

Boeing subsidiary Insitu last month unveiled
a midsize fixed-wing UAS aimed at the
commercial market—the ScanEagle3. As
a commercial vehicle, it is not covered
by U.S. International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR). The new UAS can
carry up to three payloads simultaneously
and is compatible with existing ScanEagle
system control, communications,
and recovery components.
“Our engineers have been very
successful at reducing ScanEagle3 lifecycle
costs and increasing operating efficiency,”
said Matt Bartow, Insitu’s chief technology
officer. ScanEagle3 features a groundadjustable aero-package that enables a
large center of gravity range that facilitates
more payload integration options. Other
enhancements include next-generation
avionics, a new purpose-built propulsion
system that increases reliability while
reducing lifecycle costs, and the same
autopilot as in the RQ-21A Blackjack.
Jon Damush, Insitu’s chief growth
officer, said ScanEagle3’s additional
payload capabilities will give operators
the “capability to satisfy multiple
payload missions” and pointed out that
the ability to “simultaneously collect
multiple data types during a flight
improves efficiency and affordability.”

Kittyhawk Teams with
Jeppesen on LAANC

Kittyhawk is collaborating with Boeing
unit Jeppesen to offer a streamlined
UAS Low Altitude Authorization and
Notification Capability (LAANC) approval
from the FAA, the company announced
last month. The companies have started
working toward being able to offer digital
airspace authorization directly from
the FAA into Kittyhawk’s platform.
Over the coming months, the FAA
will release more than 2,000 square
miles of new airspace for drones to fly
in densely populated areas and near
airports. Upon FAA approval, Kittyhawk’s
elite enterprise customers will be able to
receive digital authorization to operate
within thousands of square miles of
airspace in near-real time and will be able
to send digital flight plan notifications.

King Schools Offers App
for Part 107 Course

MARK HUBER

AUVSI

More than 8,500 attendees and 725 exhibitors across 20 different industries participated in the annual
Association of Unmanned Vehicle Systems International Xponential conference in Denver April 30—May 2.
The conference was heavily weighted to the policy, technology, and business challenges of the UAS market.

The mobile drone defeat system is
installed on a pick-up truck.
six months ago at undisclosed fixed-site
security positions in the U.S., but could be
available for civil airports within the next six
months, the companies said.
M.H.

Subscribers to the King Schools Online
Drone Pilot License Test Prep Course
now have access to a free companion
app for iPhone or iPad. The app allows
drone pilots who are preparing for the FAA
Part 107 Remote Pilot Knowledge Test to
download the lessons and complete them
offline; when back online, course progress
is automatically synchronized with King’s
servers and available from any other device.
Since the prep course was released in
January 2017, more than 3,000 Part 107
operators have passed the test, according to
King Schools co-chairman John King. M.H.

News Update

Drones used for
aerial mapping

The two-seat eVTOL SureFly made its first untethered flight last month.

SureFly makes first flight
by Mark Huber
Workhorse made the first untethered
flight of its SureFly two-seat hybrid electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL)
urban passenger vehicle last month. The
flight lasted approximately 10 seconds
and the aircraft reached an altitude of four
feet. The flight comes following “hundreds” of tethered flights during testing
for noise and of the battery and flight
control systems, a company spokesman
told AIN. The company said it planned to
offer both piston- and turbine-engine versions of the aircraft, but declined to name
engine manufacturers.
“The program status is to continue to
increase the [flight] envelope in height
and duration, and at the same time we
are in full-fledged work with FAA type
certification,” the spokesman said. The

SureFly has a two-person, 400-pound
payload capacity and a range of approximately 70 miles. Target price is $200,000.
The hybrid aircraft is powered by a fossil-fueled generator linked to a parallel
bank of battery packs. Its electrical system powers motors linked to four propeller arms, each with two contra-rotating
propellers. The batteries can power the
motors if the generator fails. In addition,
the airframe has a ballistic parachute.
Last year Workhorse announced its
intention to spin off SureFly into a separate company. Under terms of the deal,
Workhorse plans to issue $5.75 million
worth of notes that it anticipates can be
exchanged into preferred stock and common stock warrants of SureFly Inc. with
a valuation of $33 million. 
n

Russians Plan Light Single
To Market By 2021

Russian Helicopters plans to build its first
VRT500 coaxial single-engine prototype
by late next year and will eventually build
700 annually by 2030, the company said. It
plans to market it in the U.S. and Europe
and pursue EASA and FAA certification,
with serial production projected for 2020
or 2021.The two-ton, five-seat helicopter,
designed by the VR-Technologies design
bureau, will have an mtow of 3,527
pounds, payload of 1,600 pounds, 124knot cruise speed, 20,000-foot service
ceiling, and 410-nm maximum range.

Airbus Aerial, the commercial aerial
services business launched by Airbus
last year, recently conducted runway
mapping and inspections at Atlanta
Hartsfield-Jackson International airport (KATL). Aerial fuses satellite and
drone data into custom-tailored,
client-specific packages with easy-touse interpretation tools. Airport officials
requested Aerial conduct mapping of
its south runway to help it assess the
benefits of using this service to conduct
critical runway inspections.
The Aerial team used an autonomous
senseFly eBee Plus drone with RTK GPS
capabilities to capture aerial images of
the runway with an accuracy of less than
5 cm. It is automated and can map an
entire runway in one flight with a single
operator. Airbus Aerial used the drone
images to develop a comprehensive
airport assessment report, including 3D mapping, contour layers, and
high-resolution imagery within Aerial’s
cloud-based geospatial platform.
The company plans to offer the service to other airports. It currently has
clients in utilities, railroads, construction, and insurance. 
M.H.

Safran Gets EASA Nod
for Two More Engines

Safran Helicopter engines has received
EASA approval for two more models:
the Ardiden 3C and the Arriel 2H. The
Ardiden 3C turboshaft engine will
power the Avicopter AC352, the Chinese
manufactured version of the supermedium Airbus H175. Certification from
the Civil Aviation Administration of
China (CAAC) is expected in September
2019. The Arriel 2H is being installed in
the Chinese Avicopter AC312E, which is
slated for certification later this year.

Audi, Airbus Team On
Urban Mobility

This summer, Airbus will begin offering
ground transportation in Audi vehicles to
customers of its on-demand helicopter
service Voom in São Paulo and Mexico City,
allowing customers to have a seamless
travel experience. The partnership is
emblematic of a larger alliance between
the two companies, which are collaborating
on developing “Pop Up,” a full electric
autopiloted and modular concept that
includes a capsule connected to either
a ground or an air module. M.H.

Airbus Aerial used a drone to
provide a map of Atlanta Hartsfield
International Airport.

UTAS, U.S. Army pair on real-time HUMS
United Technologies Aerospace Systems
(UTAS) is investing in new technologies
for the Army’s Future Vertical Lift (FVL)
program that may have more immediate retrofit benefits to the service’s current fleet of Apaches, Blackhawks, and
Chinooks.
“The current fleet of Army aircraft have
gained a significant amount of weight
since coming into service and therefore
their performance has been reduced,”
explained Ed McKee, UTAS director for
Redstone Arsenal Programs. “The target
is to help the Army regain some of that
performance and then mature those
technologies to meet the requirements
of Future Vertical Lift.
“Those types of technologies and components we are investing in for current
fleet upgrade include drive systems,

structural composites, the next generation of vehicle management controls, and
health monitoring and structural health
monitoring at the complete vehicle level
not just a couple of vehicle components.
The Army is looking at real-time HUMS
as an objective for FVL to reduce sustainment costs and create maintenance-free
operating periods for FVL rather than the
regular maintenance intervals that are
regularly performed on the current fleet
of aircraft,” he said.
McKee said UTAS already provides
the download HUMS system for the
Army’s Blackhawk fleet and is currently
working on the next generation of platform and component health monitoring
within the Army’s Future Embedded
Rotorcraft Sustainment and Technology program. He said once a real-time

HUMS solution was developed as part
of that initiative it could be retrofitted
to the Army’s legacy fleet.
UTAS is also working with the Army on
two other important rotorcraft programs
that will benefit the current fleet, ITEP,
the Improved Turbine Engine Program,
and DVE-M, Degraded Visual Environment—Mitigation. The goal of the ITEP
program is to provide an upgrade engine
for Apaches and Blackhawks that will provide 50 percent more power, be 25 percent more fuel efficient, and have no net
weight increase. The Army has selected
two finalists for the ITEP competition—
GE Aviation and the Advanced Turbine
Engine Company, a joint venture of Honeywell and Pratt & Whitney. The Army is
due to make a final selection in November. UTAS is working with both teams,
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providing technology and components
including engine controls, fuel metering
units, fuel nozzles, temperature sensors,
and inlet particle separators.
On DVE-M, UTAS is fielding its Lidar
(light detection and radar) airborne
imaging sensor and next generation
of vehicle/flight management controls. The Lidar is being tested in conjunction with midwave and shortwave
radars. UTAS already supplies the laser
warning system on the Army’s legacy
Apaches, Blackhawks, and Chinooks,
and upgrading the sensors on those
aircraft with an imaging sensor could
“provide that 360-degree situational
awareness that is part of a DVE solution.” The other part would be the flight
controls that would provide supervised
autonomous flight “or some degree of
optionally manned” flight that could
automatically land the helicopter in
degraded situations.
M.H.
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News Update
A350-900ULR Flies

Bombardier and
Airbus expect their
C Series partnership
to take effect by
mid-year.

Airbus, Bombardier: C Series partnership
progressing ‘faster than expected’
by Gregory Polek
Airbus and Bombardier expect to consummate their planned C Series partnership
“faster than expected,” and transfer a
majority stake in the program to the European airframer by mid-year, according to
an internal memo seen by AIN naming
the entity’s new leadership team. The
companies have named current Airbus
Commercial Aircraft head of performance
management Phillipe Balducci CEO of
the new division, while current head of
the A380 final assembly line in Toulouse,
Florent Massou, heads the C Series program. Current C Series program head Rob
Dewar becomes head of customer support
and head of engineering.

In a separate memo, Bombardier also
outlined its successorship plan for its
regional aircraft business, confirming that
Bombardier Commercial Aircraft president Fred Cromer will continue to head
that division.
Airbus agreed to take a majority stake in
the Bombardier C Series program under
the terms of a contract signed last October.
Under the deal, Airbus will take a 50.01 percent stake in the C Series Aircraft Limited
Partnership (CSALP), while Bombardier and
the Quebec provincial government retain 31
percent and 19 percent, respectively.
CSALP’s headquarters, primary assembly line, and related functions will remain

in Québec, expanding Airbus’s industrial
footprint with the final assembly line in
Canada and C Series production at Airbus’s
manufacturing site in Mobile, Alabama.
“The plans for our partnership with
the C Series Aircraft Program are progressing well,” said one memo signed
by Airbus CEO Tom Enders and Bombardier CEO Alain Bellemare. “The
approval process is moving ahead faster
than expected and as a result, the transaction is set to conclude by the middle of
this year. We all know that the C Series
is a remarkable aircraft, and we are looking forward to unleashing its full value
through our partnership.”
n

White House blasts China
over demands airlines denounce Taiwan
by Gregory Polek
The White House has condemned the
Chinese government for its April 25 letter to 36 foreign airlines demanding that
they change their websites and promotional materials to omit references to
Taiwan as a sovereign country. China
continues to claim Taiwan belongs to
mainland China under its “One China”
policy, an assertion Taiwan, also known
as the Republic of China, rejects. Nevertheless, the Trump administration has
called the Chinese Civil Aviation Authority’s effort to require airlines to do the
same a case of “political correctness”
and “Orwellian nonsense.”
“This is…part of a growing trend by the
Chinese Communist Party to impose its
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political views on American citizens and
private companies,” said the White House
in a May 5 statement. “China’s internal
Internet repression is world famous. China’s effort to export its censorship and
political correctness to Americans and
the rest of the free world will be resisted…
The United States strongly objects to China’s attempts to compel private firms to
use specific language of a political nature
in their publicly available content.”
Notwithstanding the U.S. government’s
objections, Delta Air Lines earlier this year
publicly apologized for references to Taiwan and Tibet as countries on its website.
Lufthansa also changed some of the wording
on its website in an effort to comply with
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the CAAC’s demands, as has British Airways.
Since the White House issued its condemnation, Beijing has responded forcefully, calling on the U.S. to respect its
sovereignty.
“Whatever the U.S. says will never
change the objective fact that there is
only one China in the world and [that] the
Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan regions
are an inalienable part of China’s territory,” said the Chinese foreign ministry
in a statement released Monday.
“Foreign enterprises operating in China
should respect China’s sovereignty and
territorial integrity, abide by China’s law
and respect the national sentiment of the
Chinese people.”
n

The Airbus A350-900 ULR completed its
first flight out of Toulouse Blagnac Airport
on April 23. The flight marks the start
of what the manufacturer characterizes
as a short flight-test program to certify
the modifications to the standard A350900 that will bring the ULR’s additional
range capability. The test phase will
also measure enhanced performance
derived from aerodynamic improvements,
including extended winglets.
Capable of flying to a range of 9,700
nautical miles or more than 20 hours
nonstop, the latest variant of the A350 XWB
will fly farther than any other airliner when
it enters service with launch customer
Singapore Airlines by the end of the year.
SIA plans to use the A350-900 ULR for
direct services between Singapore and
U.S. cities, including an 8,700-nautical mile
route from its home base to New York.

AA Enriches Embraer,
Bombardier

American Airlines has endowed both
Bombardier and Embraer with a 15-aircraft
order for each of their 76-seat regional
jets, the manufacturers announced
early last month. The Embraer deal,
which involves a firm order for currentgeneration E175s worth $705 million at
list prices, calls for deliveries to take
place between next March and November
2019. The Bombardier contract, which the
manufacturer values at $719 million, calls
for delivery of the order’s first CRJ900
in the second quarter of next year.
American Airlines has decided to
assign its new E175s to its wholly owned
Envoy Air subsidiary and configure the
interiors with 12 seats in first class and
64 in the main cabin. It marks the fourth
order for E175s by American since 2013.
Meanwhile, American will send the
CRJ900s to its Vandalia, Ohio-based PSA
Airlines subsidiary. Like Envoy’s E175s, PSA’s
CRJ900s will come configured with 12 firstclass seats and 64 seats in economy class.

Airbus, Rolls Parter on UltraFan
Airbus and Rolls-Royce have agreed to
collaborate on the integration of RollsRoyce’s UltraFan demonstrator for flight
testing, the companies announced at
the ILA Berlin Air Show in late April.
A scalable jet engine design suitable
for widebody or single-aisle aircraft, the
UltraFan would generate a 25 percent
fuel efficiency improvement over the first
generation of Rolls-Royce Trent engines.
As part of the collaboration, RollsRoyce has agreed with Airbus to provide
nacelle and engine/aircraft integration
architecture and technology “enablers.”
Airbus said it expects to play an
important part in achieving the overall
fuel efficiency improvement of higher
bypass ratio engines such as UltraFan
through architecture innovations
and associated technologies. G.P.

NTSB: Southwest followed
engine inspection protocol
by Gregory Polek
associated with fatigue crack initiation
and propagation in the fan blade that
cracked and separated from its hub and
to evaluate the effectiveness of inspection
methods used to detect such cracks.
An emergency airworthiness directive
issued by the Federal Aviation Administration on April 20 required within 20 days “a
one-time ultrasonic inspection of all 24 fan
blade dovetail concave and convex sides to
detect cracking” as instructed by a service
bulletin issued by CFM on the same day.
The AD applied to various models of the
CFM56-7B that have accumulated 30,000
or more total flight cycles. A new AD published in the Federal Register on May 2
broadened the requirement for performing initial ultrasound inspection on each
fan blade from before the fan blade accumulates 30,000 cycles to before it reaches

A Korean Air
Boeing 777-200
takes off from
Seoul Incheon
International
Airport. Flights
from Incheon to
Russia and the
U.S. must now
circumnavigate
the Pyongyang
FIR.

FLICKR

Mechanics had performed visual and fluorescent penetrant inspections of the fan
blades in the CFM56-7B turbofan that
failed during an April 17 flight of a Southwest Airlines Boeing 737-700 within the
period required by Federal Aviation Administration rules, the U.S. National Transportation Safety Board revealed in a May 3
investigative update. The engine in question had accumulated 32,000 cycles since
new and 10,712 cycles since a November
2012 overhaul when it failed. At the time
of the overhaul, maintenance protocols did
not include requirements for eddy-current
inspections prompted by the August 27,
2016 accident in Pensacola, Florida, in
which a fan blade fractured on a CFM56-7B
on another Southwest Airlines 737.
Now, the NTSB materials group is
working to estimate the number of cycles

20,000 cycles since new, or within 113 days
from the May 14 effective date of the directive. It also requires repetitive inspections
every 3,000 cycles thereafter.
The May 3 NTSB update confirmed the
fan blade at the center of the investigation
into the April 17 accident had separated at
the root; the dovetail remained installed
in the fan disk. Investigators recovered
two pieces of the blade within the engine
between the fan blades and the outlet
guide vanes and examination of the fan
blade dovetail exhibited features consistent with metal fatigue initiating at the
convex side near the leading edge.
The report also described the sequence
of events during which flight attendants
reported hearing a loud sound and feeling
vibration. After the oxygen masks deployed,
they retrieved portable oxygen bottles and
began moving through the cabin to calm
passengers and assist them with their masks.
As they moved toward the mid-cabin, they
found the passenger in row 14 partially
out of the window and attempted to pull
her into the cabin. Two male passengers
helped and managed to bring the passenger
in. However, she died of her injuries.
n

North Korea keen to open
Pyongyang FIR to South
by Chen Chuanren
Following warming relations between
North and South Korea, Pyongyang has
rolled out a series of practical reconciliation measures, including opening
a new air route to South Korea over
the Pyongyang Flight Information
Region (FIR).
North Korea’s General Administration
of Civil Aviation tabled the request to the
International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) in February, which outlined the
proposal for the establishment of a new Air
Traffic Service (ATS) between Pyongyang
and the Incheon FIR.

A pair of ICAO officials had met with
North Korean representatives in Pyongyang
to discuss the request, as well as “navigational and safety matters.” Seoul’s Ministry
of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport also
has taken the request under review.
The two countries have not maintained
an established flight route between them
since the armistice in 1953.
Reports estimate that South Korean
airlines could save around 16 billion
won ($14.83 million) in fuel annually for
flights to Russia and the United States.
Flights departing Incheon now must

circumnavigate the Pyongyang FIR, which
adds between 124 and 310 miles to their
length. Similarly, most airlines avoid the
Pyongyang FIR for safety reasons, especially following numerous unannounced
missile tests in 2017.
Korean Air told AIN that its flight operations remain unchanged and it continues
to observe developments.
Currently, only flag carrier Air Koryo
flies regular service to North Korea, serving Beijing, Shenyang, and Vladivostok. Air
China suspended flights to Pyongyang since
November last year due to poor demand.
Until sanctions on North Korea lift and
trade resumes with international partners,
it appears highly unlikely Pyongyang will
attract new operators into its only international airport. Critics also point to
the impracticality of establishing flights
between Seoul and Pyongyang, which lie
only 121 miles apart.
n
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Airframers brace
for U.S. exit from
Iran nuclear deal
The Trump administration’s decision last
month to withdraw from the 2015 accord
known as the Iran nuclear deal will cost
Boeing, Airbus, and ATR billions of dollars worth of airliner sales to the Islamic
Republic. Although, in a statement, Boeing said it will work with the U.S. government on “the next steps,” a pair of
conditional contracts calling for the sale
of 110 airplanes will become worthless
now that the administration announced
that it would fully re-impose sanctions
at the end of a 90-day “wind-down”
period. Continued deliveries from Airbus
and ATR, which began last year following
issuance of licenses from the U.S. Treasury Department, also stand affected due
to the high proportion of U.S. content in
their airplanes. In a separate statement
to AIN, an Airbus spokesman issued
a guarded response. “We’re carefully
analyzing the announcement and will
be evaluating next steps consistent with
our internal policies and in full compliance with sanctions and export control
regulations,” he said. “This might take
some time.”
Notwithstanding the scope of Boeing’s potential orders, which include
fifty 737 Max 8s, fifteen 777-300ERs and
fifteen 777-9s to Iran Air and another
thirty 737 Max jets to Iran Aseman Airlines, the U.S. airframer has suggested
that any decision to withdraw from the
Iran deal would effectively do no damage to its delivery backlog. In fact, after
postponing first deliveries last year,
Boeing again deferred all scheduled
deliveries to Iran this year “in line with
the U.S. government process,” company CEO Dennis Muilenburg told analysts during an April 25 earnings call.
“We’re continuing to manage our
overall 777 production skyline very
effectively and understand the risks
and implications around the Iranian aircraft deal,” said Muilenburg. “First and
foremost, it’s important again to restate
that we continue to follow the U.S. government’s lead here, and everything is
being done per that process.”
Concerns have centered on how the
loss of the Iranian orders could affect the
777 line, in particular, as Boeing readies
for the transition between production of
the -300ER to the 777X in 2020.
“I can tell you with confidence that
we’ve continued to build risk mitigation
into our 777 production plan,” added
Muilenburg. “The plan that we outlined
for you, the production rate that we’ve put
in place is not dependent on the Iranian
orders. If those orders do come to fruition,
if we do ultimately deliver airplanes, those
represent opportunities for us.”
G.P.
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Foreflight mobile app expanded to Europe
by Amy Laboda
ForeFlight is introducing a Europe
region subscription option for its electronic flight bag app this summer, using
Germany as its gateway, the company
announced on April 18. “We are combining an array of high-quality European data,
our Eurocontrol-integrated flight planning and filing capabilities, and a broad
suite of navigation and safety features to
deliver an integrated flight application for
VFR and IFR flying to European pilots,”
ForeFlight co-founder and CEO Tyson
Weihs told AIN.
Weihs sees the ForeFlight Mobile app
as a single-point solution for European
pilots. “With one application, pilots can
review airport information and maps,
review Notams, plan and brief flights
for pistons or jets, validate and file flight
plans with Eurocontrol, navigate complex airspace, avoid terrain and obstacles
with hazard alerts and synthetic vision,
and access weather and traffic in flight,”
he explained. All European coverage
plans include Jeppesen’s digital VFR data
directly on the ForeFlight aeronautical
map, according to the company. The new
European subscription is also a result of
ForeFlight’s partnership with Jeppesen
and makes extensive use of Jeppesen
aeronautical data.
Customers can file flight plans directly
from the mobile app or on the web. ForeFlight’s global, redundant AFTN connection provides direct and unlimited access
to filing flight plans with Eurocontrol at

no additional cost or account configuration. Routes from the Graphical Route
Advisor can be filtered based on IFR, VFR,
YFR, or ZFR flight rules.
The app connects to select Garmin avionics via a Flight Stream 110 or 210 Bluetooth wireless gateway, enabling two-way
flight plan transfer and, where available,
the display of ADS-B weather, traffic,
backup attitude, and GPS position on an
iPad or iPhone running ForeFlight Mobile.
ForeFlight connects to Garmin’s GTX 345
ADS-B Out transponders via Bluetooth to
receive GPS, AHRS, pressure altitude, and
ADS-B weather and traffic information
with select models. The app can also connect via Wi-Fi to Avidyne’s IFD 540/440
avionics to receive GPS position and flight
plan information.
The company is offering three plan levels with individual subscriptions: Basic
Plus, Pro Plus, and Performance Plus,
which range in cost from €89.99 through
€269.99, plus additional fees for specific
add-ons. Those add-on options include
Jeppesen VFR terminal procedures (formerly Bottlang charts), Jeppesen IFR
global chart coverages (which is already
available), and host nation VFR data packages such as charts and procedures from
DFS, the company in charge of air traffic
control for Germany.
All subscription plans from the
most basic to “Performance Plus” for
Europe include Jeppesen’s digital VFR
and IFR navigation data, which are

GFC 600 approved for Baron 58, Cessna 340
The FAA issued a supplemental type certificate to Garmin for installation of the
GFC 600 autopilot in the Beechcraft Baron
58/58A (1984 and later models) and Cessna
340/340A. According to Garmin, the GFC
600 can be installed as a self-contained
autopilot or integrated with Garmin G500/
G600 TXi and G500/G600 display systems,
Garmin navigators, and third-party flight displays, instruments, and navigation sources.
Garmin’s GFC 600 comes standard with
the company’s Electronic Stability and
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Protection (ESP) system, which works even
when the autopilot is switched off. ESP
nudges the flight controls to lessen pitch
attitude or bank angle when the aircraft
exceeds pre-determined pitch, roll, or airspeed limitations.
The autopilot also includes Level Mode,
which can be engaged with a button to
return the airplane to straight-and-level
flight or engages automatically in case a
pilot becomes incapacitated—when ESP
detects no activity for an extended time.
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The Foreflight app depicts the DFS charts
covering Europe.
dynamically rendered directly on the
app’s data-driven aeronautical map, as
well as instrument approach procedures,
charts, and documents provided via
Eurocontrol.
“Our team members in Denmark, Germany, the UK, and Finland, along with
our large beta team and thousands of
current European customers, have been
flying throughout Europe every week and
helping us carefully craft a product that
works well here,” said ForeFlight European director Kim Lantz.
n

The autopilots also feature underspeed and
overspeed protection.
An autopilot controller is equipped with
backlit keys and status and mode selection
display and a control wheel for pitch, airspeed, and vertical speed modes. When
coupled with G500/G600 and TXi displays,
mode annunciation is available on the displays. A separate autopilot annunciator
panel is optional. Servos are brushless
and eliminate the need for a mechanical
slip clutch.
Some features available on the GFC 600
include altitude preselect, indicated airspeed hold, coupled instrument approaches,
GPS roll steering, display of flight director
command bars on compatible displays, coupled go-arounds, and control wheel steering. A yaw damper is optional. Garmin plans
to add VNAV as a growth option.
Additional aircraft will be added to the
STC, such as more in the Baron 58 series;
Cessna 208B, 414A, and 421C; Piper PA46310 and -350P; and Daher TBM 700 through
850. Prices start at $23,995 for the Baron
and $22,995 for the Cessna 340 for a twoaxis system with electric trim. 
M.T.

News Update
TBM App Helps Owners
Share Flight Data

Daher’s new Me & My TBM Android and
iOS app, available for owners and operators
of 2018 and later TBM 910s and 930s,
simplifies downloading flight data and
updating Camp Systems maintenancetracking and facilitates sending information
to Daher’s TBM Care support team.
The app automatically sends aircraft
counter updates, as well as trend and
report data files, to Camp. The ability
for TBM Care to view and analyze
flight parameters less than an hour
after conclusion of a flight furthers
Daher’s support capabilities, the
French aircraft manufacturer said.
“The Me & My TBM app provides unique
and valuable feedback on TBM flights,
from key parameters of the engine and
other systems to a full range of statistics
accessible wherever the aircraft goes,”
explained Nicolas Chabbert, senior v-p
of Daher’s airplane business unit.

Avionica, L2 Secure
AML-STC for MiniQAR Installs

The FAA has granted an approved
model list (AML) STC for installation
of Avionica’s miniQAR (quick-access
recorder) and 4G cellular transmission
module on Part 23 turboprops and jets.
The combination of Avionica’s miniQAR
MkIII and avCM 4G Cellular Module
enables operators to transmit flight data
while on the ground and connected to a
local cellular network, anywhere in the
world. The avCM can also facilitate in-flight
entertainment system and electronic flight
bag updates, and operational datalink
communications. The miniQAR can
store up to 3,000 hours of flight data.
The AML-STC covers Part 23 Cessna
Citations and the Beechcraft King
Air series, HondaJet, Phenom 100
and 300, Pilatus PC-12, and more.
L2 did the engineering design and
project management and Avionica, in
collaboration with L2, obtained certification
for the miniQAR and avCM system.

Hilton Certified to
AS9100 Standard

Hilton Software, developer of the WingX
Pro EFB app, has received certification
to the AS9100 Rev D standard, which
encompasses requirements for aviation,
space, and defense organizations in
ISO 9001:2015. Hilton’s mobile device
electronic flight bag software is used by
general aviation, commercial airline, and
military operators, and the company
has built a niche as a Department
of Defense prime contractor for
multi-platform mobile solutions.
The certification “shows Hilton
Software’s commitment to ensure our
quality management system and procedures
meet the highest standards as demanded by
the aviation, space, and defense industries,”
said company founder Hilton Goldstein. M.T.

U.S.: aviation a target of
Russian cyber activity
by Kellyn Wagner Ramsdell
A joint Department of Homeland Security operations of aircraft and the connectiv(DHS) and FBI Technical Alert warned in ity of aviation networks.
March of malicious Russian cyber actors
Russian actors began by identifytargeting aviation and other critical ing targets and establishing a plan of
industries. The report describes a sus- attack for each type of target. They
tained multi-stage cyber-attack campaign
then used spear phishing emails and
to gather information on critical systems “watering-hole domains,”—often news
in the U.S.
or trade publication websites that can
Russian activities in victim networks be compromised to download malware
focused on collecting information, not or steal login information—to comprodisrupting operations or destroying mise smaller organizations with fewer
equipment. The report did not include
cybersecurity defenses, referred to in the
specifics about the information targeted report as “staging targets.”
within aviation companies, but the tarAviation targets were likely highly susgeted data likely included the internal ceptible to watering-hole domains. Once

malicious cyber actors compromise a site,
they redirect visitors to a website with
malicious Javascript embedded that in
turn likely downloads malware onto most
visitors’ computers.
After establishing a foothold in the staging targets’ networks, the Russians used
compromised email accounts, shared files,
and virtual private networks (VPNs) at
the staging targets to make contact with
the intended final targets.
Once inside those targets, the Russians sought administrator passwords
that would allow them complete access
to the victim network. They would also
download files using Microsoft’s Server
Message Block (SMB) and use these
files to establish communication with
a command and control server outside
of the victim network. They then exfiltrated targeted information through
these pathways.
MROs and airports were likely common

aviation staging targets because of their
broad connectivity to other companies
and their lower cybersecurity defenses.
Russians likely used these firms to compromise airlines, engineering firms, and
air traffic management systems.
Aviation companies in general likely
served as useful staging targets to compromise organizations in other industries. Aviation touches most other
industries, and network activity from
aviation companies is unlikely to be
flagged as suspicious by other companies and industries.
After the Russian actors gained access
to a target, they removed evidence of their
intrusion to avoid detection.
The FBI and DHS are therefore
encouraging network administrators
in all critical industries to review the
technical alert and ingest provided .csv
and .stix files into their network monitoring systems.
n

Latest Garmin Pilot update NATS takes stake in Aireon,
enhances wx, traffic info
space-based ADS-B planned
by Matt Thurber

by Kerry Lynch

The updated Version 9.3 Garmin Pilot app
for Apple iOS is now available and adds
weather enhancements, airspace alerting,
traffic display, and runway extended centerlines, among others.
In the flight profile view, users can now
view the probability of severity of icing
and overall icing potential, and light green,
yellow, and red shading shows the likelihood of icing at particular altitudes. Users
can also see projected paths of storm cells,
depicted by an orange circle paired with a
line extending from the strongest cells and
showing the predicted location in 15-, 30-,
45-, and 60-minute intervals.
Symbols for hail or tornadic activity, when
applicable, are displayed next to the storm
cell line. And more information is available
about the cell icon in the app’s radial menu.
Another weather enhancement is a surface
analysis layer available on the moving map,
for GDL 51, 52, or 69 users with a SiriusXM
Aviation Weather subscription.
Improvements to airspace alerting
include notifications before the aircraft
entering select airspace segments, which
can be selected on the settings page. When
paired with an ADS-B In receiver, Garmin
Pilot now allows pinch-to-zoom gestures
on the traffic page, for zooming in and
out. Traffic can be displayed in relative
altitude (relative to own-ship) or absolute
altitude (relative to the ground), according to Garmin, “so it’s easier to identify
traffic targets that may pose a threat.”
Garmin has added mile marker segments on extended runway centerlines
to help pilots see how far their aircraft is
from the runway on final approach. n

UK air traffic services provider NATS is taking a 10 percent equity stake in Aireon, the
developer of a space-based ADS-B surveillance system, the organizations announced
last month. NATS, which is investing $69
million into Aireon, is laying plans for
introducing the technology over the North
Atlantic with operational trials to begin in
2019, the UK service further noted.
NATS is consulting with customers on
how best to deploy the technology, said
CEO Martin Rolfe. “The North Atlantic
is the busiest area of oceanic airspace in
the world and the gateway to Europe, but
its routes have now reached their limit of
capacity with existing technology.”
Using a network of 66 low earth orbiting Iridium NEXT satellites, the Aireon
system will be able to globally monitor the
location of ADS-B-equipped aircraft with
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Cyber attacks among security concerns
Defending against cyber intrusions is a
key security concern for business aviation. That was the message last month
at NBAA’s second annual Security Conference held in Dallas. Much sensitive
information is transferred through the
satellite communication systems on business aircraft, and to protect that data, the
onboard systems should be configured to
allow only certain portable devices operated by the passengers and crew to access
the network, according to Keith Turpin,

satcom systems, including over oceans
and remote regions such as the poles,
deserts, and mountainous areas. According to NATS and Aireon, the capability of
monitoring aircraft real-time would support reducing traffic separations from
40 nm to 15 nm over the North Atlantic.
“This is a transformational technology
that will deliver the world’s first truly
global air traffic control infrastructure,”
Rolfe said. “Investing in Aireon is the best
way for us to shape the future of the service in a way that benefits our customers
in the UK and elsewhere.”
n

chief information security officer with
Universal Weather & Aviation.
Doug Young, Gogo’s vice president
for software architecture, noted that
many larger flight departments have
added information technology specialists to help harden their systems
against cyber attacks, and warns that
users shouldn’t be lulled into a false
sense of security when using a VPN.
He suggests that flight departments
perform threat assessments for all the

differentwww.ainonline.com/alerts
types of traffic that their principals might conduct in the back of the
aircraft, as different activities may have
different risk-mitigation techniques.
Another
A E R Otrend
D E F E N She
E I Nhas
D U S noted
T R Y E - N Eis
W Sthat
L E T T Eof
R
flight departments
and company IT
www.ainonline.com/subscribe
departments performing their own vulnerability studies of vendor equipment.
In terms of air-to-ground data transfer, over
such
A I R Tareas
RANSPO
R T I Nas
D URussia
S T R Y E - Nand
E W SChina,
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flight departments should assume that
www.ainonline.com/subscribe
the system is compromised and refrain
from transmitting sensitive materials,
Young advised.
C.E.
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Stevens Aviation sees
growth in G1000 upgrades
by Matt Thurber
Since launching King Air flight deck
upgrades with the Garmin G1000 avionics
suite in 2009, Stevens Aviation avionics
technicians have performed more than
40 installations. The G1000 upgrade has
proved popular in the King Air family,
with more than 400 completed so far for
the roughly 2,000 King Airs that qualify
for the Garmin-owned STC.
In the past two years, Stevens Aviation’s
Nashville, Tennessee location has grown
to 10 from three avionics technicians, and
sales reached a record last year. “Our business has taken off like crazy,” said Nashville operations manager Gary Brown. At
the end of March, Stevens Aviation Nashville had 10 King Airs in its hangar and
another four on the ramp waiting to begin
the upgrade work. Stevens also does the
G1000 upgrade at its Dayton, Ohio, and
Greenville, South Carolina locations.
Stevens Aviation’s G1000 King Air
upgrade includes additional, sometimes
subtle, improvements that set it apart
from competitors, according to Brown,
and most of these are included in the
price. One of the first steps is to remove
as much of the existing wiring as possible,
especially wiring that isn’t needed to run
the new avionics. Then the techs repaint
the avionics shelving and fabricate new
firewall connectors.

The customer can elect to retain some
existing avionics, such as the radio altimeter, DME, cockpit voice recorder, or ADF;
these items can be difficult and costly to
replace if they aren’t retained during the
upgrade, and Stevens Aviation doesn’t
charge extra to keep those or to add the
necessary wiring. In some cases, Brown
said, a customer might want to keep the
ADF but not its cockpit display, so the
ADF remote boxes are retained, new wiring is added, but the display is removed
and preserved, so that a future buyer who
wants ADF can easily add it.

The average weight savings for the King Air Garmin G1000 upgrade is 250 pounds.

quadrant and overhead panels. Two new All G1000 upgrades come with ADS-B
felt-lined iPad holders and USB ports for Out, WAAS LPV, and RVSM capabileach pilot are included. Luma Technologies ity (the operator must obtain a letter of
LED crew alerting system panels are avail- authorization from the FAA for RVSM).
able as an option, and Stevens Aviation will
Typical downtime for a G1000 upgrade
install them at no additional labor charge. at Stevens Aviation is 15 to 20 business
“You get a cockpit that’s really brand new,” days. The company also offers interior
Cockpit Refresh
said Brown. The cabin is fitted with True refurbishment, phase inspections, and
Putting new avionics in an older airplane Blue Power USB ports.
Blackhawk engine upgrades that can be
can result in a big contrast between some
The avionics removed from the done at the same time.
of the flight deck furnishings and the upgraded King Airs are now approachIf the work is done in Nashville and the
new instrument panel, so Stevens Avi- ing zero value because there isn’t much King Air (200 series and above) is from
ation pays attention to other elements. demand for old avionics. “We used to out of state, the customer doesn’t have to
The glareshield is sent out for recover- see $75,000 to $85,000 trade-in value,” pay sales tax.
ing with fresh leather and application he said, “but now that’s about $10,000,
For pilot training, Stevens Aviation’s
of black foam on the bottom to prevent and it’s continuing to go down.” The Nashville location offers a cockpit simlight bleed-through. Yokes are wrapped exception is if Garmin 430/530 com/ ulator equipped with a G1000 NXi suite.
completely with baseball-stitched navigators are being removed, as these Pilots can load flight plans, fly a route and
leather and fitted with new Davtron still hold strong value.
try out instrument approaches before
The G1000 upgrade, which is now the climbing into the airplane.
clocks, while yoke caps are polished so
they look like new.
NXi configuration with faster display proWhile the Stevens Aviation G1000
Worn-out controls and overlays are refur- cessors and HSI map overlays (except for upgrade quote “is going to be higher
bished, with knobs and markings repainted the C90), includes the GFC 700 autopi- than the competitors’,” he said, “we’re
and updated, including the throttle lot. Garmin’s Electronic Stability and Pro- not going to nickel and dime you to
tection is optional, and some customers death. We give the customer a good qualchoose to add that.
ity product.” Every installation is thorMost buyers opt for the Platinum oughly tested before the first test flight.
package, which includes Synthetic Vision “Since we started doing them, we’ve
Technology, charts, and the Flight Stream never had an airplane come back with a
510 wireless gateway, according to Brown. squawk,” he said.
n

Epic unveils portable HUD
for general aviation sector
by Chad Trautvetter
Annapolis, Maryland-based Epic Optix,
along with partners Textron Aviation
and Banyan Pilot Shop, launched a
$1,999, full-color head-up display (HUD)
for general aviation aircraft at the recent
Sun ’n‘ Fun Fly-in in Lakeland, Florida.
Dubbed Epic Eagle, the portable HUD
runs off of aircraft power and sits on the
glareshield.

This portable, full-color head-up display
(HUD) for general aviation aircraft from Epic
Optix retails for $1,999.
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It receives data via Wi-Fi from an Apple
iPad or Android tablet running “any type
of electronic flight bag software.” The
HUD can thus mirror data from software such as Avidyne IFD100, ForeFlight,
WingX, Garmin Pilot, and Appareo Horizons for Stratus, Epic Optix said.
According to Banyan Pilot Shop, the
Epic Eagle HUD increases cockpit safety
and efficiency in virtually all phases
of flight and environments. “It creates
improved situational awareness, reduces
potential vertigo, reduces head-up to
head-down transitions and provides
earlier approach stabilization and visualization of intended point of touchdown,”
Banyan said.
After several months of in-depth evaluation, Textron Aviation joined Epic Optix
to offer the Epic Eagle HUD with a unique
part number through the aircraft manufacturer’s parts department.
n
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Cyber security tailored for aviation
Cyber security company F-Secure
launched its Aviation Cyber Security Services in mid-March. The service promises
to help aviation companies “protect their
aircraft, infrastructure, data, and reputations.” Such services have become
necessary as the growing use of “offthe-shelf communication technologies”
in airplanes significantly increases the
cyber threat, according to the company.
F-Secure’s service addresses traditional cyber threats by providing training to IT staff, performing standard
risk assessments of an organization to
identify vulnerabilities, and responding
if a cyber incident occurs. It then adds
aviation-specific monitoring services,
security assessments of ground systems
and data connections, and IT training for
cockpit and cabin crews.

A unique component of F-Secure’s
new service is its assessment of avionics, primarily through “penetration tests
and/or source code audits,” according to
Andrea Barisani, F-Secure’s head of hardware security. This is significant because
source code errors in avionics introduce
an abundance of cyber threats seen only
in the aviation industry.
After performing assessments, the
F-Secure team typically encourages
clients to segment their networks,
separating systems so a compromised
employee email can never lead to the
remote takeover of an airplane. As
for within the aircraft itself, Barisani
emphasizes controlling the direction of
communications using data diodes, a
technology previously deployed in the
power-generation industry.
K.W.R
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MAINTENANCE NEWS by AIN Staff

Western Aircraft Completes
CJ1+ Active Winglets Install

instrumentation, although analog instruments on the copilot’s side are retained.

Western Aircraft completed its first
installation of the Tamarack Atlas active
winglets on a Cessna Citation CJ1+.
Tamarack’s winglets can reduce time to
climb and fuel burn and increase aircraft
stability, while improving range and
cruise speed. According to Tamarack,
its active winglets can lower operating
costs because customers do not have
to deal with the weight and complexity penalty of traditional winglets.

Cutter Named Pilatus Service
Center for Southwest U.S.

Av8 PMA Adding Dallas Facility
Aircraft PMA parts manufacturer
Av8 PMA added a 3,320-sq-ft facility
in Dallas for its engineering activities. The new facility expands Av8
PMA’s operations, which is currently headquartered in Houston.
The Dallas facility, the hub for the
company’s engineering and certification work, offers engineering work
for clients that operate within all
segments of the aviation industry. It
features on-site laser scanners, a 3D
printer, and other equipment related
to the reverse engineering process of
parts and prototype developments.

Jet Aviation Wins EASA STC
for Boeing Bizliner Ka-Band

Jet Aviation recently received an EASA
STC for Ka-Band system integration
on a VIP Boeing 747-400 at its Basel
facility. The MRO company also
demonstrated compliance with the
latest EASA bird-strike requirement on
the Rockwell Collins Live TV radome.
Jet Aviation is working on a second
EASA STC for a VIP B767-300 and
plans to revise this B747-400 STC for
another model in the 747 series, which
includes a new antenna location.
The company’s Basel engineering
team worked on the technical solution
for Ka-band system integration on a
B747-400 for two years. The company
received the EASA STC in late 2017 after
it demonstrated EASA compliance and
implemented the solution on a B747-400.

Gulfstream Expands
Mx Support in Beijing
Gulfstream Aerospace’s service center
at Beijing Capital International Airport
expanded its operating hours during this
year’s second quarter. It added a second
shift from 3:30 p.m. to midnight Monday through Friday to better support
Gulfstream operators in the region. To
support the extra shift, Gulfstream
Beijing also hired approximately 10
maintenance technicians and inspectors.
The company also added several
capabilities to further enhance support
for operators based in Greater China,
including Civil Aviation Administration
of China (CAAC) approval for 36-month
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Gulfstream’s Beijing service center is expanding its operating hours and hiring 10 more
maintenance technicians to better support its operators in the region.
heavy maintenance inspections for the
G650 and G650ER. Gulfstream Beijing,
a five-year-old joint venture between
Gulfstream and HNA Technic, planned
to seek CAAC approval for 96-month
inspections for the G550 and G450;
72-month inspections for the G280; and
144-month inspections for the G200.

R-R, ExecuJet Team on
Asia-Pacific Support

Rolls-Royce is expanding its global
support capabilities in China
through its new authorized service center in China, as well as the
introduction of a support app.
Based in Tianjin, ExecuJet Haite Aviation Services China went fully operational in April with support capabilities
for the AE3007A. The combination of
the centers provides a range of support
services for a full lineup of Rolls-Royce
business aircraft engines: the AE3007,
BR710, BR725, and Tay 611-8/8C.
The new Rolls-Royce Business Aviation Availability App, with an “AOG
Alert,” enables customers to instantly
notify Rolls-Royce’s Business Aviation Availability Centre on a 24/7 basis
of any potential or actual aircraft on
ground event. The center deploys
engineers, logistics specialists, planners, and operational specialists to
resolve customer issues. Rolls-Royce
said that the experts typically solve
routine problems within 20 hours.

Blackhawk Expands EASA OK
for Caravan Engine Upgrade
Blackhawk Modifications extended its
EASA approval for the Cessna Caravan
XP140 Engine+ Upgrade to include the
Aero Acoustics Kit and the MT fiveblade composite propeller. This upgrade
meets European noise requirements
while improving aircraft performance.
Skydive ENPC, a parachutist club in
The Netherlands, was the first company to receive this Caravan upgrade
from Blackhawk. Mastenbroek Aeroskill completed the installation in 10
days with assistance from Blackhawk.

Gulf Coast Upgrades
C90A to G600 TXi

Gulf Coast Avionics has completed
an upgrade to add Garmin’s G600
TXi touchscreen display to a King Air
C90A. The mod replaced all avionics
on the pilot’s side and in the center
stack, except for engine gauges.
Garmin avionics in the installation
include one 10.6-inch TXi touchscreen
display in front of the pilot, dual
touchscreen GTN 750 GPS navcom
units, GMA 35c remote audio panel, a
GTX 345 ADS-B Out/In transponder and
GTX 335 ADS-B Out transponder, Flight
Stream 510 Connext wireless gateway,
and GSR 56 Iridium satellite datalink.
A Mid-Continent MD302 Standby
Attitude Module provides backup

Pilatus named Cutter Aviation its
authorized sales and service center for
the Southwestern U.S., which includes
Southern California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and Colorado. Tempus Aircraft, which previously held this position
with Pilatus, filed for bankruptcy in April.
In addition to taking over Tempus Aircraft’s service center at Centennial Airport on April 1, Cutter Aviation will offer
Pilatus services from its Dallas and San
Antonio locations starting this summer.

Jet Aviation Wins EASA STC
for Boeing Bizliner Ka-Band

Jet Aviation recently received an EASA
STC for Ka-Band system integration
on a VIP Boeing 747-400 at its Basel
facility. The MRO company also
demonstrated compliance with the
latest EASA bird-strike requirement on
the Rockwell Collins Live TV radome.
Jet Aviation is working on a second
EASA STC for a VIP B767-300 and
plans to revise this B747-400 STC for
another model in the 747 series, which
includes a new antenna location.
The company’s Basel engineering
team worked on the technical solution
for Ka-band system integration on a
B747-400 for two years. The company
received the EASA STC in late 2017 after
it demonstrated EASA compliance and
implemented the solution on a B747-400.

DAC International Receives
STC for GKN EFB

DAC International received an STC
for the GKN Aerospace-Fokker business electronic flight bag (EFB)
for iPad solution, which includes
DAC’s tablet adapted interface
unit (TAIU), for the Airbus A320.
The EFB for iPad solution features two mounts in the cockpit for
charging and a free programmable
one-way data connection with the
Arinc-429 bus. DAC International’s
GDC64 TAIU also provides charging.
The customer who received the EFB
for iPad solution decided to display
the ship position on the iPad, meaning the aircraft moving map application is on the iPad in the cockpit.

Ameco, Lufthansa To Look at
Maintenance Collaborations

Gulf Coast has added Garmin’s G600 TXi touchscreen display to a King Air C90A.
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Aircraft Maintenance and Engineering
extended its reach further into the
business aviation market under a new
memorandum of understanding (MoU)
signed with Lufthansa Technik. This lays
the groundwork for a long-term partnership to provide business jet services.

Under the collaboration, the partners will explore areas where they can
leverage their strengths to help increase
support availability and technical
expertise for the growing business
jet market in China. They also plan to
develop new maintenance offerings
to meet market demands. The MoU
is the first step in the partnership,
with the details to be hashed out.

Deer Jet Signs Contract
for Honeywell Services

Deer Jet signed a three-year contract
with Honeywell that enters 12 of its
Gulfstreams into the Honeywell Avionics Protection Plan (HAPP) and
another nine aircraft into the Honeywell Mechanical Protection Plan
(MPP). Additionally, Deer Jet became
an authorized dealer and now sells
HAPP to other business jet operators in the Asia-Pacific region.
Operators that enroll their aircraft in
the HAPP service and protection plan
are able to anticipate avionics maintenance and repair costs for enrolled
aircraft. The company will also promote
Honeywell’s MPP, a cabin protection
program for business aviation operators that focuses on environmental
and cabin pressure control systems.

Embraer Offers Retrofit
Divan for Phenom 300s

Embraer Services & Support completed
the first upgrade of a Phenom 300 with
a two-person divan, increasing aircraft
capacity to 11 people. The upgrade
was completed at Embraer’s service
center in Sorocaba, Brazil, via a Service Bulletin that is now available and
applicable to the more than 430 Phenom 300s in service around the globe.
The divan, positioned at the front
of the cabin facing the entrance and
the refreshment center, is already
available as an option on the new
Phenom 300E. Developed by maintenance engineers and technicians,
the divan is being made available to
Phenom 300 customers at all 70 of

Comlux Goes Digital
with Mx Checks

Embraer Executive Jets’ owned and
authorized service centers worldwide.

Comlux completed its first digital maintenance inspection at its U.S. completion center on the Hyundai Motor BBJ,
the company announced at ABACE. The
facility adopted the inspection method
as part of its Comlux 3.0 innovation
and technology program, said Scott
Meyer, CEO of Comlux Completion.
With digital maintenance, all task
cards and part-tracking efforts are
performed electronically using wireless tablets and bar code scanners,
instead of using paper task cards and
boards. Documentation and data is
directly entered into the system via
hand-held devices rather than at an
off-aircraft computer workstation.

Safran Inks Mx Deals with
Papillon, Rainier Heli

Safran Helicopter Engines signed deals
with Papillon Grand Canyon Helicopters
and Rainier Heli International, who are
both owned by the Halvorson family,
for support-by-hour (SBH) contracts.
These contracts permitted a seven-year
MRO agreement that supports 16
Arriel 2D engines for Papillon, with an
additional three engines added over
the next two months, and six engines
for Rainier, with one additional engine
during the spring. Ultimately, each
contract covered engines powering the
operators’ Airbus H125 and H130 fleets.

Helisota To Promote SAM 11
Rotorcraft MRO service provider
Helisota signed a cooperation agreement with Airline Software Applications (ASA) to promote its CAMO and
MRO IT solution SAM 11. The software
provides users with a tool to manage services for planning, workshops,
engineering, and inventory. Users
can see the fleet status, costs, aircraft
profile, engineering work orders, spare
parts, and more using the SAM 11
technology. SAM 11 customers can
realize a decrease in aircraft ground
time and more flexible ways of financing purchases, according to ASA.

Pula Acquires ASG Group
Guernsey-based Pula Aviation, parent
of UK business aircraft operator Centreline, acquired 100 percent of ASG
Group. The acquisition gave it 41,000
sq ft of hangarage at Guernsey's airport,
along with ASG Group’s 25 percent
stake in the ASG operating companies.
This includes ASG Ltd., an EASA 145
maintenance organization specializing
in turbine and piston engine maintenance (including for P&WC turboprops that power ATR turboprops)
and Fly ASG, an aircraft sales business

L to R: Nick Brown, managing director, Pula
Aviation Ltd; Steve Page, CEO, ASG Ltd; and
Mark Parr, managing director, ASG Ltd
specializing in turbine models. ASG's
revenues have increased by 80 percent
over the past three years, Pula said.

Quest Taps Clay Lacy as
U.S. Northeast Kodiak Dealer

Quest Aircraft appointed Clay Lacy
Aviation the authorized dealer of the
aircraft manufacturer’s Kodiak 100
turboprop single in the U.S. Northeast. Under the agreement, Clay Lacy’s
Oxford, Connecticut facility handles
new Kodiak sales throughout New York,
New Jersey, Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
and Vermont. The location is also an
authorized service center for the Kodiak.
The Clay Lacy FBO/MRO at Seattle
Boeing Field has been a Quest-authorized dealer and service center
since 2015, serving Alaska, Washington, Oregon, California, and Hawaii.

Aloft AeroArchitects announced at
ABACE 2018 it received a sole-source
contract with Commercial Aircraft
Corporation of China (Comac) for
auxiliary fuel system kits for the
ARJ21 family of aircraft. The kits
would be installed in executive-configured ARJ21s for an undisclosed
Comac customer in the region.

Tamarack Aerospace approved four
maintenance providers as authorized
installers of its Atlas active winglets for
the Cessna Citation series. The company’s FAA- and EASA-approved modification reduces fuel burn and time
to climb while increasing range and
stability in the Cessna CJ, CJ1, CJ1+,
M2, CJ2, CJ2+, CJ3, and CJ3+ models.
The newly authorized maintenance providers are Eagle Aviation in Columbia, South Carolina;
Western Aircraft in Boise, Idaho;
Northeast Air in Portland, Maine;
and Duncan Aviation, which is headquartered in Lincoln, Nebraska.
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ExecuJet Haite Aviation Services China
has formed a strategic partnership with
Tianjin Binhai International Airport
to combine its MRO services with the
airport’s FBO. The combination, said
ExecuJet Haite, will bring “a seamless
experience” to customers in the region.
Aircraft based at the Tianjin airport
will be able to benefit from preferential contracts under the partnership.
In Tianjin, ExecuJet Haite is strategically located, 13 km (8 miles) from
downtown Tianjin and 90 km (55
miles) from Beijing. In addition to the
Asia-Pacific, ExecuJet has operations
in Africa, the Americas, the Caribbean, Europe, and the Middle East.

Beijing Capital Helicopter
Gets HAI-APS Recognition

Aloft, Comac Ink Contract

Tamarack Bolsters
Winglet Install Network

Embraer Executive Jets has developed a retrofit divan for the more than 430 Phenom 300s in service
around the globe. It can be installed at any of the company's owned or authorized service centers.

ExecuJet Haite Forms Mx
Partnership at Tianjin

\

Beijing Capital Helicopter obtained
accreditation under the Helicopter
Association International Accreditation Program of Safety (HAI-APS),
becoming the first operation in
China to receive such recognition.
The HAI-APS voluntary program,
based on IBAC's International Standard for Business Aircraft Operations (IS-BAO), is designed to help
curb accident and incident rates by
improving safety culture. The program builds on IS-BAO with standards
specific to rotary-wing operations.

FlightDocs Opens Facility
in Southwest Florida

Cloud-based aircraft maintenance
tracking, compliance, and inventory management services provider
FlightDocs opened a 6,200-sq-ft
technology center in Bonita Springs,
Florida. The facility houses nearly
40 developers and other technology
experts. According to CEO Rick Heine,
the new center allows FlightDocs to
develop secure, custom solutions in
a rapid-response environment. n
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FBO and Airport news by Curt Epstein

An artist’s rendering of the planned FBO terminal at Dallas-metroplex McKinney National Airport.

Dallas-area Airport
To Build New FBO

McKinney National Airport broke
ground on a new 17,000-sq-ft FBO
terminal. The project at the Dallas-area,
airport-owned McKinney Air Center—
the lone service provider at the dedicated business aviation gateway—will
include two conference rooms, pilot
lounge, flight-planning room, training room, media room, refreshment
center, on-site car rental, outdoor
lounge, and porte-cochere entryway.
The project, a public-private partnership with aviation real estate developer Western LLC, will also feature
build-to-suit office space for tenants.
Completion is scheduled for June 2019.
This comes on the heels of the start
of construction on a new 39,900-sq-ft
transient hangar at the airport, also
in conjunction with Western, large
enough to shelter a quartet of Gulfstream G550s. It will have four office
suites, eight garage spaces for cars, a
lounge, locker room, and Wi-Fi when
it is completed by the end of the year.
According to the airport, the price
tag for both projects is $16 million.

new hangar to be built at the airport
in two decades and brings the Million
Air location to more than 67,000 sq ft
of aircraft storage space. It features
radiant floor heating and a 28-foot-high
door, and is able to accommodate the
latest large-cabin business jets. The
hangar, which took a year to build is now
fully occupied, as is the 5,000 sq ft of
office space on the mezzanine.
According to company president and
CEO Roger Woolsey, who addressed the
audience at the ribbon cutting, the 13 aircraft now housed in the hangar represent a
“cost of access” savings for their operators
who previously had to store them in Connecticut or New Jersey due to lack of available space at HPN. The $20 million project
also included the renovation of 100,000
sq ft of ramp space between the new
hangar and the new 22,000-sq-ft terminal
currently under construction. The Adirondack-themed building is expected to be
completed by year-end, marking the end of
Stage II. An additional 80,000-sq-ft hangar
is planned for Stage III at the location.

Million Air Opens HPN Hangar

Million Air held the grand opening of
its new hangar at New York’s Westchester County Airport (HPN) last
month. The 52,000-sq-ft structure,
Phase I of the Houston-based company’s new $70 million FBO complex at
the New York City gateway, is the first

Hadid To Enter FBO Business

International flight support provider
Hadid has moved into the FBO business.
The Dubai-based company signed a deal
with Italy’s Riviera Airport in Liguria,
which resulted in the establishment
of Riviera Executive Aviation. It will
develop an executive aviation terminal
at the Italian Riviera gateway—the
first privately operated, dedicated GA
airport in the country—to be managed

by Hadid as its first FBO. The airport
is intended to become a major GA
hub for the region, and in addition to
the new terminal, plans call for new
hangars and maintenance facilities and
upgraded navigation aids. The airport
authorities also intend to lengthen the
runway from 4,900 feet (1,500 meters)
to 5,600 feet (1,700 meters) to better
accommodate long-haul private aircraft.
“Hadid and Riviera Airport S.p.A
share the vision of grand infrastructural
development that will serve the region’s
growing demand for general aviation,”
said Hadid chairman Mohamed Hadid,
noting his company recently opened
an office there to provide services.
For its second location, the company was selected to operate and
manage an 11,000-sq-ft FBO terminal
at Pakistan’s Jinnah International Airport (KHI). The facility, located near
the country’s civil aviation authority
headquarters, is currently undergoing a major renovation, and when
completed, will include a conference
room, business center, and spacious
crew lounge. In addition to onsite
customs and immigration service, it
offers the full range of Hadid flight
support such as permitting, navigation, aircraft charter, and concierge.
“This is an exciting venture to fully
integrate and expand our range of
services at KHI,” said Issa Zuriqi, the
company’s commercial director.

Hawthorne Global Starts
New Chicago-area Hangar

Hawthorne Global Aviation Services has
broken ground on a major office/hangar
addition at its Chicago Executive Airport FBO. The $6 million, 33,000-sq-ft
structure will double the location’s
aircraft storage space when it opens this
fall on the northern side of the existing
terminal, just off Taxiway Charlie.
“In the four years since we opened
our FBO here at Chicago Executive,
the number of corporate flight departments and aircraft that are based
with us has grown to a point that we
need a dedicated office/hangar facility for their use that is separate from
our transient customers,” said David
Annin, the facility’s general manager.

CURT EPSTEIN/AIN

Jetex Aims for 50 FBOs
Globally by 2020

Million Air's just-opened 52,000-sq-ft hangar at Westchester County Airport in White Plains,
New York, represents the first new aircraft storage facility at the airfield in more than 20 years.
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Jetex currently operates or has contracts to construct 29 FBOs worldwide
and aims to open its 50th such facility
by 2020, CEO Adel Mardini confirmed
at this year’s Corporate Jet Investor
Dubai conference. Among the existing
Jetex FBOs are three facilities in Spain,
five in Morocco and one each in Dubai,
Paris, and Florida. Mardini said the
company’s footprint will be entirely
global, with an additional 21 new FBOs,
by 2020. Jetex’s website refers to two

CHARTER NEWS notes
Meridian Air Charter is offering
charter flights from its Teterboro
headquarters in a G450 that was
recently added to the company’s fleet.
The 2009 model jet offers range up to
4,350 nm and seating for up to eight
passengers. Amenities include complimentary Gogo domestic connectivity,
DirectTV satellite TV, satcom, Airshow
moving map, dual coffee makers, and
forward crew lavatory.
Flightworks has added a 2009 Challenger 605 configured for nine passengers to its fleet. The Challenger is
based in the Washington, D.C. area
and features six captain’s chairs and a
three-place divan. All flights include a
cabin manager.
The first HondaJet available for
charter trips in Central Europe is
now based at Chopin-Warsaw Airport.
The jet is owned by Chopin Vodka,
and customers are expected to use
it for flights in Eastern Europe, the
UK, Russia, Scandinavia, and Europe.
JetStory will manage and operate the
HondaJet for Chopin Vodka.
Chopin Vodka CEO and Founder
Tadeusz Dorda accepted the aircraft
during the delivery ceremony on
April 12. “Honda Aircraft Company’s
president and CEO Michimasa Fujino
has not only abandoned the notion of
what is considered conventional aviation, he has redefined the category,”
he said. “I have the same passion to
elevate the spirits category.”
Charter/management firm Solairus
Aviation has placed a Challenger 604
in Boston. The jet, which is available
for charter, offers free Gogo domestic
connectivity, nine passenger seats, a
convection oven and microwave, Airshow moving map, and inflight entertainment system.
The first Challenger 650 converted
into air ambulance configuration has
been delivered to Swiss air-rescue
Rega by Bombardier. The jet is fitted
with an intensive care unit and it was
delivered on April 9. Rega will add two
more Challenger 650s to its fleet this
year, and these are replacing its older
Challenger 604s.
“Bombardier’s Challenger aircraft
have more than proven their ability
to carry out critical missions over the
years,” said Ernst Kohler, CEO and chairman of the management board of Rega.
“With these three new, high-performing
air ambulances we are ensuring that
Rega can continue to provide reliable
and professional assistance to patients
all over the world throughout the next
15 years.”
T

operations in Morocco—at Casablanca
and Marrakech—while Mardini confirmed that construction is still taking
place on a further three in that country.
At the MEBAA Expo in Marrakech
in September, he said Jetex has won
20 percent market share at its Paris Le
Bourget facility. Jetex won significant
market presence at Dubai Al Maktoum
International Airport when it managed,
as the first adopter during a period of
slow industry interest, to take half the
space allocated for four common-user
FBOs at the VIP terminal at the airport.
Abu Dhabi's Falcon Aviation and Jet
Aviation took the remaining two slots.
Mardini also said Jetex’s strong push
into the global FBO business does not
mean a reduction in the importance of
its flight support and planning business.

Ross Aviation Adds To
Alaska Footprint

Ross Aviation has bolstered its network with the addition of Alaska
Aerofuel, the lone full-service FBO
at Fairbanks International Airport.
Specializing in quick turns, the location is a major tech stop for aircraft
traveling between Asia and North
America. As such it is the only FBO in
the state with on-site U.S. Customs
and Immigration service available
24 hours a day, and its 4,750-sq-ft
terminal offers a pilots' lounge with
snooze room, a 10-seat conference
room, business center, shower, and
laundry facilities. It has four acres
of ramp space along with an 18,000sq-ft heated hangar that can accommodate aircraft up to a G550.
“Fairbanks has long been known as a
premier tech stop location, much like
Anchorage, its neighbor to the south,
where Ross Aviation also operates two
FBOs,” said company president and
CEO Jeff Ross, adding the facility will
maintain its name and leadership. “We
look forward to complementing our
presence in Alaska with Fairbanks,
where our customers will now have a
choice as to where to clear U.S. Customs and Immigration when traveling
inbound to the United States.” For

the company, this addition represents
its seventh location, all in the U.S.

FBO PROFILE: Martha’s Vineyard Airport

Jetex Debuts Rome FBO

Global Aviation services provider Jetex
has officially opened its FBO at Rome’s
Ciampino–G.B. Pastine International
Airport, marking the Dubai-based
company’s first FBO in Italy. Located
in the airport’s new 20,000-sq-ft
general aviation terminal, it features
a modern waiting lounge for passengers as well as a crew relaxation area
and concierge. It offers ground support services such as fueling, ground
handling, and aircraft parking.
Ciampino is one of the busiest general aviation traffic airports
in Europe, averaging more than
21 GA departures a day in 2016.
Jetex also announced it has formed
a partnership with U.S. electrically
powered aircraft developer Wright
Electric, which will make it the first
service provider to champion the
use of electric aircraft. In addition to
implementing the required charging
infrastructure at its worldwide network
of FBOs, the company will invest in
the creation of Wright’s first short-haul
passenger aircraft, which will have an
estimated range of more than 300 miles.

Million Air Unveils
Central New York FBO

Million Air has unveiled the newest addition to its chain of FBOs at New York’s
Syracuse Hancock International Airport.
The Freeman Holdings Group is the Houston-based company’s largest franchisee,
and this approximately $10 million facility
represents the 13th location in its portfolio
and the 31st overall for the brand. It features an 11,000-sq-ft, two-story terminal,
with a fireplace in the lobby, a hospitality
check-in area and concierge desk, refreshment bar, snooze rooms, flight planning
area, theater room, and a pair of conference rooms. The second floor has office
space available for lease and overlooks
both the ramp and the adjoining 28,000sq-ft heated hangar, which can accommodate the latest large-cabin business jets. n

Alaska Aerofuel, the only full-service FBO at Fairbanks International Airport, joins the Ross
Aviation facilities in Anchorage.

On a busy summer day, the FBO at MVY may see as many as 400 operations.

Elite vacation destination
gears up for peak traffic season
The rising temperatures in the Northeast
are a clear indication that summer is right
around the corner, and for Martha’s Vineyard Airport (MVY) and its municipally
owned FBO, that means things are about
to get very busy. The Massachusetts island,
long a summer playground for the Washington power elite and corporate CEOs, sees its
population explode from 15,000 to 100,000
during peak season, which corresponds
to a surge in aviation traffic. According to
Ann Richart, the airport’s manager, 70 percent of its passenger enplanements occur
between June and September, while August
represents the peak, with approximately 20
percent of the airport’s annual 40,000 operations. On an average busy summer day,
MVY will see 350 to 400 operations total
with business jets and turboprops accounting for more than a quarter of them.
“The jets can be the really big fancy corporate jets, but when the airstairs come
down, it’s not suits and briefcases, like
you would see at most other FBOs,” Richart explained to AIN. “It’s people in their
flipflops and their dogs and their kids and
surfboards and everything else.”
While many of the flights are drop and
gos, there are services available for aircraft that need them. Catering is provided
by J&B Corporate Jets, the same company
that operates the restaurant in the commercial terminal and also provides aircraft
cleaning and lav service when requested.
The 2,600-sq-ft private aviation terminal, which is open 24/7, includes a lobby,
restrooms, and pilots’ lounge with flightplanning area. While it doesn’t have a
dedicated snooze room, the lounge,
which is usually dimly lit, has comfortable
recliners for an adult to recline fully. Amenities such as ice, coffee, Wi-Fi, newspapers, and—for four-legged patrons—dog
biscuits, are provided.
The airport’s fuel farm holds 40,000
gallons of jet-A and 20,000 of avgas and
is served by a trio of 5,000-gallon jet fuel
tankers and a pair of 750-gallon 100LL
trucks. Last year the facility pumped more
than 700,000 gallons of jet fuel and nearly
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100,000 gallons of avgas. The Avfuel supplied airport is in the process of swapping
one of its jet refuelers for a new model and
it is trading in one of the avgas trucks for a
1,200-gallon version.

Year-round Operations

The airport has more than 12 acres of ramp
space for its clients, which in the summer
months includes commercial traffic from
American Airlines, Delta, and Jet Blue, and
year-round service by Cape Air.
While it has no hangars for transient
aircraft, the airport does have several that
are leased out to local owners, and of the
78 aircraft based there, eight are turbine
powered, including a Cessna Citation V, a
group of TBMs, and a pair of Bell 407s.
For the summer months, the airport will
hire 10 extra staffers to bolster its NATA
Safety 1st trained staff of 20, which can
perform virtually all tasks required, from
towing aircraft, to customer service, to airport maintenance, to running the airport’s
water-treatment plant. “They do the runway inspections, they’re all qualified firefighters, and they do the fueling and take
care of people, so they are an awesome
get-it-all-done group,” said Richart.
Though summer is clearly the high
point of the year for the airport, there are
pockets of private aviation activity throughout the rest of the year, especially during
holiday periods, as long as the weather
remains cooperative. “A lot of the people
who come here have their second or third
homes here,” said airport assistant manager Geoffrey Freeman. “Those have definitely evolved over the past two decades
from those true summer homes to multimillion-dollar homes that are seasonal but
are easily reopened for special holidays.”
He added that GA traffic is solid on
weekends throughout the year, as the
Vineyard is a popular destination for private pilots from the surrounding area coming in for breakfast. The island has also
seen its share of visits from Air Force One,
as it was a favored vacation venue for Presidents Clinton and Obama.
C.E.
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According to the Flight Safety Foundation’s (FSF) Go-Around Decision-Making
and Execution Project report, “Flight discipline during the final approach is key to eliminating—or at least reducing—approach and
landing accidents.” The report suggests that,
across all segments, only 3 percent of all
unstable approaches result in a go-around.
Improvement of this go-around rate
would be significant in improving flight
safety, the FSF said, adding, “The problem of go-around policy noncompliance
is real and arguably the largest threat to
flight safety today.”
In the past two decades, most operators
have implemented the stable approach
concept and favorable go-around policies
to support pilot decision-making during
approaches that are or become destabilized. Overall, those operators that share
data have shown year-over-year positive
gains in stable approach rates. Most operators now have an unstable approach rate
of less than 5 percent. That is impressive;

great gains have been achieved in reduc- burden falls on the pilot to continuously
ing the rate of unstable approaches. The review and “rehearse” go-around procereal issue now is the 97 percent of unsta- dures at various altitudes.
ble flights that continue and land.
One solution to improve the rate of
So, why don’t pilots go around? The
go-arounds from unstable approaches is
FSF concluded that pilots often have
an “active callout.” Some operators have
varying perceptions about the levels of adopted this concept to include a 500-foot
risk associated with continuing an unsta- agl callout where the pilot monitoring (PM),
ble approach and executing a go-around.
along with other verbiage, includes a “staAccording to the study, levels of risk ble” or “unstable” call. If the PM calls out
during an approach vary depending on “unstable,” then the appropriate response
the pilot, approach, and environment. from the pilot flying (PF) is “go around,”
The perception is that these risks increase while initiating the go-around maneuver.
exponentially as the approach progresses
In the FSF report, the recommendation
below 500 feet. Survey results also sug- is to make this active callout at 300 feet
gest that the go-around maneuver is safer agl. This actually might be too low. During
if executed at higher altitudes.
the normal instrument approach progresOne common justification for continu- sion in a turbine aircraft at 300 feet, the
ing an unstable approach is that “it’s safer workload of the crew increases as the airto continue,” rather than go around. Often craft approaches landing minimums.
this justification is rooted in a lack of proRegardless, the “active callout” concept
ficiency in the go-around maneuver itself. removes any of the subjectivity or analyWhile troubling, this is somewhat sis required by the PF—the decision now
understandable, since the go-around becomes binary. Great concept, and a
maneuver is rare—often performed only great way to generate more conversation
during recurrent training in the simulator. on improving safety during the approach
In this scenario, the go-around is highly and landing phase of flight. Remember:
anticipated, such as arriving “at mini- no harm, no foul, just go around. 
n
mums” during an instrument approach.
Likewise, according to the FSF, there
Pilot, safety expert,
consultant, and aviation
are limited opportunities to practice the
journalist Stuart “Kipp” Lau
maneuver in the real world. A short-haul
writes
about flight safety
airline might experience just one or two
and
airmanship
for AIN.
go-arounds per year, while a long-haul
He
can
be
reached
by email:
pilot might experience one once every
two to three years. Thus, much of the
mstuart.lau3@gmail.com

the aircraft registry would be shielded from
closure during a government shutdown.
The bill looks to accommodate a number of new technologies through directives for studies, including on advanced
cockpit displays such as synthetic and
enhanced vision systems and on supersonic flight. In addition, provisions call
for a joint research program with NASA
on single-pilot cargo operations and for a
new rule authorizing the carriage of property by small unmanned aircraft systems
for compensation or hire. Also on the
emerging technology front, the bill would
establish a remote tower pilot program
for rural and small communities.
Further, the bill has a section focused
solely on unmanned operations and a
roadmap for their safe integration into
the National Airspace System.
In the safety arena the bill seeks to
support voluntary safety disclosure programs for both operations and maintenance activities, and also would create a
formal aviation rulemaking committee
to develop recommendations for Part 135
flight and duty time regulations.
Several of the measures are aimed at
workforce shortage issues, including a
study on maintenance industry technician shortages, opportunities for women
in aviation, and the aviation and aerospace workforce of the future.
Other measures seek clearer guidance
on pilots sharing flight expenses with

passengers (a more far-reaching amend- control,“ NBAA’s Bolen said. “We are gratement on this issue was dropped) and to ful that members of Congress heard their
permanently protect the privacy of oper- constituents’ concerns about ATC privatators who want to shield their registra- ization, and reflected those concerns in
tion number from real-time public flight bringing this legislation to final passage.”
tracking. Congress focuses on the grow“This bill provides key provisions and laning concerns surrounding cybersecurity guage that improves safety, streamlines regwith a mandate to review FAA’s activities
ulatory burdens, strengthens job creation,
and plans in this arena. Among the many encourages competitiveness and innovaother provisions is a section on improving tion, and stimulates exports,” added Bunce.
airline customer service.
NATA president Martin Hiller agreed.
“This FAA authorization is the culmi- “The legislation contains many NATA-supnation of years of hearings and listening ported provisions that will improve safety
sessions to solicit input from aviation
and address the needs of aviation busistakeholders, commercial passengers, nesses across the country, including efforts
general aviation pilots, and our colleagues,” to streamline certification and flight stansaid Frank LoBiondo (R-New Jersey), dards processes—as well as improve the
chairman of the House aviation subcom- consistency of FAA regulatory interpremittee. “In the truest sense, this legisla- tations,” Hiller said. “We are also pleased
tion represents bipartisan cooperation by the inclusion of studies to assess the
and compromise to advance the nation’s current state of, barriers to entry into, and
aviation interests and safety in the skies.”
options to increase the future supply of
Rick Larsen (D-Washington), the rank- individuals in the aviation workforce.”
ing Democrat on the aviation committee,
Bunce further encouraged the Senate to
also expressed support for the bill, and pass its FAA legislation expeditiously. The
said, “With this continued commitment to Senate must still pass its own version of
bipartisanship, the difference between the FAA reauthorization. Senate Commerce
House and the Senate bills is now merely Committee chairman John Thune (R-South
inches apart.”
Dakota) had indicated a desire to finish
Passage instantly drew praise from work on it before the August recess. But
general aviation groups. “While the bill is
by early May the ultimate fate became less
not perfect, a long-term reauthorization clear as rumors began to surface that this
is critical to advancing our shared priori- bill could become a victim of election-year
ties. Equally important, this bipartisan bill politics and stumble in the Senate, setting
will modernize, not privatize, air traffic the stage for yet another FAA extension.n

Other Voices

Sensible pilots remember:
no harm, no foul, go around
by Stuart “Kipp” Lau
In a perfect world, every approach would be
stable, all unstable approaches would end in
a go-around, and pilots would comply with
every written rule. In that perfect world,
fewer airplanes would run off the runway,
land short, or have a tailstrike. Unfortunately, our world is anything but perfect.
Stabilized approach criteria, “no-fault”
go-around policies, and adherence to standard operating procedures (SOPs) are solid
defenses against approach and landing
accidents (ALA). Yet these accidents continue to occur at an alarming rate. In fact,
the most common phase of flight for accidents is the approach and landing phase.
What’s most perplexing is that after
nearly 20 years of industry focus on
reducing ALA accidents, we’re still
having this conversation. About half of
these accidents begin with an unstable
approach. So it makes perfect sense to
abandon the approach when everything
is not lining up as planned. Right? No
harm, no foul, just go-around.

continued from page 12

Reworked FAA bill
finds House support
This study is to look at high-impact areas
such as California and New York. It further seeks community involvement in
FAA NextGen projects in metroplexes.
And it would facilitate use of unleaded
aviation gasoline.
As for FAA certification reform, the
bill would create an advisory committee
to conduct a comprehensive review to
advise on policies that are affecting certification. In addition, it would direct the
FAA to establish performance objectives
and track metrics related to aircraft certification activities and provide for fuller
use of organization designation authorization. The bill seeks similar reforms for
the FAA’s Flight Standards Service.
Along with certification reform within
the U.S., the bill seeks to smooth the process for U.S. product validations internationally, directing the FAA to promote U.S.
aerospace standards and easing the ability
to accept foreign safety directives.
In addition to the broad reforms, the bill
would seek a comprehensive reform and
streamlining of Part 91 through the input
of a government/industry task force. Noncommercial general aviation aircraft registration would be extended to 10 years and
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ACCIDENTS

by David Jack Kenny

PRELIMINARY REPORTS
Icing Implicated in
Caravan Crash
CESSNA 208B, APRIL 11, 2018,
ATQASUK, ALASKA

A North Slope Bureau search-and-rescue
helicopter seeking a downed Cessna Caravan was forced to turn back when ice
began forming on its windshield. The rescue pilots reported ice, fog, flat light, and
reduced visibility in the vicinity. The Caravan went down two miles short of the
Atqasuk Airport on a mail and cargo flight
after its autopilot abruptly disconnected
at 1,500 feet. The pilot later reported that
at the moment the disconnect annunciator sounded, the control column pitched
forward and he was unable to pull it back.
The airplane descended into the fog, hit
a snow-covered tundra, and rolled over.
A search team on snow machines
subsequently located the pilot, who suffered only minor injuries. The accident
occurred six days before the NTSB published a long-form report (AAR1802) on
a fatal 2016 accident involving another
Caravan operated by the same company,
Hageland Aviation Services. The Atqasuk
accident was the 11th in the past decade
involving Hageland, which operates
almost exclusively in the extremely challenging conditions of rural Alaska. Nine
of the eleven involved turbine airplanes,
eight of them Cessna 208Bs.

Citation Destroyed in
Unauthorized Flight in IMC

rain. Rotational scoring on the compressor blades indicated that both engines
were operating at the moment of impact.

Ground Fatality in Indonesian
Helicopter Crash
BELL 429, APRIL 20, 2018, MOROWALI
DISTRICT, CENTRAL SULAWESI, INDONESIA

One person on the ground was killed by
fragments of a rotor blade when a helicopter transporting foreign workers went
down 100 meters short of its pad while
attempting to return to base. The aircraft,
operated by the Indonesia Morowali
Industrial Park, had been airborne for
about seven minutes when it reversed
course. The reason for its return was not
reported. Four of the eight on board suffered minor injuries, while the other four
were reported to be unhurt.

Wisconsin Air Ambulance
Accident Kills Three
AEROSPATIALE AS350B2, APRIL 26, 2018,
HAZELHURST, WISCONSIN

The pilot and two medical crewmembers
died after their helicopter hit trees shortly
after 11 p.m. The ship was returning from
a patient transport. The accident site in
Oneida County was about 12 miles from
the aircraft’s base. Ascension Health,
which contracted use of the helicopter
from Air Methods Corporation, suspended all air and ground patient transports pending investigation.
The NTSB’s preliminary report has not
been released as of this writing.

CESSNA 525, APRIL 15, 2018,
CROZET, VIRGINIA

The Cessna CitationJet that crashed
into a hillside in rural Albemarle County,
Virginia, was operating without an IFR
clearance in instrument meteorological conditions at night. No flight plan
was filed for the 83-nautical mile flight
from Richmond Executive-Chesterfield
County to Shenandoah Valley, both in
Virginia. The 1,900-hour private pilot, its
sole occupant, was killed when the jet hit
40-foot trees at an elevation of 1,520 feet
about 20 miles short of its destination.
According to the NTSB’s preliminary
report, the airplane took off at 8:35 p.m.
and initially climbed to 11,500 feet, then
almost immediately descended to 4,300.
It maintained that altitude for nine minutes before beginning a descending left
turn and disappearing from radar.
The Charlottesville airport, 13 miles
northeast of the accident site, reported
two and a half miles visibility in rain and
mist, with a broken ceiling at 700 feet
and a 1,500-foot overcast. A witness close
enough to feel the ground shake described
the cloud ceiling as “really low” with heavy

FINAL REPORTS
Helicopter Crew
Lost Visual References
AIRBUS HELICOPTERS EC135T1,
NOV. 7, 2015, 10 KM NNW OF COORANBONG,
NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA

The pilot’s decision to leave the site of
a precautionary landing and fly towards
rising terrain in marginal visibility is to
blame for the fatal crash of a helicopter in
a rural area, according to the Austrailian
Transport Safety Bureau. During a private
flight from Breeza to Terrey Hills, N.S.W.,
the pilot initially diverted toward the
coast and then reversed course to land
in a clearing in the Wattagan Creek valley, “probably after encountering adverse
weather conditions.” The helicopter
remained on the ground for about 40 minutes before departing to the east, hitting a
hillside about seven minutes later. Three
people were killed in the accident.
The aircraft’s owner and his wife, both
qualified helicopter pilots, had flown from
a private helipad in Terrey Hills about

10 miles north of Sydney to Breeza, 146
nautical miles north-northwest, arriving
about 11 a.m. The return flight departed
about 5:35 p.m. after boarding one passenger, a documentary filmmaker. The TSB’s
final report issued on April 24 includes
images of low ceilings over the Watagan
Mountains captured by his camera.
Air traffic control radar showed the
helicopter climbing to 3,500 feet before
turning left, away from higher ground,
and descending. Witnesses reported
seeing it fly east toward the coast under
a low overcast before returning to land
in a clearing in moderate to heavy rain.
The rain subsided to drizzle by the time
it departed, but visibility remained low.
Sporadic radar hits over the next six minutes showed it reversing course from a
northeasterly to a northwesterly track
while climbing from 1,700 to 2,100 feet.
The wreckage was found two days later
near the top of a ridge at an elevation of
1,340 feet.
The owner and presumed pilot was
not instrument-rated, but in a published
description of a 2004 escape from IMC
claimed to “regularly” practice instrument flight. He was qualified to fly at
night. A wire strike in 2012 led the Civil
Aviation Safety Authority to suspend his
pilot certificate; it was reinstated after a
successful flight review in 2014.

Cheyenne Fire Linked to
Broader Safety Hazard
PIPER PA-31T CHEYENNE,
JULY 29, 2016, MCKINLEYVILLE, CALIFORNIA

Electrical arcing from a wire chafed by
contact with hydraulic lines caused an
in-flight fire in the air ambulance and
the airplane broke up in midair less than
five minutes after the pilot declared an
emergency, according to the NTSB. All
four on board were killed. The fire began
below the cabin floor near the main bus
tie circuit breaker panel where wiring
bundles cross the four lines supplying the
landing gear retraction system; the wiring “showed evidence of electrical arcing
damage,” and one wire exhibited “notching consistent with mechanical rubbing.”
All four hydraulic lines were melted, suggesting that once started, the fire was fed
by hydraulic fluid.
The same “unsafe condition” that
destroyed the Piper Cheyenne was found
in all six examples of the same make and
model examined by NTSB investigators.
Examination of six other Cheyennes
revealed “unsafe conditions in which electrical lines and hydraulic lines in the area of
the main bus tie circuit breaker panel were
in direct contact” in every one. Several
wires were sufficiently chafed to eventually
cause electrical arcing and possible fires
if left uncorrected. The FAA responded
with a Special Airworthiness Information

Bulletin in December 2016, superseded
two months later by Airworthiness Directive No. 2017-02-06. The AD requires
an initial inspection within 30 days and
recurrent inspections within 12 months
thereafter and details the procedures and
equipment for carrying them out.
The flight had departed Crescent City,
California, at 12:45 a.m. to transport a
patient to Oakland. The fire broke out 13
minutes after takeoff; the pilot reported
smelling smoke and advised that he was
returning to Crescent City. Radio and
radar contact were lost four and a half
minutes later. The wreckage was located
at 10:11 the following morning.

Citation Crash
Remains Unexplained
CESSNA 500 (CITATION I), OCT. 13, 2016,
KELOWNA, BRITISH COLUMBIA

Canada’s Transportation Safety Board
could not determine the reason the
pilot lost control of the airplane less
than four minutes after takeoff. The
1974-model business jet had reached an
altitude of 8,600 feet when it entered
a tight descending right turn “with the
characteristics of a spiral dive” and disappeared from radar. The pilot and three
passengers were killed when the airplane
hit “hard, rocky, forested terrain” in a
67-degree nose-down attitude.
Because the accident occurred at night
with the airplane in instrument meteorological conditions, and in light of
deviations in heading, airspeed, and rate
and angle of climb, the TSB considered
it “likely” that the airline transport pilot
succumbed to spatial disorientation. He
did not meet Canadian night-currency
requirements, having made only two
night takeoffs and three landings during
the preceding six months instead of the
required five. He was, however, current for instrument flight and certified
for single-pilot operations in the Citation, which had undergone the required
modifications.
Regulations did not require it to be
equipped with either a cockpit voice or
flight data recorder, and in the absence of
those recordings, investigators could not
determine whether an autopilot failure
or other anomaly had helped trigger the
accident sequence. The TSB accompanied
its report with a recommendation that
Transport Canada require “mandatory
installation of lightweight flight recording systems by all commercial and private
business operators not currently required
to carry them.”
The jet was returning to the Calgary
Springbrook Airport, from which it had
arrived at about 8:30 that morning. Passengers included former Alberta Premier
Jim Prentice and the father-in-law of one
of his daughters, Dr. Ken Gellatly.
n

The material on this page is based on reports by the official agencies of the countries having the reponsibility for aircraft accident and incident investigations.
It is not intended to judge or evaluate the ability of any person, living or dead, and is presented here for informational purposes.
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Fill an empty seat with hope.

Give a cancer patient a lift
on your next flight.

Corporate Angel Network arranges free flights to
treatment for cancer patients in the empty seats on
corporate jets.
Since 1981, Corporate Angel Network, a not-forprofit organization, has worked with more than 500
major corporations including half the Fortune 100,

to fly more than 50,000 cancer patients to specialized
treatment and currently transports 225 patients
each month.
The process is simple. Corporate Angel Network
does all the work. All you have to do is offer an
empty seat to a cancer patient on your next flight.

50,000 flights and counting!

Corporate Angel Network

(866) 328-1313
www.corpangelnetwork.org

Bringing Cancer Patients
Closer To Their Cure.
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PRE-OWNED Update

by James Wynbrandt

How big a deal is bonus depreciation?

DIVERSIFIED IN SERVICES. UNIFIED TO SERVE.

Base Your Aircraft or
Business with Sheltair

Learn more about all that
Sheltair has to offer at the

NBAA Regional Forum
White Plains, NY
June 21, 2018
Booth #146

Now Leasing
DAB • ECP • FLL • FRG
FOK • FXE • JAX • ORL
Call Today 407-854-1818

sheltairaviation.com

If you’re shopping for a preowned business aircraft, the 2017 federal tax law’s
biggest news may be that you can now
take advantage of 100 percent bonus
depreciation, a benefit previously reserved
for purchasers of new airplanes. The
writeoff for used aircraft (those placed
in service by Jan. 1, 2027) “will help the
business aviation industry turn the corner” this year, according to the National
Aircraft Resale Association (NARA), which
represents some major airplane brokers.
Will bonus depreciation really
accomplish that goal? And if you
were to purchase a preowned
model, how beneficial would this
change in tax policy be for you?
“On the surface, it sounds really
attractive,” said Pete Messina, lead
CPA with Jetlaw in Washington,
D.C. “But I’m not sure what impact
it really has on the used market.”
With taxes, Messina points out, “It’s
not only the specific law but the surrounding laws that may impact the
benefits.” For one thing, eligibility for
bonus depreciation requires that the
aircraft be employed at least 50 percent
for business and under the new law,
using it for business entertainment no
longer counts toward that percentage.
Moreover, you can apply bonus
depreciation only to the percentage of
the airplane’s cost that equates to the
percentage of business use. Say you buy
a Hawker 900XP for $4.6 million and half
of its use this year is for business. In that
case, the writeoff is limited to half the
cost—$2.3 million. Moreover, you can’t
depreciate more than your income for the
year, so you’ll need $2.3 million in income
in order to write off that much. So while
the bonus depreciation could be a boon
for some, it may not be the impetus
for the turnaround NARA postulates.
Meanwhile, gray areas could impede
efforts to capitalize on the bonus rule.
Messina cites management company
clients of his that help their highusage charter customers acquire aircraft.
“Because of the price point and [the high
level of] charter activity, [buyers] are
making money on those acquisitions,”
he said. “That was never a formula that

worked before.” But bonus depreciation
isn’t available for an asset previously used
by its buyer. If the management company’s customer ever chartered the aircraft
he or she later purchases, does that render
it ineligible for the tax benefit? “We’ll wait
for guidance from Treasury,” said Messina.

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT
FOR SALE
May 2016– April 2018
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What if you planned to buy a new
aircraft—say a Global 6000 priced at
$62 million—in part because of the
depreciation benefits? Does it now make
sense to consider a preowned model?
“Absolutely,” said Messina. (Preowned
Global 6000s, for example, are selling
at less than half the price of new, a
long way from turnaround territory.)
So how should bonus depreciation affect
your purchase plans? Industry veterans
advise consulting aviation tax and/or
accounting specialists who can evaluate
your situation and provide guidance. That’s
something the revision hasn’t altered. 

Used bizcraft values rise, led by super-midsize jets
Estimated values of preowned business
aircraft have risen in each of the five
categories—light, midsize, super-midsize,
and large-cabin jets and turboprops—over
the past six months, according to Amstat’s
latest Aircraft Valuation Tool (AVT) Aircraft
Values Report.
Leading the categories is the super-midsize jet segment, which saw the average estimated value surge 23.7 percent, from $5.7
million to $7 million, since October. This is
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followed by turboprops, where the average
estimated value climbed 18.8 percent, from
$2.2 million to $2.6 million, the report noted.
Preowned large-cabin business jet
values rose 7.8 percent, to $15.2 million,
over the past two quarters, while light jet
values jumped by 6.9 percent, to $2.4 million. Meanwhile, the midsize jet segment
remains somewhat stalled, with values rising just 0.4 percent, to $3.1 million, since
October, according to Amstat.
C.T.

COMPLIANCE countdown
Within 6 Months
June 16, 2018 and Jan. 1, 2019

Upgraded CVRs and
Underwater Locators
The European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) will require upgraded CVRs and
underwater locating devices (ULDs).
New ULDs must be capable of transmitting for at least 90 days instead of
30 days. By Jan. 1, 2019, airplanes with
an mtow of at least 59,500 pounds
with more than 19 passenger seats
and performing transoceanic flights
must be retrofitted with an additional
ULD with “very long detection range.”
Also by Jan. 1, 2019, all CVRs with a
30-minute recording duration must
be replaced by units with two-hour
recording capability. Additionally,
CVRs recording on magnetic tape
must be replaced by solid-state units.
June 27, 2018 NEW

Proposal Tightens
FDR/CVR Requirements
An EASA notice of proposed amendment (NPA) aims to improve the reliability of flight recorders. In particular,
the aim of the proposal is to increase
the robustness of flight recorders
to the loss of their power supplies,
prevent the premature termination
of recordings due to the untimely
triggering of negative acceleration
sensors, and define the certification
requirements for combination recorders and deployable recorders. Comments on the NPA are due by June 27.
Sep. 30, 2018 NEW

Deadline Revision for
Part 91 CPDLC
The FAA extended its deadline for
Part 91 operators to receive revised
authorizations for using controller pilot datalink communications
(CPDLC), although operators hoping
to take advantage of reduced spacing
along certain North Atlantic Tracks
(NAT) must also be in compliance
with ICAO’s performance-based
communications and surveillance
(PBCS) requirements. The new
deadline is Sept. 30, 2018 to provide
additional time for the agency to
process revised LOA applications.
While the FAA’s datalink deadline is
separate from the PBCS mandate, the
two are linked through use of CPDLC.
Nov. 8, 2018

15-minute Position Reporting
The International Civil Aviation Organization Council adopted a tracking
standard for certain international
flights that requires crews to report
their aircraft’s position at least every

by Gordon Gilbert

15 minutes. It will become applicable
on November 8. The new requirement
will be made formal as Amendment
39 to Annex 6—Operation of Aircraft,
Part I. The new standard is the outcome
of recommendations stemming from
the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370 on March 8, 2014.

Within 12 Months
Jan. 31, 2019

Canada CRM Requirements
Transport Canada has introduced
so-called “contemporary” crew
resource management (CRM) training
standards applicable to commercial
aircraft operations, including air taxis.
The new requirements go into effect
Jan. 31, 2019. This latest iteration of
CRM now includes the concept of
threat and error management (TEM).
TEM “advocates the careful analysis of
potential hazards and taking the appropriate steps to avoid, trap, or mitigate
threats and manage errors before they
lead to an undesired aircraft state.”

Beyond 12 Months
Jan. 1, 2020 and June 7, 2020

ADS-B Out Mandates

24/7/365

Parts Serv ice

ADS-B Out equipment must be
operational starting Jan. 1, 2020, in
aircraft that fly in the U.S. under
IFR and where transponders are
currently required, and in Taiwan
IFR airspace above FL290. The
ADS-B Out retrofit requirement in
Europe takes effect June 7, 2020.
Jan. 30, 2020

Expansion of
Datalink Com in North Atlantic
Phase 2 of the North Atlantic datalink mandate began with Phase 2a in
February 2015, at which time flights
within the North Atlantic Tracks
(NAT) between FL350 and FL390 were
required to be equipped with FANS1/A controller-pilot datalink communications (CPDLC) and ADS-C. The
program expanded to these altitudes in
the entire ICAO NAT region on Dec. 7,
2017, and will apply to all flights in this
region above FL290 on Jan. 30, 2020.

Duncan Aviation’s Parts and
Rotables Sales team has more
than 900,000 outright and exchange
options for aircraft parts and AOG needs. If we
don’t stock what you need, our experts, with over
500 years of experience, can locate available
inventory within 30 minutes. Contact us now.
We are always ready to help you. 24/7/365.

Jan. 1, 2021

Stage 5 Noise Rules
Effective Jan. 1, 2021 more stringent
noise certification rules apply for new
type certificates for airplanes less than
121,254 pounds. The new rule, known
as Stage 5, is intended only for newly
designed airplanes and is not aimed at
phasing out the existing noise standards that apply to the production
nor operation of current models. n

Search online for Duncan Aviation parts
and repair capabilities, request a quote, or
contact a Customer Service Rep at:

www.DuncanAviation.aero/parts/search

AIN_DuncanAviation_May2018.indd 1
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Marc Drobny has joined StandardAero as
president of business aviation. Drobny was
previously the president of Executive Jet Management for 13 years and served for more than
a decade with the U.S. Navy.
Lufthansa Technik appointed Constanze
Hufenbecher chief financial officer for an additional five years. Hufenbecher is also responsible for the company’s VIP and special missions
aircraft services and for corporate services.
F/LIST has appointed Markus T. Inäbnit as
executive director of corporate strategy. Before
joining F/LIST, Inäbnit held senior executive
positions at Suhner, Aerolite, Jet Aviation, and
Honeywell Aerospace.
Robert van de Weg has rejoined
Volga-Dnepr Group as vice president of sales
and marketing. He previously spent three years
in senior roles with the company and will be
responsible for all commercial airline activity.
Gerald Pratt has been named vice president
of finance at Raisbeck Engineering. Pratt has
more than 17 years of finance and accounting
experience and previously served as financial
operations manager for Beckwith & Duffel.
Michael Anckner is the new regional vice
president, corporate fleets, USA at Bombardier Business Aircraft. Anckner has worked for
Bombardier since 2000 and was most recently
sales director, Latin America and the Caribbean
for the company.
Nelson Krahenbuhl Salgado has been
elected interim executive vice president of
finance and investor relations at Embraer.
Salgado will replace José Antonio de Almeida
Filippo, who resigned.
Cirrus Aircraft promoted Ben Kowalski to senior vice president of sales and marketing. Kowalski will lead all sales and marketing efforts.
Argus International promoted John Illson to
executive vice president of its wholly owned
PRISM subsidiary. Illson was previously the
senior vice president of certification services
and regulatory assistance for Argus.
Keith Anderson joined FlightSafety International as director of engineering for simulation
products. Anderson has more than 37 years of
experience in engineering, aircraft design and
certification, customer service, and training,
most recently as vice president of engineering
for Raisbeck Engineering.
Airplus Maintenance named Robert Zehnder
head of customer service and planning. Zehnder
brings a background in business aviation and
airline MRO to his new role, including with
Swissair, SR Technics, Jet Aviation, Altenrhein
Aviation, and most recently Kuerzi Avionics.
Marie-Hélène Emond was appointed marketing communications and public relations
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manager for Esterline Avionics Systems, succeeding Janka Dvornik who retired after 35
years with the company. Emond has held marketing communications management roles in
a range of industries, previously serving with
ABB, Fordia, BDC, and the Canadian Institute
of Mining, Metallurgy, and Petroleum.
David Copeland, director of sales for
Mid-Continent Instruments and Avionics, was
elected to the Aircraft Electronics Association
(AEA) board of directors. Copeland, who is serving a three-year term that began in March, has
30 years of aviation experience and has held volunteer roles with several aviation organizations.
Stevens Aviation announced Andrew Camp
as regional sales manager. Camp served eight
years as an aircraft structural repair technician
with the U.S. Army and most recently worked
as avionics sales manager for Elliott Aviation.
Duncan Aviation has named Alan Monk airframe sales manager and George Bajo modifications sales manager. The two will oversee the
sales team at Duncan’s Battle Creek location.
Ian Holder has been announced as Air Partner’s new managing director of Baines Simmons. Holder has more than 25 years of safety

MARIE-HÉLÈNE EMOND

management experience and joined Baines
Simmons as a principal consultant in 2015.
Vanessa Hopkins has been appointed the
new crew manager for rescue and firefighting
services at London Biggin Hill Airport. Hopkins
has been a rescue and firefighter at London
Biggin Hill for six years and is the first female
to be promoted to crew manager at the airport.
Carlo Montanini was named charter sales
manager for Acropolis Aviation, based at the
company’s Farnborough Airport, UK headquarters. Montanini previously sold Global 6000
charter for VistaJet and also has been commercial director for FlairJet.
Airforce Turbine Service hired Wayne Butler
as a sales representative in the Eastern U.S.
and Eastern Canada and Kate Cosgrove to
manage the inside sales team. They join Scott
Cheairs, who was added to the team last June
as director of sales. Butler has 27 years of experience, formerly serving with StandardAero.
Cosgrove has a background in PT6 parts, previously serving with Mint Turbines and Kansas
Aviation. Cheairs’s background, meanwhile,
includes time with Elliott Aviation, Hawker
Beechcraft, and Blackhawk Modifications.

AWARDS and HONORS
NATA has selected Gerald Dillingham, the
former head of the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s (GAO) civil aviation issues arm, the recipient of its Distinguished
Public Service Award to recognize his outstanding service and contributions to the
industry. Dillingham retired last month after a career in public service that lasted for
more than four decades.
In addition, the association named Larry Flynn and Randall Berg the recipients
of its highest annual honors. Flynn will be
awarded the William A. “Bill” Ong Memorial Award, while Berg will receive the NATA
Distinguished Service Award. Flynn, who
retired as president of Gulfstream Aerospace in 2015, served more than 30 years
in managing aircraft service facilities. Berg,
a NATA board member and recent director
of aviation for King County in Washington,
has more than 40 years of experience as
an airport executive.
The ATP/NATA General Aviation Service
Technician Award will be presented to
George Terry, vice president director of
operations at Corporate Eagle. The award
recognizes the exceptional performance of
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a licensed airframe and powerplant mechanic or radio repairman who has practiced
their craft for 20 or more years. Terry has
served for more than thirty years and his
contributions have allowed Corporate Eagle
to remain accident-free during his tenure.
Juan Rivera has been selected to receive NATA’s Airport Executive Partnership
Awards. Rivera is the airport director at
Manassas Regional Airport in Virginia and
aided in the development of a new FBO,
building site, and hangar space at HEF.
NATA’s Excellence in Pilot Training Award
will be given to Janine Schwahn, chief instructor at Summit Aviation in Montana. The
award recognizes outstanding contributions in professionalism, safety, leadership,
and excellence in pilot training. Schwahn
helped Summit transition to a Part 141 flight
training center and Part 135 operator.
The fourth annual Safety 1st Certified
Line Service Professional Award will be
presented to Henry Graves, line technician
and shift leader at APP Jet Center. Graves
has 22 years of ground support experience
and has dedicated the last 15 years as a
shift supervisor at APP Jet Center.
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Emperor Aviation appointed Razvan Stefan
director and accountable manager for its operation in Malta.
Cutter Aviation named James Fisher regional
engine sales manager. Fisher, who most recently
was director of maintenance for N1, has more
than 25 years of aviation experience, including
holding various management roles with Pratt &
Whitney Canada. In addition, Cutter appointed
Iggy Burkhardt HondaJet regional sales manager for New Mexico, Texas, and Oklahoma. Burkhardt has more than 15 years of aircraft sales
experience, including with Cirrus and Eclipse
Aerospace, and also has served as regional sales
manager for DaimlerChrylser Motors.
Skyward Aviation hired Robert Levino as
charter manager and Eric Tabor as vice president of sales. In addition, the firm promoted
Brianna Casciola to vice president. Levino
joins Skyward with more than 17 years of charter scheduling experience, including with organ
transplant flights. Tabor has 15 years of business aviation sales and business development
experience. Casciola has served with Skyward
team for 10 years and has played a role in the
growth of the company to multiple airports.
Comlux appointed John Fleeman as head
of maintenance.
Boston JetSearch added Mark Millar and
Lara Jaugust to help manage the aircraft
search-and-acquisition process for clients.
Millar previously spent nearly 18 years with
Jet Aviation’s FBO and MRO in Bedford, Massachusetts, most recently as manager of MRO
business.
Pro Star Aviation added Zac Cote and Tyler
Mullens to its maintenance team. Cote was
hired as an apprentice and is soon to be certified as an A&P mechanic. Mullens, a 2016
graduate from the Aviation Institute of Maintenance (AIM)-Philadelphia, is working toward
his A&P as well.
David Bannard has become Kaplan Kirsch &
Rockwell’s newest partner, opening a Boston office for the firm. Bannard has nearly 25 years of
experience in representing airports on matters
such as regulatory compliance, airport financing, leasing, rate-setting ordinances, defense
of Part 16 actions, and concessions agreements.
Phil Seymour, CEO of IBA, has been granted the honorary title of appraiser fellow by the
ISTAT Appraiser’s International Board of Governors. Seymour has served the appraisal profession for over 20 years as an ISTAT appraiser.
Blackhawk Modifications has named Scott
Keefe as a marketing consultant.
Davinci Jets welcomed Lynda Jo Norred to
its business development and customer experience team. 
n

SAN JOSE REGIONAL FORUM
San Jose International Airport (SJC)
Thursday, September 6, 2018
The NBAA San Jose Regional Forum will bring current and prospective aircraft
owners, operators, manufacturers, customers and other aviation professionals
together for a one-day event on September 6. The forum incorporates exhibits,
a static display of aircraft and education sessions to help current operators, as
well as those considering using an aircraft for business. Any current issues in the
region will also be addressed. Visit the website to learn more and register.

REGISTER TODAY: www.nbaa.org/2018sjc

calendar
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FARNBOROUGH 2016

JUNE

AUGUST

EASA STC WORKSHOP…June 4-5, Konrad- Adenauer-Ufer 3,
Cologne, Germany. Info: CT1.4.AdminSTCandSpecialProjects@
easa.europa.eu; www.easa.europa.eu/newsroom-and-events/
events/stc-workshop-2018.

LATIN AMERICAN BUSINESS AVIATION CONVENTION &
EXHIBITION…August 14- 16, São Paulo, Brazil.
Info: www.abag.org.br/labace2017.
AEA PITOT STATIC & TRANSPONDER CERTIFICATION TRAINING
WITH ADS-C IMPLEMENTATION SESSION…August 23,
AEA headquarters, Lee’s Summit, MO. Info: info@aea.net;
www.aea.net/Training/courses/pitotstatic.

MAINTENANCE RESERVES SEMINAR 2018…June 5-6,
Jury’s Inn, Prague, Czech Republic.
Info: info@everestevents.co.uk; https://everestevents.co.uk/
event/maintenance-reserves-seminar-2018/.
SAE AVIATION TECHNOLOGY FORUM…June 5-6,
Crowne Plaza Century Park Shanghai, Pudong Shanghai, China.
Info: + (86) 21 5190 8886;
www.sae.org/attend/aviation-technology-forum.
PILATUS OWNERS AND PILOTS
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONVENTION…June 7-9,
The Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, LA.
Info: http://pilatusowners.org/popa-annual-convention-off-season/.
GREATER WASHINGTON AVIATION OPEN…June 11,
Army Navy Country Club, Arlington, VA.
Info: msmanage@cox.net; www.gwao.org/.
NATA ANNUAL MEETING AND AVIATION BUSINESS
CONFERENCE…June 12-14, Grand Hyatt, Washington, D.C.
Info: events@nata.aero; http://nata.aero/Events/2018-AnnualMeeting-and-Aviation-Business-Conference.aspx.
NBAA REGIONAL FORUM…June 21,
Westchester County Airport (HPN), White Plains, NY.
Info: info@nbaa.org; www.nbaa.org/events/forums/2018hpn/.
ASA ANNUAL CONFERENCE…June 24-26,
Omni Scottsdale Resort & Spa at Montelucia, Scottsdale, AZ.
Info: www.aviationsuppliers.org/Annual-Conference.
AEA CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION TRAINING…June 25-29,
702 Helicopters, Las Vegas, NV.
Info: info@aea.net; www.aea.net/Training/courses/CRS/.

GARMIN G500/G600 & GTN PILOT TRAINING…August 25-26,
Garmin Headquarters, Olathe, Kansas. Info: aviation.training@
garmin.com; http://newsroom.garmin.com/press-release/
garmin-announces-new-2018-classroom-pilot-training-classes.

FARNBOROUGH INTERNATIONAL AIRSHOW…
July 16-22, Show Centre, ETPS Rd, Farnborough, England.
Info: +44 (0) 1252 532800, enquiries@farnborough.com;
www.farnboroughairshow.com/trade/.

2018 ROTORCRAFT SAFETY CONFERENCE…
October 23-25, Hurst Conference Center, Hurst, TX.
Info: eugene.trainor@faa.gov; http://faahelisafety.org.
IAWA 30TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE…October 24-26,
South’s Grand Hotel, The Peabody Memphis, Memphis, TN.
Info: info@iawa.org; https://iawa.org/30th-annual-conference/.
BOMBARDIER SAFETY STANDDOWN…
October 30-November 1, Hyatt Regency Hotel, Wichita, KS.
Info: www.safetystanddown.com.

NOVEMBER

NBAA REGIONAL FORUM…September 6,
San Jose International Airport (SJC), San Jose, CA.
Info: info@nbaa.org; www.nbaa.org/events/forums/2018sjc/.

GARMIN PILOT TRAINING CLASSES…
November 1-2, Robinson Helicopter Company, Torrance, CA.
Info: aviation.training@garmin.com;
http://newsroom.garmin.com/press-release/
garmin-announces-new-2018-classroom-pilot-training-classes.

AEA EAST CONNECT CONFERENCE…September 12-13,
DoubleTree by Hilton-Tampa Airport, Tampa, FL.
Info: katier@aea.net; www.aea.net/connect/east/.
RUSSIAN BUSINESS AVIATION CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION…
September 12-14, Moscow, Russia. Info: www.rubace.aero.
NATA GROUND HANDLING SAFETY SYMPOSIUM…
September 18-19, NTSB Training Center, Asburn, VA.
Info: events@nata.aero; http://nata.aero/Events/2018-NATAGround-Handling-Safety-Symposium.aspx.

AEA WEST CONNECT CONFERENCE…September 24-25,
Grand Sierra Resort, Reno, NV. Info: katier@aea.net;
www.aea.net/connect/west/.

JULY

NBAA BUSINESS AVIATION
CONVENTION & EXHIBITION…October 16-18,
Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, FL.
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.

SEPTEMBER

TRANSACTIONAL SUPPORT
& RISK MANAGEMENT SEMINAR…September 19,
Copthorne Tara Hotel, London, UK. Info: info@
everestevents.co.uk; https://everestevents.co.uk/event/
transactional-support-risk-management-seminar-london-2018/.

NBAA FLIGHT ATTENDANTS/FLIGHT TECHNICIANS
CONFERENCE…June 26-28, Saint Paul, MN,
Info: jevans@nbaa.org; www.nbaa.org/events/fa-ft/2018.

EAA AIRVENTURE…July 23-29,
Wittman Regional Airport, Oshkosh, WI.
Info: www.eaa.org.

AEA RVSM MAINTENANCE…August 24,
AEA Headquarters, Lee’s Summit, MO.
Info: info@aea.net; www.aea.net/Training/courses/rvsm/.

AEA CENTRAL CONNECT CONFERENCE…
October 3-4, Hilton Kansas City Airport, Kansas City, MO.
Info: katier@aea.net; http://www.aea.net/connect/central/.

REGIONAL AIRLINE ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONVENTION…
September 26-28, Long Beach, CA. Info: www.raa.org.

OCTOBER
COMMERCIAL UAV EXPO AMERICAS…October 1-3,
Westgate Resort & Casino, Las Vegas, NV.
Info: https://www.expouav.com/.

Indicates events at which AIN will publish
on-site issues or distribute special reports.

AEA SOUTH PACIFIC CONNECT CONFERENCE…
November 5-6, Sheraton Grand Mirage Hotel,
Gold Coast, Australia.
Info: debbiem@aea.net; http://www.aea.net/connect/
southpacific/.
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE…
November 6-8, Radisson Blu Edwardian
Heathrow Hotel, Middlesex,
U.K. Info: EUevents@sae.org; http://astc18.org/.
71ST INTERNATIONAL AIR SAFETY SUMMIT…
November 12-14, Seattle, WA.
Info: solorzano@flightsafety.org;
https://flightsafety.org/event/iass2018/.
AIRCRAFT ECONOMIC LIFE SUMMIT 2018…
November 20, The Gibson Hotel, Dublin, Ireland.
Info: info@everestevents.co.uk;
https://everestevents.co.uk/event/
aircraft-economic-life-summit-2017-2/.

DECEMBER
MIDDLE EAST BUSINESS AVIATION ASSOCIATION SHOW…
December 10-12, Dubai World Trade Center,
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Info: http://www.mebaa.aero/

Indicates events for which AIN will provide
special online coverage or e-newsletter.

See a i n o n l i n e . c o m for a comprehensive long-range aviation events calendar.
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Indicates events at which AIN
will p roduce AINtv.com videos.
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Deliver an exceptional
door-to-door experience
You organise the flight, we take care
of the ground transportation service
wherever your aircraft lands

Contact us to create an account to
get all-inclusive pricing in our
Drivania Booking Platform
US +1 415 366 96 54
EUR +34 93 176 0215
UK +44 203 769 1926
info@drivania.com

.BiZAV.

Let your voice be heard.
Complete the 2018 AIN
Product Support Survey.

HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE. THOUSANDS OF PARTS.
TWO INDUSTRY FIRSTS.

Falcon customers deserve the best in every way, including service. From our 24/7 command center to our mobile repair teams to our extensive
parts inventory, you’re covered. Our portfolio of AOG support services includes two long-range, large cabin Falcon 900s with everything needed
to put an AOG back in service, or provide alternative lift for passengers. Something you can only get from Dassault. Whatever it takesTM.

WWW.DASSAULTFALCON.COM I FRANCE: + 33 1 47 11 37 37 I USA: +1 201 541 4747

